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This is the twelfth Hayama Seminar. There is no official sponsorship. The Seminar is
maintained each year by those participating. It is a voluntary gathering of missionary men
representing many perspectives, for an exchange of insights, for deepening fellowship in
Christ, and for improving understanding. Earnest prayer and hearty cooperation is
solicited.
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THE TWELFTH ANNUAL HAYAMA MISSIONARY SEMINAR
A Story of Dialogue
The genius of "Hayama" lies in the fact that for twelve consecutive years missionary men in
Japan have been carrying on a fascinating dialogue. Meeting originally in facilities at
Hayama which could accomodate sixty men, the seminar was later moved to the Amagi
Sanso Conference Grounds located in the heart of the Izu Peninsula where eighty men
could be housed. There has been no official sponsorship, and in this voluntary gathering of
men representing many perspectives, men have come as individuals, not as representatives
of their missions or groups, for an exchange of insights and for improving understanding.
There has been hearty cooperation.
In the beginning invitations were extended to a limited group because of facilities.
"Hayama" is for intellectual stimulation. It is a time to reap the research and experiences of
years of missionary life and thinking. It is a time to rub shoulders and share. The basic
patter is to give men a chance to hear specialists deliver well-prepared papers which are
always followed by an extended period of lively (!) discussion, concentrating for nine major
periods on various aspects of a chosen theme dealing with missionary work, Japanese
churches and related problems, and subjects vitally affecting God's work in this land. Often
the discussion leader is chosen because his stand is different from that of the speaker and
this makes for an interesting critique and discussion. Most attendants make some
preliminary study of the Seminar theme.
This year 76 missionary men met for the Twelfth Seminar January 5-7 and considered the
theme: THE CHURCH'S ROLE IN URBANIZED JAPAN. Since 85% of the Japanese
population will be urbanized by 1985, careful attention was given to the implications and
pressures and forces at work on the people we are trying to reach.
Calvin Parker gave a historical study on THE RISE OF THE CITY IN JAPAN. John
Timmer presented an exegetical study on THE CITY IN SCRIPTURE. Joseph Spae dealt
with RELIGIOUS IMPLICATIONS OF URBANIZATION IN JAPAN. Tony Carter dealt
with a CITY-CENTERED MISSION STRATEGY. A mammouth presentation using over
twenty large charts, scale drawings, diagrams, population maps, urban study graphs, and
outline studies was presented by Rev. Saeki and Jack Schwartz, showing in detail the
concentrated surveys and research done by the shinagawa
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Church in Tokyo and the program they developed for both evangelism and social outreach.
Joe Gooden dealt with LAY WITNESS IN THE CITY. When Leonard Keighley was unable
to attend at the last minute, Stan Manierre took both papers on the MINISTRY TO THE
DEHUMANIZED: THE CONFORMIST (Keighley's), and THE DROPOUT. John Hesselink
presented NEW PATTERNS FOR A NEW AGE. Richard Sytsma's paper on ENCOUNTER
WITH APARTMENT DWELLERS was most informative.
At Hayama one finds spiritual refreshment. Remembering the goal is dialogue, it is
amazing to find also high times of spiritual inspiration! The morning and evening prayer
sessions are usually led by one chairman so much thought and preparation can go into
these periods. This year men were especially blessed as Ken McVety led them in dividing
into small groups of four each where each man requested prayer for a special need, opened
his heart and shared an area of concern. Then they prayed for each other. The opening
worship led by Chris Webber and the closing service by Bill Bray were impressive!
The atmosphere is relaxed and most of the men wore sport shirts. Between each section
there is a coffee break with snacks prepared by thoughtful wives. Many say the experiences
shared during these times and around the meal table alone are worth the effort of
attending. Cooks trained by Texas housewives serve outstanding meals.
Three missionary men, Paul Peachy, Gordon Chapman, and Joe Gooden started the
Seminar twelve years ago when they sensed the desperate need of dialogue between men of
the many groups working in Japan. A book of all the papers is published each year entitled
"Hayama Missionary Seminar," followed by the date, and is now being offered to
Seminaries in the States and elsewhere.
Plans for next year with the opening of the new Lodge and the beautiful chapel will permit
up to 200 to attend. Many of the discussion groups will break up into smaller "buzz"
sessions, with a report carried back from each and a general sharing by all. Harvey Smit is
the new chairman for the Jan. 5-7, 1972, Seminar.
"Hayama" is not for everybody! It is not kindergarten. It is graduate work! Its goal is
dialogue among missionary men. It has helped many of us get out of the ruts we so easily
drift into.

Joe Gooden
Chairman, 1971 Seminar
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THE RISE OF THE CITY IN JAPAN
Calvin Parker
A city has been defined as "a large, prominent, or important center of population . . . a
relatively permanent and highly organized center having a population with varied skills,
lacking self-sufficiency in the production of food, and usually depending primarily on
manufacture and commerce to satisfy the wants of its inhabitants."1 As a population center,
it also has "a cultural importance which differentiates it from other types of human
settlement and association."2 Urban culture or society as we know it today is
"a society that is typical of modern industrial civilization and heterogeneous in cultural
tradition, that emphasizes secular values, and that is individualized rather than integrated."3
In Japan, the legal city usually extends beyond the borders of the conventional city; it may
include adjacent rural areas as well as the suburbs. A legal city, called shi, is defined as "a
regional public entity with a population of fifty thousand or more, with at least sixty percent
of the households forming the area of city streets, and with at least sixty percent of the total
population engaged in industry, commerce, or other urban occupation-"4 However,
more than forty percent of the 565 shi fall below the present standard of fifty thousand
minimum population; the smallest shi is twenty thousand. Cities in excess of one hundred
thousand total 157, or about nine percent of the world's seventeen hundred cities of this
size--a high percentage since Japan has less than three percent of the world's population.
Eight cities are in the megalopolis class with a population in excess of one million, and
Tokyo, with over eleven million, ranks as the world's largest.5
The rise of the city in this highly urbanized country covers a relatively short span of time.
In southern Asia there were urban populations five thousand years ago that were
distinguished by literacy, formalized religion, political organization, social controls, and
technological advance .6 In Japan, however, not until the later Yayoi period, less than two
thousand years ago, did agriculture develop sufficiently to enable people to reside in one
place for a long time. The Yayoi villages comprised up to five or six hundred houses and
showed a limited degree of social stratification, but no cities developed because the
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agricultural surplus was too limited. The villages tended to combine into village states, and
eventually a union of village states in the Nara basin formed the state of Yamato, which
came to dominate the whole of Japan.
Archaeological research has indicated that the oldest city in Japan is the capital built by the
Emperor Ojin in the Yamato region, probably in the fourth century. Excavations of the
palace, moats, and other facilities have shown that considerable engineering skill was
required to construct the city. If Ojin's successors had located in his capital, a major
population center likely would have developed there.
But each time a new ruler ascended the throne, he either would make his own residence the
palace and therefore the capital, or he would build a new residence in a strategic location.
One reason is that construction at that time was highly impermanent. The palace was a
wooden frame building, lashed together with straw ropes; it had to be replaced about every
twenty years. Another reason is that when a ruler died, his residence was regarded as
defiled. The rules of taboo prohibited its use by a successor.
In 590, Empress Suiko built her palace in the southern part of the Nara basin at Asuka,
which was to serve as the capital district for more than a century. Many temples and shrines,
continental-style homes, and elaborate palaces were constructed in the area.
In China, meanwhile, the newly-established T'ang dynasty was raising that nation to the
status of "the strongest, richest, and in many ways most culturally advanced country in the
world."7 The capital of the T'ang empire, Ch'ang-an, was a walled-in rectangle slightly
larger than five by six miles, and with twelve gates. It was laid out in checkerboard fashion
with nine streets running north and south and twelve running east and west. The palace
stood at the north center of the city, and the government buildings just to the south of it.
The main north-south thoroughfare, five hundred feet wide, divided the city into east and
west halves, each of which had a government-run market place. The remaining part of the
city was divided into administrative blocks that functioned as little villages. About one
million people lived inside the city walls, and another million lived in the surrounding area.
Such a metropolis was certain to awe the city-planners of Japan.
In 645, Emperor Kotoku attempted to move the capital from Asuka to Naniwa (present-day
Osaka), which was the main port for diplomatic and trade missions to the Tang court. He
patterned the city after Ch'ang-an and erected a palace for himself and buildings for all
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the ministries and departments of the government. But he failed in his bid to persuade the
leading clans and temples in Asuka to make the move, and after seven years the Naniwa
project collapsed.
Despite the example of Kotoku's failure, the Emperor Tenchi tried to move the capital to
Otsu, a strategic communications center, but after five years of effort he too admitted defeat
and moved back to Asuka. The Empress Jito wisely chose to build her capital at Fujiwara,
within the Asuka district. Patterned after Ch'ang-an, including even the twelve gates,
Fujiwara soon boasted a large number of official buildings and temples, a population of
fifteen hundred households and a higher stage of culture called Hakuho.
In 710, a date well-known as the beginning of the Nara period, the Emperor Genmei
succeeded in transfering the capital away from Asuka. By then it had become quite
apparent that Asuka was too small and isolated for a capital that was enforcing the enlarged
penal and administrative law system throughout the nation and supervising increased
communication with the Asia mainland. Nara, located far north of Asuka and yet within the
Nara plain, was a compromise choice. Named Heijo, the new capital was patterned after
Ch'ang-an on a scale slightly larger than Fujiwara but still much smaller than the original. It
measured about two and a half by three miles and reached a population of 200,000. George
Sansom has called Nara "the metropolis, the centre of administration, the home of the arts,
and the Holy See of Buddhism." 8 It was the first truly great city in Japanese history.
Nearly all of Heijo's population--mostly bureaucrats, priests, technicians, and laborers--was
connected with the government or one of the forty-eight temples. A professional class of
merchants failed to emerge, because the city was supported by heavy taxes taken from the
rural population, not by a free economic system. Although the T'ang system of coin age was
introduced, and cloth, rice, and other items were bartered, the economic life remained the
province of the government.
The upper classes could afford to wear different styles of clothing for different occasions,
but the twenty thousand poor citizens eked out a living or committed crimes such as street
robbery and arson. Toward the close of the Nara perio the government arrested gamblers
and vagrants or expelled them from the city.
Skilled technicians commanded high wages, but lower ranking officials had to supplement
their incomes. Many of them worked part-time copying Buddhist sutras; they were paid
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according to the number of copies delivered. These scribes once petitioned their superiors
as follows:
"1. That employment of new copyists be suspended until such time as the sutra supply
increased to accomodate them;
2. That leave on the fifth day of each month be granted; and,
3. That food and clothing allowances be improved in both quality and quantity."9 Wien one
copyist was punished for errors in his work, the other copyists petitioned the superiors to
lighten the punishment. Obviously these workers showed some of the same concerns as the
labor unions that play a major role in modern city life.
Culture blossomed in Heijo. The two national chronicles, Kojiki and Nihon shoki, and the
anthology of poetry, Manyoshu, were compiled. Law was greatly advanced by the revision
of the Taiho code and by the diligent efforts of jurists to build up a detailed commentary on
the law. A university was established to train students in Confucian studies and government
bureaucracy.
Heijo was not the only flourishing city in the eighth century. The government established
many regional capitals including Dazaifu, the administrative center for Kyushu. Dazaifu
contained a religious center, a college, and various other facilities. Its port city, Hakata,
included facilities for entertaining foreign envoys.
In 784 the Emperor Kammu moved the court to Nagaoka on the Yodo river, which flowed
to the port of Naniwa. Nagaoka was better situated than Nara for both foreign and domestic
trade. But the main purpose of the move was to escape the growing power of the Buddhist
hierarchy in Nara. Strangely, various calamities occurred that seemed to indicate divine
disfavor, so after ten years of gigantic construction and a large outlay of funds, Nagaoka
was abandoned.
Kammu started over again at a site in a district called Kuzuno. "The rivers and mountains
of the imperial site in Kuzuno are beautiful to behold," he said in an edict; It maYO our
subjects from all over the country come to see them." More than a hundred thousand
subjects from all classes moved into the new capital city, called Heian, to enjoy its "peace
and tranquility." Patterned after Ch'ang-an, Heian, or Kyoto as we know it, was simply
another Nara on a larger scale--about three by three and one-third miles.
The imperial residence in the north central part of the city was built in the traditional
Japanese style: natural lumber was left exposed, and the roofs were thatched with
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cypress bark. The governmnet buildings, however, were built in keeping with the ornate
splendor of T'ang architecture. Residences for noblemen were equally distributed between
the' eastern and western sectors, at an average of one hectare (21/2 acres). Commoners
were granted less than a thirtieth of this amount. Only court nobles of the third rank or
above were allowed to own property facing the main streets.
Culture flourished in Heian as in Heijo, but Kyoto stood for the new and exciting, while
Nara stood for the old and passe. Heijo, in fact, withered away after it ceased to be the
capital. The modern Nara grew out of a medieval town which developed in the hills east of
the city, amid the old temples and shrines. Heian, however, persisted as the capital for a
thousand years until the Meiji Restoration, and the modern city of Kyoto bears the same old
checkerboard pattern with the main east-west avenues numbered one to nine.
Kamakura, the next major city to appear in Japanese history, arose in the late twelfth
century after the victory of Minamoto Yoritomo over the rival Tairas. Aware that the Taira
clan had been weakened by establishing itself in Kyoto, Yoritomo set up his military
government in his headquarters town of Kamakura. A number of experienced
administrators moved up from Kyoto and helped to build a city that would show cultural
continuity with the capital. Many temples and shrines built complexes there and brought in
craftsmen and clerical personnel. By the end of the thirteenth century, Kamakura's
population stood between fifty and sixty thousand.
Unlike Nara and Kyoto, Kamakura was not planned for future expansion or rigid social
control. The topography rules out the checkerboard design. City planning was carried out
on a gradual basis as the population expanded. Merchants tended to congregate in one
section of the city and craftsmen in another, but there was no enforced segregation of the
various classes. Military leaders, retainers, townsmen, and peasants all lived in integrated
communities.
Crime was rigidly controlled. Citizens were ordered to keep fires in the streets for
illumination and to avoid walking about at night. Pawnbrokers were supervised and
required to register the name and address of each customer to prevent the pawning of stolen
goods.
After a century and a half, the Kamakura shogunate collapsed and the dominant Ashikaga
clan established its headquarters in Kyoto. Kamakura naturally declined, and later, when
the Kanto commissioners were disloyal to Kyoto, many of its temples and shrines were
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burned in military skirmishes. By the sixteenth century, it had become a rural district with
only a few houses scattered over the valley.
Kyoto, which now claimed the military government as well as the imperial court, saw the
rise of a third major clique: the rich merchants. Former managers of large estates moved
into the city and gained control of two of the most lucrative businesses: pawnshops and
breweries. These merchants persuaded the shogunate to prohibit the import of sake brewed
in the provinces, and in return for the monopoly granted them, gave financial support to
both the military government and the imperial family. There was established, therefore, a
mutually benefitting alliance between government and business that is such a marked
feature of Japan today. It was during the Ashikaga period that the za, similar to the medieval guilds of Europe, became a dominant feature of the economy and served to raise the
status of workers, traders, and members of various professions.
Apart from the capital, four types of cities showed marked development during this period:
temple towns, castle towns, highway stations, and ports.
The major temples throughout the nation brought together craftsmen to produce goods
required by the temples for their own use and goods for sale or barter. They advertised their
markets as "divine places" where customers were assured of a fair trade. A typical temple
town was Zenkoji, the presentday Nagano. The temple itself was founded in the seventh
century, but the town flourished especially around 1400, when the belief spread that a
pilgrimage to Zenkoji was a sure ticket to the Western Paradise. Merchants, geisha, and
common prostitutes gathered in large numbers to accomodate the throngs of pilgrims.
Castle towns also flourished in this period because the Ashikaga shogunate, unlike the
Kamakura regime, was unable to control the provinces. Power was increasingly decentralized. Furthermore, a major change in military tactics occurred: large armies of foot soldiers
were formed to supplement the cavalry, and in the sixteenth century, muskets and cannon
were introduced. So great fortresses were built throughout the country. Kasugasan, a castle
town in Niigata prefecture, boasted a population of about thirty thousand. These military
centers were not without their own temples and shrines, which were patronized by the
warrior cliques and usually comprised twenty or thirty percent of the town.
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Cities also developed at highway stations established for military control and tax collection,
since inns and various other businesses were required to cater to the needs of travelers. Port
towns likewise emerged at strategic points all around the main islands of Japan. Sakai
became the key port for trade with the Ming Court in China and a famous center for silk
textiles. The city's craftsmen, merchants, money lenders, brokers, and transport specialists
all did a thriving business, and the whole population--about thirty thousand--enjoyed
considerable freedom for carrying on both private and public business.
After the Ashikaga era, the spotlight moves to the fishing villages of Edo in the Kanto plain.
The village actually dates from the twelfth century, when Edo Shigenaga built a castle near
the present imperial palace in Tokyo. Called Edojuku, this castle town maintained a
strategic importance throuEh the next several centuries. In the fifteenth century Ota Dokan
rebuilt the castle on the present site and thus laid the foundations of the modern city. Soon
afterwardh the Hojo family seized the castle and let it fall into decay. When Tokugawa
Ieyasu took over the site in 1591, Edojuku consisted of only one hundred houses. But there
were other villages in the vicinity--Hibiya, Kanda, Azabu, Shiba, Mita, Aoyama, Ichigaya,
Hongo, Ueno, and Asakusa, to name a few whose names are familiar today.

After the Battle of Sekigahara in 1600 had established Ieyasu as the undisputed master of
Japan, he decided to make Edo his administrative capital. He knew how weak the Taira and
Ashikaga clans had become while trying to rule from Kyoto, and he admired the simplicity
of the Kamakura shogunate. He also saw the military and commercial advantage of locating
in the heart of a vast plain. He set to work building the largest castle and city Japan had
ever known. Instead of using the traditional checkerboard pattern, he laid out the city in a
radial or spider web pattern, with parallel moats and streets encircling the castle, and
spoke-like streets radiating out from the center.
Edo mushroomed into a metropolis of 500,000 inhabitants, and by the beginning of the
eighteenth century, it had passed the one million mark, making it the largest city in the
world with the possible exception of Peking. At the same time, London had a population of
864,000, Paris about half a million, and Vienna and Moscow about a quarter-million each.
Osaka had about half a million and Kyoto slightly less. Edo reached about 1,4 million in
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the mid-eighteenth century. Besides the three metropolises of Edo, Osaka, and Kyoto,
Kanazwa, Nagoya, and about three hundred other castle towns showed marked growth, as
did many port, highway, and temple towns. An estimated ten to fifteen percent of the
nation's population lived in cities and towns. So Ieyasu has well been credited with
launching the urbanization of Japanese society.
The main cause of this rapid urbanization was the sankin kotai system of "alternate
attendance," the key element in the Tokugawa shogun's control over the daimyo. Under this
system, some three hundred daimyo were required to spend several months a year in Edo
and to keep their legal wives and children there permanently. The resulting heavy travel
between Edo and the fief capitals spurred the growth of post towns and boosted the
non-agricultural sector of the economy. Engelbert Kaempfer, who journeyed from Nagasaki
to Edo in 1691 and again in 1692, reported that the Tokaido "is on some days more
crowded than the public streets in any of the most populous towns in Europe. 11
The sankin kotai system swelled the population of Edo especially. Artisans, laborers, and
tradesmen poured into the city to build and maintain the mansions required by the daimyo
and to cater to their other needs. The number of non-military townsmen grew to five or six
hundred thousand. Since about half the daimyo and a large percentage of their retainers
were in Edo at any given time, they added three or four hundred thousand to the population.
The Tokugawa shogun kept another two or three hundred thousand samurai in Edo under
his direct command, so the military class accounted for more than half of the city's
population, even though it made up only five or six percent of the nation's population.
Any samurai, from the daimyo down to the lowest foot soldier, had the legal right to kill on
the spot any townsman who questioned his authority or insulted his honor. Some of the
bennermen, who ranked just below the daimyo, grew discontent because they had few
official duties in peacetime and because their stipends were fixed while the standard of
living kept rising. Some of these bannermen led gangs of bored samurai who roamed the
streets at night and robbed and killed unwary citizens. Unlike the lawabiding warriors,
these ruffians wore sideburns and fixed their hair in fanciful styles, and the leaders wore
extreme clothing styles.
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Townsmen of the artisan and merchant classes also formed gangs that claimed to fight for
justice and punish evil doers. Like the samurai gangs, they had their special jargon, and a
code of conduct that required loyalty to their leader and to one another.
Most townsmen, however, wbre law-abiding citizens who submitted to the oppressive
restrictions placed upon them. For example, they were forbidden to ride in palanquins, a
restriction that was finally lifted in the eighteenth century. They rarely were permitted to
see a Noh performance, which was reserved for samurai. But then samurai were forbidden
to see Kabuki, which ranked next to the brothels as the most popular entertainment.
The most hapless city-dwellers were the outcasts, who lived within a fenced-in area and
eked out a living tanning hides and making leather goods. They were forbidden to wear
clothes similar to those of the commoners, and required to cut off their garments at the
knees. The men were forbidden to wear beards, and the women to shave their eyebrows or
blacken their teeth as other married women did.
Edo had no important industry. It was a society of consumers who required vast quantities
of supplies from Osaka, the so-called "kitchen of the world." Edo's phenomenal growth
added to the back-breaking burden of the peasants, who slaved to provide the food required
by city-dwellers. The peasants were so oppressed, in fact, that they were forbidden to eat
rice, drink tea or wine, smoke tobacco, or possess luxury items. It is paradoxical that the
feudal Tokugawa regime, based necessarily on an agricultural economy, showed its esteem
for the peasants by exacting from them a much heavier tax burden than from the
non-agricultural segments of society. The regime's disdain for commerce actually benefitted
trade and industry and spurred urbanization.
Each daimyo had to convert most of his rice income into currency to meet his heavy
obligations in Edo, and since the warrior class traditionally disdained all money matters,
they easily fell prey to the shrewd merchants. The daimyo competed with one another in the
standard of living they tried to maintain, which made them lavish spenders and drained
their limited resources. The Mitsui family and other merchants made handsome profits off
of their gullible customers in Edo. So while the samurai and the peasants, who ranked first
and second in the social scale, languished under their economic burdens, the artisans who
were third, and especially the merchants who were fourth and last, enjoyed unprecidented
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prosperity. The skillful merchants lived on as high a level as possible under the sumptuary
laws. When the rice crop was poor, they would corner the market and boost the prices even
higher. This often led to rice riots in the cities and attacks on the unscrupulous merchants,
but they usually came out ahead.
The townsmen of the great cities of Edo, Osaka, and Kyoto became the most dynamic
group in Japan. As Reischauer has said, they "dominated the new culture of the Tokugawa
period as completely as the Zen monasteries and the shogunal court had dominated
Ashikaga culture, or the imperial court that of earlier ages."12 The townsmen developed a
strong ethical code of their own, based on Confucianism, but at the same time they found in
city life a social freedom unknown elsewhere. They struck a happy balance between Zen
restraint and the Epicurean tendencies that their economic affluency made possible. They
took care lest the government sumtuary laws trip up their flamboyance and ostentation;
they developed the restrained elegance known as shibumi.
There seemed to be no lack of pleasure. The amusement quarters, such as Yoshiwara in Edo,
Shimabara in Kyoto, and Shinmachi in Osaka, not to mention hundreds of others that are
lesser known, did a thriving business. Marriage was contracted only to enhance business
and the family line, and social rights for women were unthinkable, so it was only in the
amusement quarters that men found their sexual and social pleasure. It was there also that
they found an escape from the oppressive restrictions of the feudal system under which they
lived. The amusement areas, Reischauer said, "gave the balancing yin to officialdom's
stuffy yang."13
The rapid urbanization that the Tokugawa rule spawned in the seventeenth century
culminated in the famous Genroku era of 1688 to 1704, when urban culture reached its
peak. Urbanization had raised the nation's literacy rate to about fifty percent for men and
fifteen percent for women. A much higher rate prevailed, of course, in the cities. The
publishing houses issued a wide selection of books to cater to the popular taste.
Pornography was rampant despite the efforts of the authorities to suppress it. But in that
Genroku era there arose literary giants. Chikamatsu Monzaemon, the Shakespeare of Japan,
wrote plays and staged the notable first performance of his tragedy, Love Suicide at
Sonezaki. Other geniuses included Ihara Saikaku, the novelist; Hishikawa Moronoby, the
ukiyo-e painter; and Matsuo Basho, the haiku poet. The works of these masters were
addressed not to the aristocrats but to the common people, who at last could wear
fashionable clothes in bright colors and revel in the arts.
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When the Tokugawa shogunate collapsed in 1868, Okubo Toshimichi argued strongly for
moving the capital to Osaka, since it was fitting to build up the nation's strength from the
vantage point of its commercial and industrial center. But Maejima Mitsu argued that Edo
was the better choice, since its location offered more room for expansion and various other
advantages, its castle and other important structures could be utilized, and unlike Osaka it
faced serious decline if it were not made the capital. Maejima's argument prevaile and on
October 13, 1868, the Emperor Meiji arrived from Kyoto to take up residence in the castle
of the eastern capital-Tokyo. This marked the beginning of a new chapter in the story of
Japan's urbanization.
At first, the Meiji Restoration dealt the cities a heavy blow. Tokyo lost most of its warrior
population, and many of the merchants and craftsmen, deprived of their main customers,
had to go back to farming. Tokyo's population dropped to half a million. Osaka went
bankrupt when the government abolished the feudal domains and took the country off the
silver standard, and the population dropped to 290,000. Kanazawa, the richest of the fief
capitals, dropped from 120,000 to 80,000, for as in Tokyo, when the samurai left for their
native villages, the merchants had to close shop and leave also. But in most cities the
decline was only temporary. Once the Meiji leaders got the country to running again, the
cities began to flourish to such an extent that in the next fifty years, the urban population
jumped from about ten to forty-five percent. Tokyo not only topped one million again but
grew to six million by the 1930s. This strikingly new phenomenon of urbanization was the
direct result of the rapid economic growth that followed Japan's emergence into the world
community of nations.
Tokyo experienced accelerated growth mainly because it was the political and cultural
center of the nation. Osaka revived and flourished because the new government almost immediately established its mint there and soon linked the city with Tokyo by rail, local and
foreign companies developed new industries there, and the Sino-Japanese war boosted
Japan's overall economy. Kyoto developed its excellent crafts industries still further, and
being the former capital, it profitted from the sightseeing and religious pilgrimages made
possible by the nation's growing prosperity. Nagoya, favored with a strategic location on
the Tokaido line, developed many local industries at a phenomenal rate.
The new era brought changes to the port cities in particular. When Japanese ports were first
opened to the world in 1859, Yokohama was only a village with a hundred houses
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but favored with deep water and proximity to Tokyo, Yokohama became a major port and
virtually dominated the export of silk. Kobe had served as a port as early as the Nara era,
but only in the modern era of large ships did its fine harbor become a major asset. It too
was near an urban center, so its fortunes soared. Nagasaki, which had served as the only
port for foreign trade during the Tokugawa era, lost most of its business to Kobe and
Yokohama, but the government boosted the city by establishing a shipbuilding industry
there. The government also built three new major ports as naval bases: Yokosuka, Sasebo,
and Kure.
Highway towns thrived or declined depending on whether the railroad passed through them.
Some towns were bypassed because of their location in mountainous terrain, such as the
Hakone district, and others because they officially refused the noisy, dirty trains. The
peaceful towns declined sharply, and some, such as Oiwake on the Nakasendo route,
became extinct.
In the twentieth century, the government established a wholly new type of city, the pioneer
cities of Hokkaido, to help develop the island as a defense line against Russia, as a home
for the surplus population, and as a source of raw materials. Sapporo, which was nothing
but virgin forests in the Tokugawa era, grew most rapidly because it was chosen to be the
district capital.
Another type of city developed naturally, the satellite city. Around the nucleus of Tokyo,
Yokohama was developed as a port, Chiba as a supply and services center, Kawaguchi,
Kawasaki, Tachikawa, and Omiya as industrial zones, and Matsudo, Ichikawa, and Urawa
as residential areas. Around Osaka, Sakai, which lost its port function with the advent of
large ships, was developed as an industrial zone. Amagasaki, sandwiched between Osaka
and Kobe as Kawasaki was between Tokyo and Yokohama, naturally was developed into a
major industrial zone. Suita served mainly as a brewery, Toyonaka as a residential area, and
Nishinomiya, though famous for its breweries, as an important residential area for both
Osaka and Kobe.
In North Kyushu, a cluster of modern cities emerged, all of them founded on the iron, steel,
or coal industries. These cities, Yawata, Tobata, Kokura, Moji, and Wakamatsu, had no
nucleus and therefore no satellites, and eventually they merged into the metropolis of
Kitakyushu.
The cultural transformation of the nation centered in the cities, which came to feature the
mobo (modan boi) and moga (modan garu), the three "S's" of sports, screen and sex, and
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the culture of ero (erotic), guro (grotesque), and nansensu. This created an almost
unbridgeable gap between the urban and rural populations, a gap that contributed to the
triumph of militarism and the tragedy of the Pacific War. The young Army officers who
took over the country in the 1930s succeed only because they had come from rural
backgrounds and enjoyed the support of the farmers in their fight against urban cultu
Gaps appeared also between the generations. Many families had three generations living
together: grandparents in their eighties who had been born in the Tokugawa era of
feudalism, parents in their fifties who had been born in the Meiji era of modernization and
cultural change, and children in their twenties who had been born in the Taisho era of
democracy and jazz. Despite the pronounced generation gap, however, the family lived in
reasonable harmony, for migration to the cities served to break down the lineal family
structure and build up the conjugal type. Though it sounds paradoxical, the weakening of
the family so strengthened marriage that the divorce rate fell from 3.39% in 1883 to 1.43%
in 1900 and to .79% in 1957. In the United States, which had no lineal family tradition, the
trend was reversed. The divorce rate increased from .3% in 1867 to 2.2% in 1957. After the
shift from the lineal family to the conjugal had run its course in Japan, the divorce rate
began to rise, as subsequent statistics indicate.14
The lure of the modern city was exceedingly strong. The city offered a much wider freedom
than was available in the narrow world of the village. It offered a variety of social patterns
in place of community solidarity. It offered pleasure and luxuries, competition and
opportunity. It easily cast a spell over rural young people, who regularly caught the fever
and migrated to the world of bright lights.
Once in the emancipated world of the city, however, many people retained their village
mentality. They simply added city culture to village culture and lived in two worlds. Instead
of discovering their own individuality, they joined themselves to a new leader and followed
him blindly. They needed the group protection they had enjoyed in the village, and they
would swear allegiance to the group to obtain it. They would take employment in a
company where life was as proscribed as it had been in the village. Kaisha (company) is
shakai (society) with the. two characters reversed, and the sha als means a Shinto shrine.
The company demanded and received from its employees a commitment that was both
social and religious, and it bestowed a security that was both social and religious.
Tokyo has been called a pseudo-village, partly because of its narrow lanes and open sewers.
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It is a kokusai (international) city without the ko; it is kusai (smelly). It is a pseudo-village
also in the sense that it contains prefectural groups from such remote places as Iwate and
Kagoshima that maintain their old identity. Yet the cluster of villages that is Tokyo also
functions as a modern metropolis.
The postwar city in Japan represents both continuity and discontinuity with the prewar city.
Contraception and abortions have put the brake on population growth and reduced the
average size of the family to less than that of the United States. This phenomenon, coupled
with a fantastic economic growth, has elevated the standard of living to one of the highest
levels in the world. Religious freedom has been realized, higher education has burgeoned,
and social life has become more relaxed and less polite. All of these aspects have their
beginnings in the prewar city, but the development has been so spectacular as to produce an
almost different urban society yet again.
About fifteen years ago, prospering urbanites began to escape the crowded conditions of the
city by moving to the suburbs. Box-like "my-homes" mushroomed all over the subur ban
landscape, and vast apartment cities seemed to sprout from the soil. This "doughnut
phenomenon" was reflected in the 1970 census which showed a decrease in the population
of Tokyo's sixteen central wards and a sharp increase in the outer wards and surrounding
prefectures.
Suburbanization overtaxed the commuter rail lines, however, and people began to think
twice before paying an inflated price for a residence that exacted the further price of three
hours daily standing on a crowded, swaying train. From 1968 a minor boom occurred in the
construction of luxury mansions in the inner city. Technological advances in highrise
construction, heating and cooling systems that clean the air, and the financial means to
purchase more space than in the old-style apartment houses, have combined to hold many
middle class people in the city, where they can take advantage of cultural opportunities that
the commuters miss. Since inner Tokyo, for instance, can absorb five million more people
and still be less densely populated than Paris, this trend seems likely to continue along with
further development of the suburban areas, and especially satellite cities.
The city in Japan has come a long way since Ojin built his Yamato capital, but it will
continue to show rapid, exciting change. It will challenge our best efforts to over-
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come the environmental pollution, both physical and spiritual, that the city engenders, and
to utilize its magic and mystery, its freedom and spontaneity, for the realization of true
humanity.
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CRITIQUE OF
"THE RISE OF THE CITY IN JAPAN"
David L. Swain
Mr. Parker has done an excellent job of telescoping the long and complex development of
Japanese cities, within the confines of his paper. He has given us a sense of historical
process, as well as insights into the urban character of Japan, especially in the modern
period. Thus, he has provided this conference with a most fitting kick-off; and in the time
afforded him, one could hardly have done more.
While he gives some indication of the centrality of the city in the social ecology of Japan,
the missing factor that might have most helped subsequent discussions was elucidation of
the city--especially the larger ones, and more especially the capital city of Tokyo--as the
primary mechanism for maintaining the highly integrated socio-cultural system of Japan.
The "integration theory" as applied to urban studies in Japan is the key emphasis of one of
Mr. Parker's principal references (Takeo Yazaki's Social Change and the City in Japan,
Tokyo, 1968). Though this theory once went out of vogue briefly since publication of the
original Japanese version (Nihon Toshi no Hatten Katei, Tokyo, 1962), it is currently
receiving renewed and widespread attention. In this theory the rural and urban sectors are
viewed not so much as polarities or even as two extremes in a social continuum, but rather
as sub-systems of the total social system. The cities serve as the centers for integrating the
political, economic, religious, educational and other functions it performs, and partly on the
degree of political power concentrated in it. Hence, there is a definite hierarchy among-the
cities of Japan. As the nation's capital, Tokyo combines the largest number of such
functions with the largest concentration of political power. It is this fact that constitutes its
unsurpassed 'pull' on population migration, supplemented by the 'push' of inadequate wealth
or opportunities in the rural sector or in lesser cities. An understanding of the city's central
role in an integrative network is crucial to acquiring a realistic grasp of Japanese culture
generally; but is also essential in formulating mission strategies for the allocation of
resources and the placement of personnel.
As one example of how this relates to Mr. Parker's paper, it might be pointed out that his
statement that "the legal city usually extends beyond the borders of the conventional city"
holds true only in the sense that the administrative borders often extend beyond the spatial
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limits of the developed areas of some cities, and even this point is significant only for
smaller cities. If, however, the focus is on the role of the city, the opposite is generally true.
Most cities, and especially really larger cities, generally integrate surrounding areas much
larger than those defined by their official boundaries. The extreme example, again, is
Tokyo: as a metropolis in a stricter sense, it integrates the larger Kanto area; but as the
megalopolitan capital of the nation, its integrative zone encompasses the entire nation.
Indeed, along with many other larger cities, it performs a number of integrative functions
on an international level which extend the role of the modern city far beyond the
conventional spatial understanding of the city.
Another specific point that merits further clarification concerns historical perspective. Mr.
Parker rightly stresses the fact that, compared to much older cultures, Japan's urbanization,
like all its cultural progress, "covers a relatively short span of time." Within the limits of its
cultural development, though, one should not overlook the equally important fact that its
urbanization precedes by many centuries its modernization and industrialization. We need
particularly to avoid the assumption that cities are the result of prior industrialization. In
Japan, almost without exception, the cities resulted from political decisions. This is clear
also in the decline of certain once-great cities like Kamakura, though pre-eminently in the
rise of all major cities. Industrialization, it is true, has contributed to even further urban
growth, but even the placement of industrial capacities has mainly followed upon political
decisions. The dominance of political power in much of Japan's history is perhaps the key
to the hierarchical structure of so much of Japanese life and society.
The role of the city in national life is, however, far from self-explanatory, nor do political
factors explain all. In his paper, as in so many urban studies, there seems to be insufficient
stress on the city as the primary center of cultural innovation and creativity--despite our
usual awareness that rural communities generally cling to traditional techniques, ideas, and
values. We need a more comprehensive grasp of the attraction that cities have, and have
always had, for high-level talent. From this we could gain a deeper understanding of the
ways in which cities function as the principal channels for sharing the advanced skills and
concepts of each age through both formal and informal educational agencies. Beyond this,
one wishes for more reliable studies on the role of cities as the cradles for the birth
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of new life-styles and new movements for social justice, or as the primary receptacles for
such innovation from abroad, whether solicited or imposed. Such studies could throw considerable light on the kinds of roles we try to perform in the recovery of man's true
humanity under the Lordship of God in history and society.
Finally, a word of caution might be in order. Our generation is easily excited by such
contemporary experiences as are characterized by terms like 'urbanization,' or for that
matter, 'modernization' or 'internationalization.' After all, most of us grew up in conditions
that were by today's standards essentially rural, backward, and provincial. Only after
reaching some stage of adulthood have we come out of our small towns to live in larger
cities in faraway places, while enjoying the modern advantages of jet travel and sophisticated communications and also scrambling to survive more or less gracefully amidst the
complexities of intricate tax and monetary systems, complicated diplomatic arrangements,
and disturbing defense deployments.
I would be the last to discourage serious and sustained urban studies, but would only
remind us that today's youth take for granted much of the above phenomena. In Japan, at
least, most people grow up in unquestioned familiarity with urban conditions--and TV and
other mass media have kept world events before them from birth. The point I wish to make
is that a new breed of social being has emerged to populate larger areas of the globe in this ,
the latter part of the the 20th century, and it is out task, then, to understand them on their
own terms, not ours, and to reach them in ways meaningful amidst those changed
conditions.
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THE CITY IN SCRIPTURE:
AN EXEGETICAL STUDY
John Timmer
The opening pages of the Bible picture a peaceful scene, a farmer in the midst of a garden.
The Bible's closing scene, in striking contrast, is a huge city populated by a multitude that
no one can number. In this contrast Scripture faithfully reflects the movement of history.
For it cannot be denied that the process of urbanization is the dominant sociological
characteristic of human history.
From its earliest beginning this process of urbanization has evoked an antagonism between
country and city, an antagonism, however, that tapered off as the march toward the city
continued. In the Bible, too, and especially in the early biblical accounts, this discord
between country and city is in evidence. And here, too, the antagonism grows gradually
weaker as the city is increasingly accepted. Accordingly, we find that the judge is
eventually replaced by the urban king, that the tabernacle makes place for the temple, and
that houses are substituted for tents.
Our common concern in this paper will not be this process of urbanization as reflected in
the several historical strata of Scripture. Such a study would have little uniqueness to it, as
similar information could also be derived from a study of the literature of any other ancient
people. For we know that city life throughout the ancient world exhibited a surprising
degree of uniformity with respect to its physical, social, economic, and political
dimensions-1 Instead, we intend to examine the subject of "the city in Scripture" from the
aspect of the history of salvation. That is, we propose to look at some of the major cities in
Scripture from the perspective of sin and grace, of human rebellion and divine judgment
and forgiveness, and we will seek to determine in what sense the names of these cities
became the vehicles of certain moral and religious values.
We will look, first of all, at the record of Israel's prehistory in the first eleven chapters of
the book of Genesis.
Genesis 1-11
In reading these eleven chapters it is important to rememberthat they are of one cloth, that
they have a single organizing principle. These chapters exhibit a pattern which appears to
be based on the seasonal cycle of the year. Phases can be distinguished which correspond to
spring, summer, fall, and winter.
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They open with the story of the birth of the world and of mankind. Then the summer season
follows. Man enters into paradise, the fruit-laden Garden of Eden. This is followed by the
account of man's transgression of the divine commandment, corresponding to the fall
season. Finally, darkness and dissolution close in on mankind. Winter time has come upon
the world and finds expression in the stories of Cain and Abel, of Lamech's avenge, of the
marriage of the sons of God with the daughters of men, of the Flood, and of the confusion
of tongues.
It is noteworthy that each of these winter tales highlights a different form of man's rebellion
against God and that with each successive story human sin takes on larger proportions. (1)
In Gen 3 man for the first time refuses to obey God. (2) In Gen 4:116 man for the first time
murders a fellow human being. By doing so he attacks God's very right of possession, for in
the Old Testament blood and life belong to God alone. Besides, here sin assumes a social
dimension. God's question is no longer, as it was in Paradise, "where are you?", but now
appears as a social question, corresponding to the social nature of Cain's sin, "where is your
brother? (3) In Gen 4:23-24, the so-called Song of Lamech, the narrator adds still further
evidence of man's increasing sinfulness. The execution of vengeance reserved by God
himself, here is claimed by man:
"I have slain a man for wounding me, a young man for striking me.
If Cain is avenged sevenfold,
truly Lamech seventy-sevenfold."
Comments von Rad:
"That is a spirit of brutality in contrast to which what the first man did and the way
he did it appears almost trivial; for Lamech's defiant demand reaches into Yahweh's
own domain."2 (4) In Gen 6:1-4, the account of the angel marriages, sin intensifies
still further. This story of the mixing of superhuman spiritual powers with man not
merely provides evidence of dissolution within the human community (//Cain,
Lamech), but also describes how in the rise of a superhumanity, through marriage of
heaven ("sons of God") and earth ("daughters of men"), the very decrees by which
God had separated the upper realm of the heavenly spiritual world from that of man
were broken. (5) This brings us to Gen 6-8, the story of the Flood, where the
wintertime of huma apostacy reaches a new peak: "every imagination of the
thoughts of man's heart was only evil continually"(6:5). Man's entire inner life is
here described as being rotten to the very core. In addition, the earth which
originally was pronounced good is said to be "corrupt in God's sight" (6:11).
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The City of Cain
It is within this context of stories depicting sin in its avalanching proportions that for the
first time in Scripture mention is made of a city. In Gen 4:17 we read that Cain built a city
and called it after the name of his son Enoch.
Previously, as you remember, God had said to Cain: "The voice of your brother's blood is
crying to me from the ground. And now you are cursed from the ground, which has opened
its mouth to receive your brother's blood from your hand. When you till the ground, it shall
no longer yield to you its strength; you shall be a fugitive and a wanderer on the earth."
One could, like for example von Rad does, 3 explain these two different descriptions of
Cain--one as a fugitive and the other as a wity builder--as descriptions that originate from
two different tradition circles. The Cain of the Kenite genealogy, in that case, was neither a
fratricide nor a nomad. Nor did the narrator of Gen 1-11 ever intend to harmonize the two
accounts in which these different descriptions occur in all of their details. Therefore, rather
than make a futile attempt at solving the discrepancies between details in the different
tradition fragments, we should concentrate on the main ideas that the narrator wished to
express when he combined different traditions into a single whole.
But one also can proceed from the assumption that the narrator meant to have the short
notice in the Kenite genealogy that Cain built a city interpreted in the light of the preceding
story of Cain and Abel. The place of the Kenite genealogy in the total context of Gen 1-11
and the inclusion of the Song of Lamech in this Kenite genealogy justify making such an
assumption. The exegesis of Gen 4:17 then would run somewhat as follows.
God's judgment pronounced on Cain consists in an exile from the life-giving soil and from
the life-blessing cult of Yahweh. It is a judgment that results, in other words, in a loss of
both culture and cult. (1) Culture. The earth--the most basic foundation of human
existence--had drunk Abel's blood. This fact had alienated Cain from the earth. Abel's
blood accuses Cain from the soil by withholding its fruits from him. This withholding of
fruits makes Cain an exile from the realm of rural culture, from the realm of life-sustaining
cultivated land. (2) Cult. The story of Cain and Abel understands cultivated land as the
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realm of cult, as the place where God dispenses his blessings. Alienation from the
cultivated soil, therefore, carries with it a still more drastic form of exile: that of being
forced to live where there is no cult of Yahweh. Cain, we read, goes "away from the
presence of the Lord" (cf. Ruth 1:16, 2:12; I Sam 26:19; II Ki 17:25), that is, he moves to
where God's blessing and protection no longer reach him.
This cultureless and cultless Cain becomes a city builder. Still, even though the city which
Cain builds is, by virtue of its literary context, viewed as a phenomenon that exists on the
periphery of the kind of life that God approves of and blesses, it does not altogether exist
beyond the influence of God's grace. God, so we read, put a mark on Cain "lest any one
who came upon him should kill him" (4:15). This mark, in other words, was a sign of God's
promise to Cain to protect his life.
The city built by Cain, then, partakes of a dual nature. On the one hand it exists, like Cain
himself, "away from the presence of Yahweh," outside the realm of the cult. It is a wholly
secular construction. Like Cain, it bears the curse of separation from Yahweh. Yet, on the
other hand, though separated from Yahweh, it is at the same time incomprehensibly
protected by God. Though secular, it is the Lord who watches over it.
The City of Babel
A second instance where Gen 1-11 mentions a city is in the story of the Tower of Babel, in
Gen 11:1-9. As we pointed out earlier, the several stories of Israel's prehistory are arranged
in such a way as to convey man's progressive estrangement from God. The story of Babel
forms the closing chapter of this prehistory and as such it illustrates, says Napier, "the
ultimate act of rebellion--the total denial of God in the absolute assumption of
self-sufficiency. This is sin in totality, with finality. It is rebellion in greater intensity and
degree than disobedience, or violence, or even moral depravity."4 It is also significant that
the city of Babel does not receive just parenthetical mention, as the city of Cain, but that it
is placed in the very center of the account that climaxes Israel's prehistory.
Let us examine this account more closely. After the Flood human misery begins anew when
we hear men say: "Come, let us build ourselves a city, and a tower with its top in the heavens, and let us make a name for ourselves, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the
whole earth," and then, as a result of this human resolve, God decides to come down
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"to see the city and the tower." This story of Babel takes us to the regions around the city of
Babylon. Excavations have revealed to us the past life of not only Babylon but also of other
cities in this general area. Looking at these excavated cities one is immediately struck byt a
feature that is shared by all: a high tower. This tower is the so-called ziggurat, a huge
pyramidal tower rising from the center of the temple area and with a shrine on its very top.
The ziggurat, which literally means mountain peak, is a mythological representation of the
primeval hill which, when the universe came into being, was the first feature to emerge
from the waters of the chaos. This hill, first to arise from the deluge waters, was considered
to be the navel of the earth,5 the life line between heaven and earth. From it the whole
world unfolded. From it the sacred erupted into the world. In harmony with this view,
ascending ziggurat was a meritorious approach to the gods and the summit was regarded as
the entrance to heaven.
In the Genesis story of Babel, however, and contrary to Arend Th. van Leeuwen's view
according to which Babel' story is a refutation of the whole ziggurat mythology,6 the tower
plays no such circumscribed role. Its role here, rather, is symbolic. The tower is nothing but
the symbol of the city which people built. Contrary to popular opinion, the tower is not the
central element in the story. The central elements, instead, are the city and the name, and
the name even more than the city. The point of the story, Jacques Ellul rightly observes, "is
the problem of the name, and the city and its tower are the means of obtaining the name.
How important a name was for an Israelite is well known. It is the sign of dominion and has
a spiritual quality.... The rebellious people are tired of being named, of being the recipient
of a name. They want to name themselves,... (become) independent, and that is what their
attempt at building meant. The people wanted to be definitely separated from God.” 7
Not only did they wish to be independent, they also wished to be immortal. The pre-exilic
Hebrews, Richardson observes, had no belief in a truly personal survival of death. The way
to become immortal was to leave behind a name, that is, fame, reputation, honor, renown.
One should, therefore, not play up the place and function of the tower at the expense of, and
in isolation from the city and the name. Accordingly, when we read that people
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intended to build "a tower with its top in the heavens," we should interpret this to mean that
the builders intended to measure their total accomplishments--city and tower--against God
in heaven. The city and tower together symbolize the effort of restless, pretentious man to
transcend his divinely appointed limitations. "Man is mortal. This is his fate Man pretends
not to be mortal. That is his sin."9 Man, by his combined efforts and skills, by his cultural
achievements, seeks to claim equality with the divine. God, however, insists that a gulf
remain fixed between the creator and the creature: "Come, let us go down, and there
confuse their language, that they may not understand one another's speech."
As Babel's sin is man's ultimate sin, the role which the city of Babylon plays in the Old
Testament is, one might say, prototypal. That is to say, the vices of other towering cities are
but variations or imitations of Babel's sin. All the other major Old Testament cities are, in a
sense, brought together in Babylon. She is the synthesis of them all. Cities like Sodom,
Nineveh, and Tyre are actually the same city each time re-appearing under a different name.
They all bear Babel's image in their defiance of God's law and purpose.

The City of Sodom
In Sodom's case man's rebellion against God assumes the form of moral, that is, of sexual
corruption. At least, this is true in the account of Sodom's destruction in Genesis 19. This
chapter relates both the nature and the extent of Sodom's sin. Its corruption concerns the
unnatural practice which derives its name from this city and which involved "the men of the
city, the men of Sodom, both young and old, all the people to the last man" (19:4).
Sodomy was viewed in Israel as the lowest depth of moral depravity (Lev 18:22ff.,
20:13,23; Ez 16:50; Ju 19:22). "If a man lies with a male as with a woman... they shall be
put to death" (Lev 20:13), the Mosaic Law commanded. By that very same token the
Canaanites--among whom this form of sexual aberration had become the norm--were
dispossessed of their land, that is, they were put to death as a nation (Lev 18:24f., 20:22ff.).
Nevertheless, and contrary to what Genesis 19 might lead us to suppose, the name Sodom
does not seem to have first of all been associated with sexual immorality in the mind of the
Old Testament Jew. Isaiah, for example, seems to consider the particular sin of Sodom to
have been corrupt administration of justice. Thus in Isa 1:10 those who are responsible for
Jerusalem's government and administration of justice are called "rulers of Sodom,"
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while in Isa 3:9 Jerusalem is condemned for proclaiming its sin of partiality in as brazen a
form as Sodom. Ezekiel identifies Sodom's sin as pride, surfeit of food, prosperous ease,
and the neglect of attending to the need of the poor (16:49). And Jeremiah describes the sin
of Sodom as adultery, lying, and an unwillingness to repent (23:14). It appears, therefore,
says von Rad, "that our narrative (Gen 19) is somewhat distinct from the popular Israelite
conception of Sodom's sin."10
The City of Nineveh
Nineveh also, having the particular characteristic of being a city of war, is an image bearer
of Babylon. As Babylon had been constantly immersed in war, following the path of
violence, devastation, and oppression, so Nineveh also is a city constantly engaged in
unprincipled diplomacy, cruelty, and tyranny. Militarily sure of herself Nineveh is able to
say: "I am and there is none else" (Zeph 2:15).
No name struck greater fear in the hearts of the Old Testament Jews than the name of
Nineveh, capital of the Assyrian empire. And for good reasons. As Assyria for centuries on
end tyrannized and despoiled all the peoples within her long reach, the Jews had been the
spectators and victims of an almost endless succession of Assyrian invasion: Nineveh,
writes George L. Robinson, was "the capital of the most powerful, sensual, ferocious, and
diabolically atrocious race of' men that perhaps ever existed in all the world."11 Or, to put it
in the prophet Nahum's words: Nineveh was a "bloody city, all full of lies and booty--no
end to the plunder!" (3:1)
Other names of major cities could be mentioned (like Tyre, Samaria, and Damascus), but
time does not permit this. Besides, these cities too are but variations on the basic theme of
Babel. To the Old and the New Testament, the ultimate sin of which Babylon was the prime
example is pride: man's proneness to exalt himself in the center of the universe. To both
pride is the root and essence of all human sinfulness and rebellion against God.
The question that should be asked at this point is: does Scripture view all of the major cities
it deals with from the perspective of man's rebellion against God? Earlier we noted that
sociologically the city became increasingly accepted in Israel. This prompts the question: is
this sociological acceptance of the city in any way reflected in, or incorporated into the
major theme of Scripture? Has this acceptance been translated theologically? Does the city
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anywhere in Scripture function as an inspiring moral or religious reality? Has there ever
been a city that, instead of making a name for itself, strove with all its might to make great
the name of the Lord?
Such a city does indeed exist, but only in prophetic and apocalyptic vision. Interestingly, it
is only in its description of this visional city that Scripture speaks in detail about the future.
Writes Ellul: "When the Scriptures speak of what will happen during or after the judgment,
this is usually done with no details as to the place and with no description. The place is
undetermined and unlocated. This is how Jesus speaks of it, usually describing it according
to its spiritual worth, by its positive or negative relation to God.... When the Scriptures
become more precise, it is always to describe the future under the aspect of a city. So it is
with Ezekiel and all the prophets, without exception, and so with Revelation.... What is
coming is the city, not heaven."12
The New Jerusalem
Before examining some of the biblical statements regarding this future city, the New
Jerusalem, it may be profitable first to glance briefly at the historical Jerusalem.
After David captured Jerusalem, he had the ark--the ancient national symbol of Yahweh's
covenant with Israel-brought to his new capital. No decision has had greater consequences
for this city! Writes Kraus: "By its installation in the city of David the Ark elevated
Jerusalem to the status of an amphictyonic cultic centre and brought the ancient Israelite
traditions and institutions of the tribal confederacy to the 'chosen place'” 13 By bringing in
the ark, Jerusalem became more than the capital and the royal residence. It was elevated to
a holy city, to God's dwelling place.
In the course of time the sanctity ascribed to the ark was transferred first to the temple but
eventually also td the city of Jerusalem as a whole, so that even after the ark had been
stolen and the temple destroyed Jerusalem remained the focus of Jewish piety.
The Israelite concept of God, too, was affected by the installation of the ark in Jerusalem.
After the ark has been assigned a fixed place Israel's God, so we notice, becomes less the
God who "sits upon the cherubim" and more "the Lord who dwells in Zion." The
journeying God of the nomads becomes increasingly the God with a fixed domicile.
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Although Jerusalem may have been called a holy city, this did not change the fact that she
remained a city like all other cities, that her sins were the same as those of any other major
city. Jerusalem, too, is a city built with blood (Mic 3:10), a lodging place of murderers (Isa
1:21). Jerusalem, too, is a city of great pride, insulting heaven by stubbornly following the
directives of her own heart (Jer 13:9f.). Jerusalem, too, is a city filled with injustice. "How
the faithful city has become a harlot, she that was full of justice!", cries Isaiah (1:21).
Jerusalem, too, is an idolatrous city. "From the most ancient prophets down to the
post-exilic, all condemn Jerusalem's idolatry," writes Ellul.14
Jerusalem was not built by God, neither was she built for him. She is not holy in and by
herself. Why not? Ultimately because the God of Scripture is more concerned with time
than he is with space. Hence, Scripture pays more attention to generations, events, and
human conduct than to things, buildings, and cities. And because the Bible is primarily
concerned with history rather than with geography, its principal aim is the sanctification of
time. Holiness is not an impersonal force but a personal quality. It does not reside in the
grain of matter but in the nature of human acts. Nothing is holy apart from its relationship
to God. And since God has no permanent geographical address, no place possesses the
permanent quality of holiness. God is not in the world in that sense. He is in events, in time,
in history, rather than in things. And when in things, he may be driven out or kept by the
quality of our deeds.
It is this distinction between holiness in space and holiness in time that is basic to an
understanding of the prophetic vision of the New Jerusalem. Jerusalem's holiness is directly
related to her eschatological function. She is holy because and insofar as she is a symbol of
the future holiness of God's people. "Her presence is there to announce that she is not final,
that she is not the standard for all else, that she is not righteousness and truth, but that she is
only there to be changed, transformed into that other city where righteousness and truth and
security dwell.” 15
The New Jerusalem in Isaiah
Distressed about the inner state of empirical Jerusalem, about its lack of holiness in time,
the prophet Isaiah had a dream in which he sees the Jerusalem of the future age. In Isa 2:1-4
the prophet sees nations streaming to Mount Zion from every possible direction, nations
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that no longer are capable of coping with the desperate conditions under which they are
living. Societal disorder and international violence ("swords," "spears," "wars") force thse
nations to go to Jerusalem an so to escape from their chaotic way of life. Upon arrival in
Jerusalem they receive the Torah, the divine law that will enable these nations to live
together in lasting peace and to reforge their weapons of war into instruments of peace.
Now to Isaiah the proclamation of the Torah means in concreto the indictment of every
miscarriage of justice, such as "grinding the face of the poor" (3:15), acquiting the guilty
for a bribe, depriving the innocent of his right (5:23), neglecting the orphans and widows.
To Isaiah it is the administration of social justice that displays most clearly the city's
relationship to God. That's why his eschatological projections are filled with references to a
Jerusalem with irreproachable judges (1:16) and an annointed one who is a guarantor of
justice (11:3f.). That's why the eschatological Jerusalem is pictured by Isaiah as a place that
overflows with justice, as the very source of God-given norms which alone are the
condition for an guarantee of authentic life. In the future, Jerusalem will be the well of
justice from which the nations will draw their knowledge of how to live and how to rule.
This: being the fountainhead of justice, this alone will justify her being called a holy city.
The next Isaianic passage to which we turn in ch. 60:1-22 (see also 49:22f. and 45:14f.).
This passage is both different from and identical to Isa 2:1-4. It is different insofar as the
focal points of Isa 2:1-4 are the heathen nations and the significance of the transfigured
Jerusalem as dispenser of divine justice for these nations, in contrast with Isa 60 where the
central concern is the holy city itself. Isa 60 offers a foretaste of the future reign of peace as
seen from the point of view of Jerusalem itself. As such iti is of more immediate value to
our discussion.
Isa 60's outline, however, closely resembles that of Isa 2:1-4. In Isa 60, Yahweh is
addressing Jerusalem, calling upon this city to awake in anticipation of the glory that God
will bring to it. Jerusalem, pictured as a woman lying prostrate on the ground, is told to rise
and reflect light, in response to the light that has been shed upon her. Thick darkness covers
the heathen world, but a great light shines around Jerusalem. So bright is Yahweh's glory
that it has the same effect as in Isa 2. Nations and kings from afar see the light of the new
age and come from all directions to pay tribute to the divine glory now revealed on earth.
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The nations that dwell in darkness stream towards this center of brightness. The result is
that the kingdoms of the world become the kingdoms of the Lord.
In the eschatological age Jerusalem will be transformed both outwardly and inwardly.
Outwardly the New Jerusalem will be infinitely more beautiful than Solomon's city (60:13,
17). Yet throughout the chapter the main emphasis is on the inward transformation.
Peace will be the overseers and righteousness the taskmasters in the city of God (60:17).
That is, external author ty and rule will be transformed into a reign where lawlessnes, and
social oppression will have no place.
Jerusalem will live in peace: secure from violence. She will be secure from the destruction
of societal order, secure from the same kind of violence that filled the earth before the
Flood (Gen 6:11, 13). All violence shall be banished from God's city. Why? Because all of
its residents will hav' undergone an inward renewal: all will be righteous.
With this statement that all residents of the New Jerusalem shall be righteous, the prophet
reaches the climax of his vision. For his passionate hunger is for a city in which
righteousness dwells. But only God's abiding presence will make the city righteous.
Whatever form city renewal will take one thing is certain: its vital center will have to be
God's constant presence. Only God's presence will deliver the city from its shadows and
evil and make it "majestic forever, a joy from age to age" (60:15). Indeed, Yahweh will be
so immediately experienced that Jerusalem will live by his light and no longer by that of the
sun and the moon: "the sun shall be no more your light by day, nor for brightness shall the
moon give light to you by night; but the Lord will be your everlasting light." (60:19)
The New Jerusalem in Zechariah
The prophet Zechariah, too, envisages a New Jerusalem. In his third night vision16 (2:1-9)
the prophet sees a man with a measuring rod in his hands who is about to make measurements of the New Jerusalem so as to prepare in advance for the building of her walls.
The angel, however, informs this man that the new city will be without walls. God's glory
within her shall be her sole defense.17
In Zech 8:3 the prophet foretells that Yahweh "will return to Zion, and will dwell in the
midst of Jerusalem, and Jerusalem shall be called the faithful city."
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If we were to sum up the results of our study thus far we could say that the New Jerusalem
of prophetic hope is the eschatological congregation of the faithful, a holu community that
will be like a city set on a hill, whose light of the indwelling God will be visible to the
whole world.
Babylon and Jerusalem in the New Testament
In conclusion I wish to make a few observations with regard to the Babylon-Jerusalem
antithesis in the New Testament.
The basic theme of Zion as the focal point of God's redemptive action and as the city that
will take the place of Babylon as the center of the earth is continued in the New Testament.
However, in the New 'estament its treatment is strictly limited to the Apocalypse.l8
To the old Testament prophets the city of Babylon had been the paradigm of anti-godly
power. Similarly to the early Christians the name Babylon suggested the prototype of the
anti-Christian world. It is not surprising therefore, to find that the book of Revelation uses
the name Babylon as a synonym for Rome.19 This usage can be traced to a contemporary
tendency in Palestinian Judaism to apply the anti-Babylonian prophecies of Isaiah,
Jeremiah, and Ezekiel to Rome. Underlying this application of anti-Babylonian prophecies
to Rome was the hermeneutical principle that Old Testament prophecy always dealt with
future events. The relevance of prophecy, so these Judaistic interpreters claimed, was
inexhaustible, issuing as they did from the omniscient foresight of God. On this basis the
prophetic oracles directed against Babylon had not been exhausted in the downfall of the
Babylonian empire. But if prophecy had not been exhausted in the fall of Babylon, it could
rightfully be applied to the power that was presently oppressing and enslaving the Jewish
people.
The Babylon = Rome equation most likely originated in the circles of the so-called Zealots.
The Zealots, like the Maccabees before them, were intolerant of foreign rule. Unlike the
Pharisess, the Zealots did not expect the kingdom of God to come down from heaven
miraculously. Instead, they tried to bring it about by taking up arms against the Romans
(from A.D.66-73). Convinced of the imminence of the age of salvation, the Zealots had no
scruples in pitting violence against violence. Since by doing so they were staking not only
their own lives but those of many of their fellow Jews as well, they enlisted prophecy in the
service of their military venture. They could only succeed, they realized, if God's Word
would be on their side. Thus Zealotism led to a diligent study of the Old Testament
prophecies, which, so they hoped, would confirm what seemed impossible: a victory in
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their fight against Rome.20 But whether the city be Babylon, Sodom, Nineveh, or Rome,
or any other city, at the eschaton the whole world of arrogant pride and soaring pretensions
will perish, and "the holy city, New Jerusalem, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband" (Rev 21:2) will come down out of heaven from God.
Much is expressed in the description of New Jerusalem as offered in Rev 21. Allow me to
call briefly to your attention the following items: 1. The incarnation of all godless apostacy,
"the prostitute," is contrasted with the "bride," the symbol of God's presence and love. As
the prostitute had been identified with one city (Babylon), so here the Bride is identified
with another city (New Jerusalem). 2. The New Jerusalem is not a rejuvenated old
Jerusalem but is pictured as a new creation that will be manifested at the birth of the new
world. New Jerusalem is solely the work of God. 3. To the Jews, God's dwelling place was
the temple. The temple was considered a shadow of things to come, an earnest of God's
presence in the city. In the new world such a place will no longer be necessary. The temple,
like all earthly worship, belongs to time since in time we must walk by faith and cannot
walk by sight. In the world to come there no longer will be a domain separate from God.
Every place will be irradiated with the light of God's presence. 4. The whole of the familiar
order--heaven and earth, night and day, sun and moon--will have passed away. The most
terrible feature of human life: the fact that everything passes away, will have disappeared.
That which passes away will then itself have passed away. As the whole world will perish
in one city so also will it rise to a new life in the birth of another city: New Jerusalem.
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CRITIQUE OF
"THE CITY IN SCRIPTURE"
Lloyd Neve
This critique of John's paper is more a summary than a criticism. It can be stated in three
points.
1. In the Bible as a whole, only in Genesis 1-11 is the city as such condemned as being
contrary to God's will. It might seem that Jeremiah 35, which gives Jeremiah's approval
of the anti-urban, anti-agricultural Rechabites, would also he a passage which condemns the
city. But Jeremiah 35 is more likely a reaction against Canaanite culture rather than an
attack on the city. The texts which attack Babylon, Nineveh, Sodom, Samaria, Damascus,
Tyr, or Jerusalem, represent an attack on these city-state nations rather than an attack on the
city as such. So it can be concluded that no text other than texts in Genesis, particularly
chapters 4 and 11, says that the rise of the city represents a human act which is contrary to
God's will.
2. Even it' the texts that mention the city as part and parcel of man's sin, as being contrary
to God's will, are infrequent in the Bible, it is still necessary to give due weight to these
texts. It will not do to overlook them or try to harmonize them away. I believe it is quite
clear that Genesis 4:21-22, as well as the story of the tower of Babel in chapter 11, is a
condemnation of urban life as being contrary to God's purpose and intention for man.
3. But the fact that the city is used in a non-pejorative sense throughout the rest of the Bible,
in addition to the fact that the city is frequently used as the figure for the future kingdom of
heaven; that is to say, because the future kingdom of God is described in terms of a city, as
John Timmer has pointed out, means that the Bible taken as a whole does not condemn the
city as such, or reject it as something that must be discarded. The prophetic message in
particular makes it clear that the city is not something to be rejected and destroyed but
rather something to be redeemed.
By way of a postscript, it is interesting to note the tension between apocalyptic which,
rejects the city of this world for a new city which will come down from heaven; and the
prophetic message which sees the kingdom of God being realized in the Jerusalem which is
very much a part of this world.
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"JERUSALEM"
A Meditation by
Christopher L. Webber

In the Encyclopaedia Brittanica, "Jerusalem" comes just after "Jersey City." That, in itself,
is symbolic.
The entry for "Jerusalem" tells us:
"In her 33 centuries of history she has suffered at the hands of earthquake and man.
She has been rocked by earthquakes and sacked by invaders. She has endured over
20 sieges and bockades... 18 reconstructions and two periods of desolation... Six
times she has passed from one religion to another. Her valleys have been filled and
her hills levelled, her streets and buildings destroyed and her people slain and exiled.
But Jerusalem has remained... The city itself has come to mean less and less, but
around it memories have grown up, in men's minds, visions of an ideal city and a
perfect order of society."
Jerusalem is a small city in a small country. It has never been much more. Yet neither
Tokyo nor London nor Moscow nor Rome has such a history or remains so persistently at
the center of human events. Before the Jews crossed the Jordan River out of the desert there
was a city called "Urusalim"--"City of peace." Three thousand years ago it was divided for
seven years between the armies of David and the armies of the Canaanites. Two thousand
years ago there was a time of famine in the Roman Empire. The Church was a persecuted
handful scattered in a few small groups, but help for the Church in Jerusalem was a vital
concern even of those who had nothing themselves and the Book of Acts tells how help was
sent to Jerusalem by Barnabas and Saul. (Acts 11:27-30) Nearly a thousand years ago all
Europe was moved to reclaim Jerusalem from the Moslems, and the Crusades left a history
of heroism and hatred that has not yet been forgotten. In our own time it has been the scene
of conflict more often than any other city in the world. And over all that time it has been
called Jerusalem, the city of peace: a symbol of men's hopes and men's failures.
It may be that the name itself was one of David's reasons for choosing to capture the city
and make it his capital. Peace was David's goal: peace in Palestine by victory over the
remaining non-Hebrew tribes, and peace by uniting the still divided and warring tribes of
Hebrews. Each tribe until David's time had had its own holy place, its own traditions, and
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only a vague sense of oneness with the other tribes. David sought unity and so he chose
neutral ground, a city associated with none of the tribes, and he made it his capital and
carried the Ark of the Covenant into it.
Thus the wanderings of the Jewish people had ended. Now they would journey up to
Jerusalem on pilgrimage, and making that common journey with a common goal to join in
a common celebration of their deliverance from captivity they would begin to think of
themselves as a united people with a single center and a single faith.
The Book of Psalms, the great hymnal of the People of God old and new, contains in itself
much of the history of Jerusalem and provides background for perspective on and understanding of events of our own time. A number of the psalms, for example, were composed
for the use of those making the pilgrimage to Jerusalem; Jesus may have sung them at the
age of 12 when he first made that pilgrimage. He very likely sang them with his disciples
when he went up to Jerusalem for the last time. Psalm 127 is an excellent example:
"I was glad when they said unto me, we will go into the house of the Lord.
Our feet shall stand in thy gates, o Jerusalem.
Jerusalem is built as a city that is at unity in itself. For thither the tribes go up, even the
tribes of the Lord,
to testify unto Israel, to give thanks unto the Name
of the Lord.
O pray for the peace of Jerusalem; they shall prosper that love thee.
Peace be within thy walls, and plenteousness within thy palaces."
Jerusalem became a symbol of the unity of the people of Israel, the People of God, and a
symbol of God's care for his people in leading them out of captivity into peace and security
in the promised land. Another of the pilgrimage psalms says:
"The hills stand about Jerusalem; even so standeth the Lord round about his people,
from this time forth for evermore." (Psalm 125)
But this peace and unity were not to last for long. Peace brought prosperity, and prosperity
brought danger: attacks from powerful neighbors and at last destruction and exile.
Psalm 79 speaks of this time:
"O God the heathen are come into thine inheritance; thy
holy temple have they defiled, and made Jerusalem an heap of stones.
The dead bodies of thy servants have they given to be
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meat unto the fowls of the air, and the flesh of they
saints unto the beasts of the land.
Their blood have they shed like water on every side of
Jerusalem, and there was no man to bury them.
We have become an open shame to our enemies, a very scorn
and derision unto them that are round about us. Lord, how long wilt thou be
angry...?"
The Jews were carried into exile; Jerusalem was destroyed. But Jerusalem was not
forgotten. One whole book of the Bible is a lamentation for Jerusalem written during the
period of exile. The Book of Lamentations begins:
"How doth the city sit solitary that was full of people..." and the refrain, repeated in
various ways, is
"Mine eye runneth down with rivers of water for the destruction of the daughter of
my people." (1:15;2:11,etc)
How do you remember New York or London or Houston or the place where you were born?
Do you remember the smog and traffic, the rain, the cold, the unbearable heat? Or do you
remember only the beauty? Why do our memories hold onto the good and forget the bad?
So it was with the Jews in exile in Babylon. Listen to Psalm 137:
"By the waters of Babylon we sat down and wept, when we remembered thee, 0
Sion. If I forget thee, 0 Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her cunning.
If I do not remember thee, let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth; yea, if I
prefer not Jerusalem above my chief joy."
But this was a sorrow that led to desire for revenge.
A sorrow without understanding that leads on to one of the most terrible passages in all the
Bible:
"Remember the children of Edom, O Lord, in the day of Jerusalem; how they said,
Down with it, down with it, even to the ground. O daughter or Babylon, wasted
with misery; yea, happy shall he be that rewardeth thee as thou hast served us.
Blessed shall he be that taketh thy children, and throweth them against the stones."
In the sharpest contrast is the Book of Ezekiel, also written in the time of exile. Ezekiel
speaks first of God's righteous judgment on the people who had forgotten him, the
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city that failed to be a city of peace: "Woe to the bloody city ..."(24:6) And the
understanding of God's judgment leads to hope for God's mercy. God was good; God was
just; God would not forget his people for ever:
"For I will take you from among the heathen and gather you out of all countries,
and will bring you into your own land... A new heart also will I give you and a new
spirit will I put within you... And ye shall dwell in the land that I gave to your
fathers, and ye shall be my people and I will be your God." (36:24-28)
Then, in one of the most remarkable passages in the Bible, Ezekiel spends nine chapters
giving measurements: measurements of walls and gates and chambers and rivers and
suburbs and borders, measurements of the new city of Jerusalem, a concrete description,
evidence of God's sure intention to restore the city. And, says Ezekiel, "the name of the city
from that day shall be, the Lord is there." (48:35)
The picture was concrete and definite, but imagination and hope ran far beyond the
description. What would the city be like? It would be the fulfillment of dreams, not only the
dreams of the Jews but the dreams of all men. These words are from the prophet Zechariah:
"Thus saith the Lord of hosts: there shall yet old men and old women dwell in the
streets of Jerusalem, and every man with his staff in his hand for very age. And the
streets of the city shall be full of boys and girls playing in the streets thereof. Thus
saith the Lord, It shall yet come to pass, that there shall come people, and the
inhabitants of many cities... Yea, many people and strong nations shall come to seek
the Lord of hosts in Jerusalem, and to pray before the Lord." (8:4-5,20-22)
Both in the midst of sorrow and hatred, and in the fullest repentance and hope, the depths of
the emotions aroused by Jerusalem have been seen. But more than emotions, only great
faith could account for this expansion of the meaning of Jerusalem so that it became a
universal symbol. Cut off from the destroyed city, in exile and with no reasonable hope, yet
the 87th psalm says of Jerusalem that the meaning of human history is found in her:
"Very excellent things are spoken of thee, thou city of God (This becomes the
familiar Christian hymn, "Glorious things of thee are spoken, Zion, city of our
God.")
"I will make mention of Egypt and Babylon... Philistia also and Tyre with Ethiopia;
lo, in Sion were they born. The Lord shall record it when he writeth up the peoples
lo, in Sion were they born."
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The meaning of history, yes, even the history of Egypt, is found in Jerusalem. What more
could be said of any city than that?
The joy of return from exile is found also in the psalms:
"When the Lord turned again the captivity of Sion, then were we like unto them that
dream. Then was our mouth filled with laughter, and our tongue with joy.
The said they among the heathen, The Lord hath done great things for them.
They that sow in tears, shall reap in joy." (126:1-3,6)
But the fulfillment of dreams did not come. The fulness of the prophecy remained
unrealized. So it was that when Jesus came to Jerusalem at then end of his ministry, he wept
over it saying:
"If thou hadst known, even thou, at least in this thy day, the things which belong to
thy peace!" (Luke 19:42)
But they did not know.
So the city became a symbol that can never be forgotten
of man's rejection of God and man's inhumanity to man. And
in that same moment the city fulfilled it's name and prophecy. For the Good News
the Gospel proclaims again and again is this: that God in Christ has "made peace
through the blood of the cross." (Col.1:20) And at that moment the symbolic
meaning of Jerusalem truly becomes universal and the peace that it proclaims is no
longer a peace to be found there alone, but in every city, in every place, for all men.
The New Testament ends with a vision of the new Jerusalem:
"I, John, saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down
from God out of heaven... And I heard a great voice out
of heaven saying, Behold the tabernacle of God is with men,
and God himself shall be with them and be their God." (Rev.21:2-3)
There is a tendency in Christian thought to define our work only in terms of that last,
heavenly Jerusalem. But Dorothy Sayers has pointed out that "the best kept inns are on the
through roads." It is because we know where we are going that we care about the inns along
the way. It is because we have a vision of the city of peace that we care about the cities we
live in now and commit ourselves to the work of transforming them, knowing that what we
do is not in vain, not lost, but taken up into that final city. So God works in us and prepares
us to live in that city for which he made us at first.
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The vision, then, is both promise and judgment. Christians have seen in it a standard to use
in judging every city and all human community. William Blake's poem holds that vision
and judgment up against England, but the same might be done, indeed has been done, for
every nation:
And did those feet in ancient time
Walk upon England's mountains green? And was the holy lamb of God
On England's pleasant pastures seen?
And did the Countenance Divine
Shine forth upon our clouded hills? And was Jerusalem builded here
Among these dark Satanic mills?
(Bring me my bow of burning gold! Bring me my arrows of desire!
Bring me my spear! 0 clouds, unfold! Bring me my chariot of fire!)
I will not cease from mental fight,
Nor shall my sword sleep in my hand, Till we have built Jerusalem
In England's green and pleasant land.
"Till we have built Jerusalem in this and every land..." The hope, the vision, and the
judgment of Jerusalem are the judgment on what we make of human communities and the
knowledge of what they might be if men would respond to God, and learn the meaning of
Jerusalem, and seek the City of Peace.

Note: the quotations from the Psalms are from the Book of Common Prayer, based on the
Great Bible of 1536.
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URBANIZATION IN JAPAN:
A CHALLENGE TO CHRISTIANITY
Joseph J. Spae
I am most grateful for your invitation to join in a discussion on the general theme of this
year's Hayama Seminar, "The Church's Role in Urbanized Japan: The Christian Witness in
Transitional Society." I am grateful for the hearty fellowship which enlivens this conference.
I am particularly giving thanks to the Lord for our growing awareness that unity in service
is not peripheral to the many unity consultations between our respective churches but that it
must be seen as that basic proof of discipleship which our non-Christian fellow men in
Japan have a gospel-given right to expect from us.
It is this belief, indeed, which underlies the approach to my topic: I am less concerned with
the theology of Christianity than with the witnessing of Christians, and less with the
sociology of urbanization in Japan than with the tasks to which it summons us. To be frank,
I am not at all concerned here with our confessional divisions, real though they are. Instead
I hope and pray with you for a Church of the future in which we shall work side by side
with our nonChristian neighbors toward a common goal of greater unity and well-being,
material and spiritual, in a word, toward a society more human because also more divine.
Paraphrasing a thought of Le Corbusier, this society will be authentic to the degree that it
succeeds in building cities in which God-and-man will love to dwell.
1. Japanese Urbanization Means Millions of People
Urbanization is defined as the movement of population from rural to urban areas. Until
modern times the lives of the majority of people were predominantly shaped by the village
or rural community. Modern urbanization is the result of the industrial revolution which
demands a heavy concentration of workers in central locations, aqd of the agricultural
revolution which permits a smaller proportion of the population to be engaged in the
production of food and raw materials.
According to the American sociologist Robert Redfield urban society is characterized by a
large, heterogeneous population, close contact with other societies through trade and
communications, a complex division of labor, a prevalence of secular over sacred concerns,
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and the rationalization of planning of behavior toward pre-established goals as opposed to
the unquestioning following of traditional standards and norms. In an urban society many
social relationships become impersonal and contractual; there is a tendency toward facelessness, anonimity and, some say, cultural boredom.
There is no uniform definition of what is meant by an "urban place." The U.S. Census calls
"urban" any place that has a population of 2,500 and is incorporated. In the Netherlands a
minimum population of 20,000 is required for a place to be designed as urban; in Japan a
city (shi) has a minimum of 30,000 inhabitants.
Urbanization is a worldwide fact: in 1800 there were not more than 50 cities of 100,000
inhabitants; at present there are over 900. Today, demographers tell us, 1/3 of mankind lives
in urban concentrations of 5,000 or more inhabitants; by the end of the century it will be 2/3.
The urban population reached through the past 7,000 years will have quadrupled from
1-billion to 4-billion in our own lifetime, or rather in one generation.
Turning to Japan, as I have pointed out in my Christianity Encounters Japan, p. 23, we may
recall, merely to get an idea of the staggering problems involved, the interesting forecast by
Hayashi Yujiro in his study A Vision of the Affluent Japan of Twenty Years Hence. Hayashi
predicts that, in 1985, Japan urban population will amount to 90% of the total population
which, he says, will then have reached the 130-million mark. Compare these figures with
those of the 1965 Population Census published by the Office of the Prime Minister which
puts the total population as of October 1, 1965 at 98,281,955 only 69,925,735 or 68.09% of
whom lived in the cities. Hayashi also predicts that the population in Tokyo and Osaka will
have increased in 1985 by 50%. The general distribution of people living in the Tokaido
Megalopolis around 1985 shapes up as follows: Tokyo, 25-million, Osaka, 14-million,
Nagoya, 5,5-million. This megalopolis, we are told by a survey which appeared in the
Nippon-keizai-shimbun, July 27, 1970, will stretch from Tokyo to Kobe and house from 70
to 80% of Japan' total population. (The same survey puts the prospective population of
some larger cities as follows: Sapporo, 2,5-million, Fukuoka, 2,2-million, Hiroshima,
2-million, and Sendai, 1,2-million.) Other cities will absorb 30-million Japanese.
The above figures may be recast in the findings of another report released by the
Agriculture-Forestry Ministry on Oct. 1, 1970. This report shows that, on Febr. 1, 1970, the
number of farming households totaled 5,324,000, a decrease of 5.7% from 1965. The
number of farming villages decreased by259 to 142,689. At present, we learn, the
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percentage of farming household population over against the nation's total population
stands at 25.6%, compared with the highest rate of 46% recorded in 1950. (The Japan
Times, October 3, 1970)
This drop of the farm population is particularly interesting as the correlative of urbanization.
In 1985, Hayshi expects the Japanese farming population to have dropped from the prsent
25% to a mere 10% of the total population. For comparison's sake, the farming population
is now about 5% in the USA and 4% in England. In another twenty years, urban
futurologists tell us, there will be a 40-hour working week with two holidays every week.
The retiring age of 65 will probably be general. New contractual relationships will be
worked out; a new emphasis on ability will replace the traditional practices of promotion.
Around 1985 the average age of the population will have risen to the point where over 48%
of the Japanese will be over 35 years of age versus 34% in 1960. Hence the number of
active elderly people will sharply increase which, in turn, means that the society of the
future must find a place for them.
Evidently, such a forecast implies a good deal of guessing. Yet, if we have to believe recent
Japanese sociologists, some near-certainties emerge. In what follows I limit myself to those
which have bearing upon the Christian presence in this country. Contrary to what is the
trend today, a change is expected from later marriages and fewer children to earlier
marriages and somewhat bigger families, depending upon the availability, chiefly in urban
areas, of all or a good part of the 40-million housing units required by 36-million households.
Japanese society in the eighties will show a great mobility, not only demographical but
cultural and, hence, religious as well. Mass media, selective associations facilitated by
excellent transportation facilities, immediate access to international currents of thought, all
these will contribute to create a new image of the Japanese "ideal man."
What does the urbanized Japan of the future hold for Christianity? How does theology look
upon the irreversible course of demographic developments? There is only one attitude
which befits us Christians: an attitude of confidence and cheerful hope.
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2. Is God Absent from the City of Man?
Such an attitude has been eloquently voiced by one of Japan's noted Christian laymen, Dr
Matsushita Masatoshi, member of the Commission of Churches on International Affairs and
of the International Missionary Council. This is what he writes:
“That which I see within the three decades ahead of us is change--change more vast
than anything which we have yet experienced--and I see difficulties proportionate to
that change which we must surmount. It is because of that change and because of
those certain difficulties that we dare to look to the future if faith, courage, and
wisdom are our aides. Holding to the idea of the fundamental equality of man and
man's capacity to adapt himself to any new environment, we possess, by my
definition, faith. Faith is essential to face change. By possessing the will to
overcome those certain difficulties which we shall encounter, we possess, by my
definition, courage. Courage is essential to surmount difficulties. And, by my
definition, having farsighted vision, a proper caution, and the sense of good order,
we have wisdom. Wisdom is imperative for man to be able to confront change and
to win over his trials. Wisdom must be our guide.... Such is my creed and such is
my premise for optimism. 1
I am sure that Dr Matsushita's optimism is based not so much upon his sociology as upon
his faith. Yet his optimism is certainly not shared by all. I have recently come across a book
by Edward C. Banfield, The Unheavenly City: The Nature and tha Future of our Urban
Crisis (New York: Little, Brown, 1970). Banfield writes about the cities of America. He begins his book with a quotation from Cotton Mather's Theopolis Americana, written some
260 years ago. While Mather saw "a heavenly city... 0 America, the Holy City!", Banfield's
city is an unholy one, populated by the people of the "lower class. the unheavenly people,
"who prefer near-destitution without work to abundance with it." To the Harvard professor
all is illusion--the race problem, unemployment, poverty, the benefits of education, the
social causes of crime. The "lower class" doesn't have it all that bad, he thinks, and besides
they like it the way they have it.
I have mentioned Banfield's book as a case in point of what I would unambiguously call a
pagan approach to the city and a revolting display of theological cynicism. Quite another
tone is struck by a young American theologian, Herbert W. Richardson, in his Toward An
American Theology (New York: Harper and Row, 1967) whose thesis is this:
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We are living in a time of historical transition which is also a time of general
cultural crisis. In such a period there is a breakdown of habitual modes of thought
and action with the result that language no longer functions meaningfully. The new
period of history which is beginning will be dominated by social techniques
developed by the sociological, psychological, economic, and political sciences. It is
a "sociotechnic age," an age which presages a new cultural epoch. This will require
a new theological and institutional expression of Christianity: not one of
adjustment--the liberal solution--but one which will develop a conception of God,
an eschatological symbolism, and new ethical principles which will relate to and
undergird the primary realities of the new cybernetic world. (p. 23)
As I. John Hesselink remarks in a sympathetic review of Richardson's book, the assistant
professor of theology at Harvard Divinity School argues that "in a society dominated by
social systems--an urban society, that is--it is imperative that there be a shift from the
modern conception of God as person to a 'social conception' of God." Hesselink adds that
"this theology of the future will not necessarily be exclusively American, for there are other
centers of the emerging world civilization. Japan might well be one of those centers .... t12
It would seem then that we must vigorously resist a certain brand of theological pessimism
which finds confirmation in a analysis of the characteristics of secular man who is generally
also urban man. I shall only mention three of these features as they emerge from Harvey
Cox's Secular City (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1965) and from Arend T.H. van
Leeuwen's Christianity in World History (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1964 .
1. Secular or urban man is iconoclastic. Living in the heart of a technological world he
experiences the desacralization of nature; his sense of belonging to an awe-inspiring and
fascinating universe (Rudolf Otto's categories of religious experience) is dulled. He must
control his environment-or perish.
2. Secular man has "come of age." He intends to assume full responsibility for himself.
Human creativity and freedom rank high among his ideals. A definite sense of freedom is
certainly nothing new in the religious history of mankind. What is new is the scope of
human creativity which not only conquers the determination of nature but those of the
"powers and principalities," of the gods as well.
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3. Secular man is a pragmatist whose style of life is characterized by his pursuit of the
immediate and the feasible, an attitude which, by its very nature, almost excludes serious
concern for metaphysics, mysticism and interiority in favor of a day-by-day practical,
piecemeal and technical approach to problems.
In summary, as Harvey Cox puts it, for secular man "life.. is a set of problems, not an
unfathomable mystery. (Secular man) brackets off the things that cannot be dealt with and
deals with those that can. He wastes little time thinking about 'ultimate' or 'religious'
questions. And he can live with highly provisional solutions." (op. cit., p. 63)
3. God's Veiled Presence in the City
Is God then dead in the city of man? In answer to this question I am tempted to quote the
somewhat facetious text which I saw flashed not long ago on the billboard of a Hollywood
church: "No, God isn't dead. He isn't even sick." It is pleasant to have Harvey Cox on one's
side of the argument. At the Brussels Theological Congress (Sept. 12-17, 1970), the
Harvard theologian was heard to say: "The death of God is a thing of the past; and
so,,perhaps, is the secular city. (Did he mean his book? If so, please italicize the last word
To that same question Van Leeuwen has also tried to provide an answer. He feels that
Christianity has broken down the universal symbiosis between culture and religion setting
man free to assume responsibility in and for the world. He finds Christ at work incognito
within the process of secularization And he is convinced that Christians, now more than
ever, must participate in the larger purpose of reshaping human life.
There is much in Cox's and Van Leeuwen's thesis which we can accept. I would personally
part company with Cox (as he does himself in his latest book A Feast of Fools) where he
describes secular man as reluctant to consider "ultimate and religious questions." And I
would leave to Van Leeuwen, certainly within the Japanese context, the burden of proving
that, for Christians, the focus has shifted from spreading their religion through conversion
to the reshaping of human life through the promotion of secularization.
Where I wholeheartedly agree with both is that, for most people today--and for the
Japanese in particular--christianization means that they have become involved, no doubt
often unconsciously, in the ongoing movement of Christian history. My reasons for this
conviction are both general and specific.
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For the first time in history, it seems within the reach of man to abolish poverty altogether
from this planet. Yet at the same time we witness the fact that an ever-increasing number of
people reject affluence as a goal. The young generation by and large has become aware that
economic security is not enough to satisfy mankind. In this they respond to "an innate need
of human nature requiring that men... have an opportunity to assume responsibility and to
perfect themselves by their efforts." (John XXIII, Mater et Magistra,1961)
Now, in these and similar reactions, the Christian discovers signs of God's irruption into the
world of urban man. In the light of Christian hope, among the many alternatives between
death and survival, it would appear that man's one realistic change of survival is in a state
of freedom and justice.
The idea of such a state is not a mere utopia. It is a vision which deserves attention at this
moment of history which finds man in the midst of a spiritual revolution parallel with his
biological progression. Man, to follow the thought of Teilhard de Chardin in The
Phenomenon of Man, is in the state of becoming like God. One day man will reach his
ultimate perfectibility. At this great epoch of human history when the primary virtues of
love, truth, beauty, justice and mercy will be more fully developed to the extent that
mankind "fully grows up into Christ" (Ephesians 4:15; II Peter 3:18), the problem of
controlling technology will recede into the background of man's concern. "In the grace and
in the knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ" (II Peter 3:18) man will then do
more easily what is right. As the felicitious Shinto term expresses it, man will then reach
out for a state of shinjin-waraku, a state, that is, of harmony between man and his cultural
environment, his emotional past and his religious future.
If we contemplate the fact that, with God's help, mankind, redeemed by Christ, converges
irresistibly toward its perfection, we may find here the paramount reason for our hope and
the unshakable energy to work together toward a more harmonious society--and a more
human city--inhabited by men and women who are "no longer aliens in a foreign land, but
fellow-citizens with God's people, members of God's household." (Ephesians 2:19)
In praise of the city, of urbanization and of cybernation-three terms which have much in
common--let it be said that, in principle at least, they give man, for the first time in history,
the opportunity to free himself from all forms of subhuman endeavor. "Subhuman" refers to
all those occupations which contribute little or nothing to the development of a person's
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creativity and personality. According to the pace that industries become automated, man is
set free for more personal and enriching work; in other words, he can then develop a
society which permits a more intensive cultivation of cultural and religious pursuits. One
need not antecedent) fear that the new urban culture will lead to lzainess and indolence. It is
much more probable that it will force us to see the evil of an exploitive mentality which, if
left unchecked, threatens us with the pollution of our habitat, not to mention with nuclear
annihilation.
What does the Bible tell us about the upheaval which we face? The Bible tells us that
"work" is the total activity of man continuing God's original act of creation, the dynamic
development of which has, in part, been left to man. In the new age of cybernation and
advanced urbanization, we shall come to see that true progress lies in the heart of man, a
fact which we should have known since the Sermon on the Mount Redemption means the
growth of humanity under the Spirit. We believe that whatever makes man more human
also makes him more Christian. Hence we give thanks for the city, ambiguous though it be,
and we are grateful to the Lord for man's option freely to reject absorption in the
non-human and reach for the divine.
4. Urbanization: A Challenge to Christians of Japan
And what about Japan? I have discussed the matter of a progressing hominization--and,
hence, of the chances for a progressing Christianization--in a series of books, Christian
Corridors to Japan (1967), Christianity Encounters Japan (1968), and in my recent Japanese
Religiosity 1971 at the end of which I have arrived at "some midway conclusions." I intend
to follow up this study with an investigation of the idea of man, his moral and religious
fulfillment, his suffering and death, as reflected in the world of Japanese thought and
religious experience. I anticipate that the findings of this research will confirm my feeling
that urbanization may turn out to be, also in this country, a signal grace from the Lord,
though as yet it is still very much a grace in disguise Here follow some reasons and some
facts which underlie my optimism, full details of which are found in the volumes which I
mentioned.3
1. Christianity is most readily accepted by people who are loosened geographically and
psychologically from their ancestral moorings. In an urban milieu, such people come to live
under circumstances of reduced pressures, also of a religious nature, traditionally associated
with an agrarian society. Due to the anonimity and anomie characteristic of the city, urban
immigrants look for new selective association At least they often become "secularized," i.e.,
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they reach a neutral point from which they feel free to examine and decide their religious
future. This, as we all know, is a fact perfectly well understood by the New Religions of
Japan. Their remarkable progress is almost exclusively in the larger urban conglomerations.
2. The underlying psychological reason for this phenomenon is not difficult to grasp, and it
is of considerable importance to our work in this country. As I have frequently pointed out
in my books, Japan is in the midst of a religious shift from a communal to a personal creed
and from family religion to personal religion. Such a shift is eloquently illustrated in the
quickening abandonment of traditional religious practices related to Buddhism and Shinto.
3. To mention some facets of this change connected with religious life in an urban milieu
and of particular interest to evangelism in this country, I refer to the findings of the 1968
national survey on changing trends in the Japanese character, analyzed in my Japanese
Religiosity, p. 209-229. This government sponsored survey indicated that the number of
Japanese who have a personal religion hovers between 30-35% of the total-population
while the number of those who say that they owe no religious allegiance to any of the three
religions, Shinto, Buddhism and Christianity, stands at 65-70%
It is significant that the more recent national inquiries into the religious mind of Japan no
longer feel it useful to ask about "the family religion." The concept of "religion" has
recently changed to the point that it evokes a personal allegiance to a style of life rather
than to the family or ancestral belonging to shrine or temple. The problem, of course,
remains: What is meant here by "personal" religion? The official wording of the question in
the 1968 survey betrays an intentional ambiguity when it asks whether the respondent "has
a personal faith or devotion." In the mind of the inquirers it is evident that a positive answer
to thii question suggests that the respondent belongs to some "religion," shukyo, or to a
religious sect, shuha
I might submit that, in this very ambiguity, we should see the greatest challenge to our
presence in this country. It is obvious from the above enquiry, conducted under the strictest
religious neutrality, that Christianity counts up to 2-million sympathizers in the nation over
against some 750,000 actual members. We must conclude from this that interest in and
goodwill toward Christianity are ral but that they are not strong enough to move more than
a handful of people to take its claims seriously enough to investigate them through actual
contact with the churches.
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Is there anything on our side which accounts for this fact and forces us to a humble
searching of conscience? I think there is. I think we should be more aware of our common
responsibility to create and improve "the image of the Church in Japan," a theme which I
have developed in Christianity Encounters Japan.
4. The same inquiry brings out the somewhat disturbing fact that, while the number of
people who disavow a personal religious belonging remains fairly stable during the last ten
years, there is a considerable increase in the number of those who say that "a religious
attitude is important." One fragmentary example of this trend is found in the 1967 inquiry
among Kobe University students which shows that, of a total of 547 students, 309 of whom
are interested in, and 237 of whom are indifferent to, religion, 43.4% say that "it would be
good to have a religion." Only 18.1% would rather not have a religion. It is interesting to
note that they give as the general reason for their stand the irrelevance of religion to man's
happiness. (Japanese Religiosity, p. 214-5) Regarding the problem of acceptance and
rejection of religion by the youth of Japan, Professor Serikawa who organized the Kobe
University inquiry sounds a prophetic note when he remarks:
The opposition to religious institutionalism and anticlericalism is a protest against
organizationism, secularism and sectionalism which block the pursuit of religious goal.
This protest is often naive for lack of objectivity. In sum, it is a protest against the want of
religion within the religions. (Ibid, p. 216)
The same author calls attention to the fact that a surprisingly high number of university
students show interest in Christianity: 53.5% of the men, and 73.1% of the women. He
compares these figures with corresponding figures for Buddhisn a total of 26.0%, 29.9% of
the men and only 16.4% of them women. He finds an explanation partly in the location of
Kobe University, a milieu which has many Christian churches. (Ibid., p. 217)
5. For the first time the 1968 national inquiry asked separately about belief in "a
supernatural being" shimbutsu and in "an omnipotent God," nan de mo dekiru kami. It
came as a surprise to the researchers that 24% of the 764 respondents believe in the
existence of the Christian God. Whatever the factual content or reasons for this belief in
God, it must be contrasted with the unbelief and scepticism manifested toward the Shinto
kami. Indeed, 35% answer that they do not believe in "the existence of the kamisama
worshipped at Shinto shrines."
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While this inquiry shows little or no difference between rural and urban areas regarding
belief in God, in the case of the kami the difference stands out: in rural areas, 60% believe
in them; in the major cities, only 38% do. Whatever the correct interpretation of these
statistics, they indirectly prove that a larger number of people in the cities is open to
religious change than is the case in the rural districts of Japan.
6. Urbanization and secularization are intimately connected. In Japan, secularization is
thoroughly ambiguous from the Christian point of view. It implies, at first glance, a
demythologizing or rationalizing of religious customs. But other aspects call for attention.
The effect of abandoning Shinto and Buddhist customs will result in a tendency to view
religious issues less exclusively in the light of Japan's own culture. The groundwork is thus
laid for the acceptance of a more international, more human point of view. We may expect
this trend to lead toward a more reflective type of morality based less upon social values
and sanctions (the haji type described by Ruth Benedict in her The Chrysanthemum and the
Sword) than upon individual responsibility and private conscience. As Ienaga SaburO, one
of Japan's most outstanding cultural historians, remarks, one hopes that such an
evolution--and we are in the midst of it--might advance "from the particularistic to the
universalistic" and "from the vertical, authoritarian to the horizontal, person-toperson type."
I take this to mean that the Japanese ethic may become ever more intensively imbued with
elements of Christian origin, which, along the bent of its own genius, it could harmoniously
integrate into a splendid whole, thoroughly Japanese and thoroughly Christian.
5. Christians at Work in the Japanese City
The challenge of urbanization is real; it has not escaped the attention of thoughtful
Christians in this country. I have picked at random the following recent examples of that
Christian concern:
-- In July 1970, Sacred Heart University in Tokyo hosted the nine day Asian Ecumenical
Conference for Development. At this conference, that outstanding Christian leader and
Indonesian Ambassador to the USA, Dr Soedjatmoko, possibly reflecting upon conditions
in the mamoth capital of Japan, sternly warned the 200 participants from 19 Asian countries
in these words:
“A nation's political cohesion and strength for survival does not solely depend on a
sense of common material interests, but also on its capacity for self-transcendence.
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Failure to play this role will open the way for the uncontested dominance of strong,
secular ideologies with eschatological pretensions to perform this essential function.
(The Japan Times, July 24, 1970)
-- The Japan Evangelical Lutheran Church with the cooperation of the Japan Anglican
Church and the Lutheran World Federation held an East Asia Consultation of Urban
Ministry and Evangelism at the Mitaka Lutheran Theological College, October 13-16, 1970.
Dr Kumazawa Yoshinobu in his lecture on "urbanization and mission" urged the 70
churchmen who attended the conference to think of God's mission not only in terms of
being sent. "God is calling us," he stated, "through the social conditions of men, to His
mission." (Christian Activity News, October 30, 1970)
-- In April 1970, an ecumenical group of people, chiefly from Kansai, interested in danchi
and New Town developments, spontaneously met in Osaka and kept on meeting each
month. In August they organized a seminar in Kyoto at which thirty representatives from
Japan met with thirty guests from abroad who had come to Kyoto under the auspices of the
East Asia Christian Conference to do a three week course in leadership in urbanization.
Famous experts such as Professor Isomura Eiichi, President of Toyo University, Professor
Oyabu Juichi of Osaka University and Professor Takanaka Masao of Doshisha University
addressed the meeting. It is hoped that an Ecumenical Danchi Mondai Kenkyukai will be
set up together with a research center which will try to solve the many probelms facing the
Christian mission to an urbanized society. (The Japan Missionary Bulletin, Dec. 1970)
-- Finally, on January 26-29, 1971, the National Christian Council of Japan is sponsoring in
Northern Kyushu its seventh national conference on "Urban and Industrial Evangelism."
(Kirisutokyo-tsushin, Oct. 13, 1970)
-- In November 1970, an experiment in "social ecumenism" (one of the great themes
submitted to the Fifth General Assembly of the Lutheran World Federation held in Evian,
France) was begun in Tokyo. A group of about 100 Catholic priests, sisters and laymen
organized under the name of "The Friendship Volunteers" and pooled their energies with
those of their Protestant brethren under the leadership of Rev. Takahashi Reiji, famous for
his work with the poor in Kotoku. This initiative has already contributed to a change of the
local image of the church. People for the first time have seen that "we love one another."
The new Friendship House which is now in the planning stages will be a shining proof of
our "unity of hearts" within the division of our churches.
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It is time to finish. And, as no doubt you expect me to do, I intend to finish with an
ecumenical approach to the problem of Japan's urbanization. I am reminded, in justification
of this approach, of a statemnt by Willem Visser 't Hooft, the honorary President of the
World Council of Churches:
If one stops working for unity between the churches, one destroys the ground
beneath one's own feet. Instead of entering history, one places oneself outside it.
The world will really prove too strong for Christians without churches, or in
churches which they do not take seriously. (Ecumenical Review, Oct. 1969, P. 323)
Those of you who were at the 1969 Hayama Seminar will recall the address by Yagyu
Naoyuki, "The Callenge of Contemporary Japanese Society," in which he quotes Shiina
Rinzb, a famous Protestant novelist as sying: "It is time that someone died." (Papers, Tenth
Hayama Missionary Seminar, 1969, p. 81) As Yagyu remarks, whatever he meant by that
statement we certaily should die to be born into new men, men who are convinced of what
John F. Kennedy wished to say of his generation: "I do not believe that any of us would
exchange places with any other people or any other generation. The energy, the faith, the
devotion which we bring to this endeavor will light our century and all who serve it--and
the glow from that fire can truly light the world." (America, Oct. 10, 1970, p. 256) Kennedy
referred to technology and mankind's future. But he spoke with the vision and the hope of a
Christian, and what he had to say applies equally to us and to Japan.
The specific Christian contribution to the new humanism which Japan craves calls from all
of us for a common effort to develop new communities of love and understanding, particularly in the wasteland of our urban centers. I hope and pray that, in the not too distant
future, this effort may lead to some type of a Toshi-shakai-hoshidan, an Urban Service
Consortium (such as is already functioning in Calcutta) in which we pool our resources on
behalf of our non-Christian fellow men. I believe that, if Christians in this country took
their faith seriously and made their fellow men the pivotal point of their attention, they
would then post themselves at the center of that polar field where Japan's religiosity,
expressed in the many yearnings of her urabn population, meets God's answer, Christ,
manifested in and through our Christian presence to a nation brought to the point at which,
with the grace of God, existence--urban as well as rural--flowers into redemption.
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CRITIQUE OF
"URBANIZATION IN JAPAN"
Kenneth J. Dale

Every time we hear Joseph Spae speak we are inspired with renewed optimism about
evangelism in Japan. Not only his vision but even his statistics buoy us up with reassurance
that the Kingdom of God is indeed coming in Japan, and soon! In this paper we find new
hope for the Christianization of Japan through Fr. Spae's indication of the shift from
communal to a personal creed, and his indication of the shift in religious experience from
ancestral temple affiliation to religion as being a style of life for the individual. We are also
led to optimism by Fr. Spae's interpretation of secularization in Japan as being a shift from
Shinto and Buddhism as Japanese cultural features, to the acceptance of a more
international and more human point of view. Yes, even now the mountains are being
lowered, the valley raised to make straight a highway for our God!
I also want to express appreciation for Fr. Spae's call to action as taking priority over
doctrinal discussion among Christians. I for one can concur with him in saying: "I am less
concerned with the theology of Christianity than with the witnessing of Christians." His
final appeal for the establishment of some kind of toshi-shakai-hoshidan in which we can
all pool our resources on behalf of our non-Christian fellow men certainly is an appeal
which finds warm reception among all of us in the Hayama Seminar Group.
Fr. Spae warned us at the outset that we wouldn't agree with his theology, so we should just
take that as a background assumption. Although I have already stated my concurrance with
his emphasis on action rather than theoretical theology, I must admit that some points of the
theological outlook off the paper are a serious stumbling block to me. Phrases such a
"Whatever makes man more human also makes him more Christian," are so alien to my
tradition of thinking about sin and redemption that it's going to take some time before the
dialog between us can progress on the theological level. But it is necessary to work at
understanding in an ecumenical group on this level also.
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CITY CENTERED MISSION STRATEGY: PAUL TO THE PRESENT
Anthony A. Carter

In forty-five minutes this morning I have been asked to deal with the not too insignificant
topic, "City Centered Mission Strategy from Paul to the Present." The first part of the
assigned title, that is, "City Centered Mission Strategy---," I feel somewhat at home with. It
is the second part of the assigned title, that is, "---from Paul to the Present," that makes me
just a bit nervous. Being least of all a historian it would be the greatest of arrogance to
attempt to deal in meaningful historical sequence with the kaleidoscopic images
represented by one thousand nine hundred and seventy years of mission in the context of
the city of man. Rather than deal with the topic at hand from a historical perspective, a task
for which I am eminently disqualified, I will try to bring what little expertise I have as a
budding urbanologist to bear on the task at hand making ecumenical use of a variety of
disciplines. I will try to establish a point of view or perspective in relation to which it may
be possible to drive home to some conclusions about the basis upon which mission strategy
to the city has and continues to be founded. I am hoping that this particular approach will
tend to produce some heated debate, I do not intend to bore you with a cataloguing of a
long list of particular city centered mission groups and orientations, their achievements,
their apologetics, and their theology because city centered mission strategy, all the way
from Paul to the present, has been based on a very central desire to change conditions in the
city so that life could be made more bearable. Thus the central themes in the strategy, and
this is the important word, have been related to "change" and "intervention" in a very
primary sense. In fact it is important to note that "strategy" (a rather militaristic word)
means or implies very directly intervention for the purpose of making changes that are for
the better. At least changes that are perceived to be better from the point of view of the
strategist. Thus it will be my task to explicate the conditions that are to be bettered by the
strategy and the perceptions of Christian faith upon which this strategy has been built
throughout the Christian era.
In establishing a perspective let us first focus in on the city and the conditions into which a
strategy for change based on the Christian faith must intervene. What is this human
phenomenon that has occupied so much of our attention of late?
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There are many ways of viewing man, each of which.has different consequences for
whatever normative attitudes and values one holds in relation to the city. The oldest and the
simplest view is that man is the product of the all-effecting hand of an omniscient and
omnipresent God. The anthropological concept of man, which is encompassed by the term
"homo sapiens" is in conformity with the assertion of Thomas Aquinas that man is the
"reasoning animal." The Freudian, or the psychological view of man, on the other hand, is
rooted in the belief that human behavior is in large part the product of subrational forces
operating at the emotional level. Stil. another and. perhaps currently fashionable
formulation, the bahavioristic view, declares that human behavior is the mechanistically
determined product of a complex biogenic, socioeconomic matrix.
In an attempt to better understand the city of man for the purpose of developing a strategy,
and as a basis for developing further understanding and exploratory possibilities, I would
like to suggest that of all these formulations about thnature of man there seems to be no
attention paid to a most central aspect of human nature: that is the fact that human beings
like to play. Man is among other things the playing animal, or to put it another way man is
"homo ludens." This view suggests that in large part the material out of which human
institutions and cultures are made is derived from the human desire to engage in even more
subtile, more elaborate, and more satisfying forms of play. One step beyond this in our
analysis would suggest that the city, being a multiplicity of human institutions within a
territorial system, must be understood as an ecology of games in which human culture and
institution play is maximized.
To illustrate this ecology of games understanding further, let us give some thought to the
city of Tokyo and the massive task that it is to keep that city going from one day to the next.
As an example think for a moment of the massive task and exceedingly complex
interrelationships that are brought into play in the daily process of feeding the Tokyo
population. Every day 728 tons of fish, 4,263 tons of vegetables, and 2,408 tons of fruit are
brought to the city, distributed and consumed. This rather monumental task, in all of its
multifarious aspects is achieved through the unplanned cooperation of thousands of actors
playing at their games largely unconscious of their cooperation and collaboration working
toward this unsought end.
Besides this the city of Tokyo has hundreds of other gaming, sectors in her ecology
represented by the following activity statistics. Every day, 1,907 people move into the city
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and 2,028 move out. There are 526 births and 137 deaths and in the midst of this life and
death struggle Tokyo crates up and ships out 16,800,000,000 yen worth of goods. Tokyo
consumes in the process everyday 5,986,000 cubic meters of gas, 55,902,000 kilowatt
hours of electricity, and 3,735,000 cubic meters of water. Further, on a daily basis,
66,500,000,000 yen worth of goods are sold in Tokyo with 1,300,000,000 of that amount
being sold in department stores. There are about 760 crimes committed each day, 254
automobile accidents, 23 fires, and 432 ambulance trips. Illustrative of another sector of
Tokyo's game playing ecology is all of the centrally unplanned activity related to the
consumption of 1,930,000 liters of alchoholic beverages and 82,210,000 cigarettes on a
daily basis. As a result of all of this activity there is the expected output of more than
10,000 tons of garbage not to mention the vast pollutional inputs to the waterways and the
atmosphere. All of this massive activity in the various game playing ecological sectors of
the city is achieved without any central planning through the interaction and cooperation of
thousands and thousands of actors playing at their games largely unconscious of their
cooperation and collaboration.
This look at some of the statistics in relation to the activity areas of the city of Tokyo gives
us a better idea of what is the meaning behind the ecology of games concept. Just as in the
natural ecology of the five acre wood lot in which the owls and the field mice, the oaks and
the acorns, and the fauna and the flora have developed a somewhat balanced system,
through unconscious cooperation, so also in the territorial system known as the city
cooperation is equally unconscious and perhaps, except for the occasional social scientist,
unnoticed. Observation of the city makes it appear that inclusive over-all organization for
most general purposes is weak or non-existent. Much of what occurs seems to just happen
with accidental trends becoming cumulative over time and producing results intended by
nobody.
In this analysis, it is unfortunate that the word games is vitiated by, first, the general sense
that games are trivial occupations and, second, by the pre-emption of the term for the
application of a calculas of probability to choice or decision in a determinate game situation.
Far from regarding games a s trivial, it is the position of this speaker that man, is both a
game playing and a game creating animal, that his capacity to create and play games and
take them deadly seriously is of the essence, and that it is through game playing or
activities analogous to game playing that he achieves his sense of significance in a
seemingly meaningless universe. It is also through game playing that the relatively
unintended ecological balance of functions within the territorial system we call the city, is
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is maintained. This is attested to by the lack of overall institutions in the territorial system
and the weakness of those that do exist insure that co-ordination is largely ecological rather
than a matter of conscious rational striving. In the metropolitan area there are no overall
institutions either economic or social, and people are to be understood as caught up in their
particular games (in Japanese "semmon") with their playground being to a greater or lesser
extent the city area. The interaction of the games produces unintended but systemically
functional results for the ecology. Thus in the territorial system a variety of games goes on:
banking, newspaper publishing,contracting, manufacturing, worshipping and many others.
The games give structures, goals, roles, strategies, tactics, and publics to the players.
Players in each game make use of players in the others for their particular purposes. A banker uses the politician, the newspaperman, or the contractor in his game and is, in turn, used
by them in theirs, the interaction of the games, as was indicated earlier, produces
unintended but systemically functional results for the ecolo-' gy of the city. It is in this way
that we understand the city to be an ecology set up to maximize man's propensity toward
very serious game playing.
Let us now move on to another very important aspect of the analysis in relation to the
character of the city. The common wisdom states that the game maximizing territorial
system ecology known as the city was built on a rural base. This theory of agricultural
primacy so thourally saturates the conventional wisdom that it should really be called the
dogma of agricultural primacy.
The dogma of agricultural primacy says in effect: agriculture first, cities later. Behind the
dogma there is the notion that pre-Neolithic hunting groups of men lived basically in small
and economically self-sufficient groups finding their food, making their weapons, tools,
and other manufactured goods. The dogma goes on to say that not until these primitive
groups learned to cultivate and raise livestock and grain did settled and stable villages
emerge, and not until after these villages were built did complex divisions of x labor, large
economic enterprises, and intricate social organization typical of what we have described as
the ecology of games, become possible. If it is true that cities could not have developed
before agricultural settlements developed, then it follows that development of agriculture,
and of rural resources in general, is basic, and that cities, since they are supported upon
rural development, are secondary.
However, it can be readily seen in the world today, that agriculture is not tolerably
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productive unless it incorporates many goods and services that are produced in cities or
transplanted from cities. The most thoroughly urbanized countries, on the one hand, are
precisely those that produce food most abundantly. On the other hand, the most thoroughly
rural countries exhibit the most unproductive agriculture.
Surges in agricultural productivity follow the growth of cities. As an example of this,
Japanese cities began their modern industrial and commercial growth in the latter part of
the nineteenth century and by World War II Japan had become a highly urbanized country.
During this time even though Japanese farmers were the very models of thrift, industry, and
hard work, and though they used their land most carefully neither they not the city
populations were well fed. Rice was the staff of life and yet Japan did not raise enough rice
for her own people and a full quarter of what they consumed had to be imported. It was the
custom to ascribe this severe food deficit to Japan's small amount of arable soil.
But after the war and during the 1950's remarkable changes occurred in Japanese
agriculture, changes that cannot explain themselves in terms of such catchwords as reform.
Indeed the Japanese have made advances that have not been made in countries where
reform of agriculture, land holding, and rural life have all been pursued more determinedly
and heroically.
What happened in Japan was, although wonderfully effective, commonplace. The rural
world began receiving in vast amounts for the first time, fertilizers, machines, electric
power, refrigeration equipment, the results of plant and animal research, and a host of other
tangible goods and services developed through the ecology of games in cities--the same
cities where the richest food markets already lay.
Japanese agriculture rapidly achieved a degree of productivity that had been thought
unattainable. In the 1960's although the population was more than twenty-five percent
larger than it had been before the war, and total consumption of rice soared, Japanese farms
were supplying all of japan's rice; none was any longer imported. At the present time Japan
has an embarassing backlog of surplus rice that she does not know what to do with and in
spite of the fact that farmers are cutting back on acreage planted to rice, the harvests
continue to build up in the warehouses.
If modern Japanese cities had to wait to grow until a surplus of rural products could support
that growth, they would be waiting still. Japan, reinvented its agriculture, and in so doing
has accomplished abruptly and rapidly what the United States did somewhat more
gradually and Western Europe more gradually still. Japan created rural productivity on
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the foundation of city productivity. The ecology of games became the foundation for rural
productivity.
Modern agriculture has been reinvented by the grace of hundreds of innovations that were
exported from the cities to the countryside, transplanted to the countryside or imitated in
the countryside. We are accustomed to think of these innovations in large, rather abstract
groupings: chemical fertilizers, mechanical sowers, cultivators, harvesters, tractors, tors,
and other substitutes for hand labor and draft animals; mechanical refrigerato.'s; pipes,
sprinklers, pumps, and other modern irrigation equipment; laboratories for research into
plant and animal diseases and their control; soil analysis and weather forecasting; new
hybridized plants; marketing and transportation systems; canning, freezing and drying
techniques; methods of spreading information... the list is long, but only attainable from a
territorial system where man's propensity for game playing is maximized in a congenial
ecology of games.
The main point here is that not only in modern times has rural work been dependent on city
work, but ever since time immemorial rural productivity has been created on the basis of
city productivity. The city must be seen then as not only the source of rural work and
productivity, but going back into antiquity, the city and its forerunner must be thought of as
the milieu out of which the agriculture revolution developed. Not only is the city the central
source of agricultural productivity, but agriculture itself may have originated in the cities, a
thought that is rather radical and perhaps disturbing. And yet even in our own times,
agricultural practices do emerge from cities. A modern instance has been the American
practice of fattening beef on corn before slaughter, the practice that has given us corn-fed
steak. This "farm work" did not begin on farms or cattle ranches, but in the stockyards of
Kansas City and Chicago. It was the forerunner of such present farm work. The fattening
pens are all but gone from the cities now because the work has been transplanted to the
rural world from the cities where it originated.
In very ancient times, too, cities were engaged in developing agriculture and animal
husbandry. In the Egyptian cities of the Old Kingdom, many experiments with animal
domestication were tried; records of the efforts have been left in pictures. There is abundant
evidence from the investigations of the ruins of many a city of antiquity that domestication
of animals and the cultivation of various seeds along even with some hybridization was first
carried out in the cities and then transplanted to the country side.
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Both in the past and today the separation between the city and the country is artificial. The
separation, commonly made between city commerce and industry and rural agriculture is
artificial and imaginary. The two do not come down to different lines of descent. Rural
work no matter what it may ben is work transplanted from the ecology of games of the city.
The concern in this analysis is to propagate, or better, to develop, a theory of territorial
system primacy or a theory of city primacy that will suggest that the game maximizing
territorial ecology system is basic to the human being, or to homo ludens, that rural
development and agricultural development would not be possible without the game
maximizing human ecological system, and what is loosely referred to as the agricultural
revolution could only have happened with a prior development of the ecology of games.
After this very circuitous argumentation in relation to the primacy of the city and the
character of the city as an ecology of games, you may be wondering what all of this has to
do with city centered mission strategy. But it is exactly the primacy of the city in human
history, constantly developed over the centuries to maximize the human propensity to more
and more elaborate game playing that is the point at hand if we are to deal in any significant
way with the question of mission strategy. Our excursion into a formulation of the character
of the city, the character of the human factor that makes the city what it is, and our
development of a theory of city primacy, are all aimed at developing a basis for
understanding city centered mission strategy.
If we accept the argument, quite in contrast to the conventional wisdom that the territorial
system and its forerunner are the primary and basic style of human organization and that its
very primacy is derived from the essential propensity of man toward an increasingly
complex ecology of extremely serious and elaborate game playing, then we must also
accept the argument that it is out of this very central, essential, and historically primary
propensity to elaborate play that man has developed his culture with all of its manifestations of social control and social structures.
It is exactly the intricate social systems, social controls, and social structures, derived out of
man's essential and primary propensity to maximize the ecology of games that is the central
issue here in relation to the search for a mission strategy over the years from Paul to the
present. All of the attempts that have been made in the Christian era with regard to a city
centered mission strategy have had to deal at one level or another with the implications
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of the strateg' concept, with its implications in regard to social change, ii the context of the
social systems, social controls, and social structures generated in the ecology known as the
city. Whether it be a strategy for mission in the city developed by Paul in the first century,
or the strategy developed by Martin Luther King in the last half of the twentieth century to
the megapolis, all of the strategies, as strategies, have had to come to grips with the
essential nature of the ecology of games as a primary human system and with the implied
primacy of the social structures, social controls, and social systems. Failure to do so has
usually doomed the incursion into the city to failure from the start. Let me try to explicate
this further.
These primary systems, controls, and structures that are implied in the ecology of games,
appear to most people who participate in the game playing to be made of granite, that is,
immutable and inviolable In other words the systems, structures, and controls generated in
the game playing comes to be viewed by most participants as essentially given. This
immutable granite-like appearance of the social structures of the ecology of games is what,
in this speaker's view, tends to enslave man, keep him in bondage, and dehumanize him.
When the ecology of games, as an ecology of rather precarious game playing, appears to be
an immutable or inviolable given, in spite of many of its dehumanizing elements, then there
is little room for human freedom. It is this problem of the tension between human freedom
on the one hand and bon( age to the ecology of games on the other hand, that a missioi
strategy must address itself to. It is this tension that ha, been the focus of city centered
mission strategy from the first century to the present.
To get at this problem in another way, let me attack it from another angle. As I have
indicated before, in spite of the seemingly increasing rise in the tempo of social change in
our times, a product of the technological revolution, the basic character of society, or more
aptly, the basic structure of the ecology of games, appears to most people as give inviolable
and immutable. Inevitably, however, as people ma their way through the ecology, individual
and group experien ces in the carnival of masks begin to reveal this seeming givenness and
inviolability as spurious. It is the recognition of the spuriousness and the precariousness of
the ecolo gy that becomes the necessary starting point for authentic existence within the
game playing orientation of urban socia structures.
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This breakthrough to a perception of society as an ecology of games characterized by
dramatic fiction, usually comes as a shock. But further reflection reveals the deeply comic
aspect of existence within the ecology. At the same time, this revelation as to the true
character of the ecology has about it a highly liberating quality. It is this step into revelation
and accentuated perception, this step into freedom and liberation from bondage to the
dramatic fictions of the ecology of games that is the central focus of mission strategy
developed out of a dialogue with the Christian faith. The strategy for mission to the city has
been basically a strategy deveoped in specific situations and in specific times by ad hoc
groups for the purpose of liberating human beings from bondage to various dehumanizing
insitutions, structures, controls, and systems that have been generated out of the ecology of
games seen as hard, fast, inviolable and immutable. This liberation strategy developed by
these various ad hoc groups throughout history has been basically a strategy of helping
others to recognize the ecology of games, as just that, an ecology of spurious and
precarious play. If one comes to realize that the social fictions generated out of the ecology
of games function to prevent the breakthrough of ekstasis--the standing outside of oneself,
and that the fictions of the ecology are designed' to keep one in line, subjugated and unfree,
then one has made the first steps into genuine selfhood and freedom.
It is very important that we, at this point try to make a distinction between the role of
religion on the one hand and the strategy of faith on the other in this thrust toward
liberation and freedom.
Religion as a social institution as a very central part of the "collective conscience" of a
society--the basic moral consensus without which most cities could not exist. The deepest
levels of the collective conscience are those which are sanctified by the religion adhered to
within the particular society. By thus putting under its sanctions the most important
elements of consensus, religion makes possible a moral community with its implied
strengthening of the conditions necessary for the existence of the ecology of games. This
primary social function of religion also relates it in a very important way to the apparatus
developed in the ecology for social control, among these are killing, ostracism and gossip.
However, as both role theory and psychoanalytical research have rather conclusively shown,
the most important controls are internalized by each and every one of the actors in the
ecology of games. In the process of socialization the value structure of the ecology of
games becomes the inner value structure of the individual conscience. By elevating the
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the social oriented value structure of the ecology of games to the level of religious certainty
through symbolic integration of that value structure, religion as a social institution becomes
basic and central in the task of accelerating and deepening the internalization of the ecology
generated social controls. It is through this process of symbolic integration and the
associated internalization of these symbols that religion as a social institution gives an
illusion of certainty to the dramatic fictions generated from the ecology of games. From this
orientation or understanding, religion as a social institution could be understood as being
morally dangerous because it becomes the supreme fiction that sanctifies and solidifies all
other fictions.
Let us now look at Paul an his experiences and see if we can distill from these a concrete
example of the dangerous aspects of religion as it functions in the ecology of games to
promote social control and sanctify power.
Paul, before his conversion, was a religiously staunch symbolic representation and
supporter of all the dramatic fictions that saturated and dehumanized the Judaism of his day.
Paul was an enthusiastic Pharisaic Messianist. He was deeply and centrally concerned with
the letter of the law, in which the dramatic fictions of his society and its ecology were
integrated and symbolized. His hatred for Jesus was a passionate one based on his belief
that Jesus opposed the Rabbis at certain vital points in their effort to secure from the people
such complete obedience to the dramatic fictions of the law as would bring the Messiah
from heaven to inaugurate the New Age. There must have been a large element among the
people that was either openly against the rabbis or very sluggishly responsive to them in
their attempts to have all members of the Jewish society internalize the dramatic fictions of
the law. The special zeal for the law which characterized Paul (Gal 1:14) implies the
existence of such an element. In the Gospel pages this element appears as the multitudes
many of them publicans and sinners who gathered aroun Jesus. With this group Jesus had
become immensely popular as a prophet. This has made him exceedingly dangerous to religion and the law.
One circumstance seemed to the rabbis to give the clue to a proper understanding of Jesus
real character, namely, his authority over demons. This could have been possessed by such
a person only because he stood high in the councils of of Satan. (Mark 3:22) He was one
whom Satan had set forth to seduce the people from obedience to the law of God, to
prevent the coming of the Messiah and the dawning of the New Age.
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Fortunately the Great Court had finally extorted from him a confession that he thought
himself to be the Christ and he therefore stood out clearly as an Anti-Christ. God's awful
curse fell swiftly upon him and he hung in naked shame on the tree. The peril to true
religion seemed to be safely past. But the Jesus movement was not dead. He who had been
really a devilish Anti-Christ, cursed by God, was declared by his followers, whose eyes
Satan had blinded, to have been honored by God with a resurrection and to be the true
Christ. The delusion seemed to be spreading rapidly through the nation. There was only one
thing for earnest right-minded patriots to do under such circumstances and that was to kill
the enemy. Paul sprang to the front with all the devotion of his deeply religious nature and
became the leader in a campaign for the extermination of the Nazarenes. (Gal 1:13; 23; I
Cor 15:9; Acts 22:4; 26:10) But now the movement began to show new and startling
possibilities of peril to true religion. The fleeing Nazarenes went to the ghettos of foreign
cities, each individual there to become a fresh center of contagion. The Jews in these
ghettos, surrounded by pagan life and worship, competing for pagan trade in business, were
always in special danger of losing something of their devotion for every jot and tittle of the
Holy Law of Moses. If the Nazarene movement should strike its roots into this congenial
soil, no one could calculate the harm that would be done. Unless the Nazarene movement
was exterminated it would pose a great threat to the law. Rabbi Saul, set out, therefore, an
apostle of God's holy law, a missionary of Pharisaic righteousness, to prepare his people in
all cities for the coming of the Christ by destroying the Satan-Jesus movement.
Gentlemen, I can think of no more prime example than this, of religion functioning as the
symbolic integrator of the most dehumanizing social controls and institutions. Religion as a
social institution functioning within the ecology of games of Rabbi Saul's day, became a
very repressive sanctifier and symbolic integrator of the deepest levels of the human
conscience in such a manner as to be the prime vehicle for a very dehumanizing kind of
social control. The religion of Paul's day, as a social institution, had degenerated to the level
of being the central and perhaps only vehicle for social control and political repression by
functioning in such a manner as to give a very powerful illusion of granite like certainty to
the dehumanizing dramatic fictions of Jewish society. The dramatic fictions were embodied
in the law and as such had taken on a sanctity that gave them a repressive power over
human freedom. To Rabbi Saul, and to the society of his day, the dramatic fictions had
become equal to reality and as such Saul was able to use these fictions as a moral alibi for
exterminating an entire group of human beings. Rabbi Saul was living in unperceived
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fictions which had become morally dangerous. Religion of that day had become a
powerfully repressive social institution as the supre. me fiction that sanctified all other
fictions, and Paul was surrounded by unperceived religiously sanctified and
elevate( fictions that allowed him not only to consider the extermination of human beings
but also to consider this extermination as his God ordained moral duty. Paul was deeply
bound to thy social fictions generated out of the religious ecology of games of his day.
What about Paul, after his conversion? Through a sudden intrusion into his life by
seemingly external forces, Paul was transformed from a person imprisoned in the social fictions of his day, fictions that were the basis for the most dehumanizing atrocities, to a man
liberated from this bondage to the shocking but liberating perception of the ecology of
games as fiction of the most dramatic and demonic sort. It was from that time on that Paul
began his anti-religious critique. He had been transformed from a man in bondage to religion sanctioned social fictions to a man freed into faith which became the basis for his
anti-religious critique.
Since the beginnings of the Jesus movement and over the one-thousand nine hundred and
seventy years of this movement organized Christianity has been characterized by two
opposing orientations. The first and perhaps most powerful of these orientations has been
the religious orientation in which the institutional realities of the organized church took on
the social role of sanctifier of the dramatic fictions of the ecology of games. The other
orientation has been that of the Christian faith where small ad hoc groups of various kinds
have always been calling the religion sanctified social structures and fictions into question
with an anti-religious critique. These orientations we will call the strategy of faith and the
role of religion.
We have argued that the city as the representative type of basic model of human
organization is not only primary to human culture, but that this primacy is derived to a great
extent from the essential and central propensity of man to maximize his game playing. We
have suggested that since the games are played in deadly earnestness they provide
systemically functional overall directions and goals for the ecology by giving structures,
goals, roles, strategies, tactics, and publics to the players. We may ask at this point, why is
it necessary for the players to have structures, goals, roles, strategies, tactics, and publics? I
would suggest that this need is derived from the fact that for all times and for all cultures
the universe has offered no answer to the cry for meaning. The silence that envelops one
when crying out for meaning into the void is unbearable. Rather than suffer the silence men
fill the void with the creations of their despe rate imagination. Man, when ignored by the
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universe, will create his own meaning and it is this creation that is the fountainhead of the
ecology of games. The role of religion is very important in the ecology because it gives to
the game playing the aura of certainty, inviolability, and ultimate truth. In this way, man,
through the religious projection, assigns gods to the several aspects of his game playing to
give them the appearance of absolute certainty in the context of the silence of the universe.
With this kind of certainty, the universe is suddenly ringing with a chorus of dieties. If there
is religion to form the basis for all the social structures of the game playing, then it is
possible to make these same religious orientations the basis for absolute certainty upon
which any and all kinds of dehumanizing acts and institutions can be perpetrated and
generated out of man's ignorance and prejudice. Paul, before his conversion, was absolutely
certain about the divine origins and basis for his drive to exterminate the Nazarenes.
History is filled with example after example of the most dehumanizing and demonic
movements deriving absolute certainty of their righteousness and ultimate meaning from
the constructs of religion. The social role of religion is that of giving ultimate certainty to
the meaning of the games that human beings play in their escape from the silence of the
universe. It doesn't matter whether the religion is Christianity or Communism, with its
scriptures, its altars and rites, its exegetics and heresiarchs, its catechism and its eschatology,
the social role of religion is to help internalize for a society the fictions of the ecology of
games so that it may survive. But this symbolic integration that is seen as the social role of
religion has its flip side, and that is that often the games that are symbolically integrated by
religion are for the society dehumanizing, unjust, and just plain inhuman. Think of any war
in history that did or does not have part or all of its most important rationalizations based
upon religious sanctifications, and the point will be made.
Since the role of religion as a social institution is to give the illusion of certainty to the
dramatic fictions generated out of the ecology of games, we can only come to the
conclusion that as a social institution, religion can be and most often is morally dangerous.
This integrator role of religion in relation to the symbols of the ecology of games has been
the primary role of religion throughout human history and remains so today. The church,
from Paul to the present, has been very successful in maintaining this role. The church has
been much less successful in the development of a strategy of faith as the basis for greater
thrust away from human bondage toward human freedom. This speaker is convinced that
the preponderant tendency of religion is to be socially functional rather than dysfunctional.
That is religion will tend to provide integrating symbols rather than, symbols of revolu-
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tion. Religion will tend to legitimate power rather than to put it in question. Religion will
tend to find rationalizations for social inequality rather than seek their removal. By way of
contrast, the strategy of faith has always had to act as a radical anti-religious critique in
order that the injustices of much religiously sanctified social fiction cou: be unmasked.
As an example of this let us go back to the very fountainhead of the Jesus movement. In the
ecology of games of intertestamental Judaism, Jesus had developed a radical antireligious
critique which served to debunk the dehumanizing social fictions of his time. Jesus strongly
opposed the separatist Pharisaic bodies in their effort to extend the dramatic fictions of
priestly purity to the nation as a whole and to put this in the forefront of the requirements of
membership in their order. He repudiated the game playing involved in their emphasis on
exactness of tithing and the law: of ceremonial cleanness. He denied the exclusive right of
the scribal group to interpret the Torah and to hand down official decisions which were
binding. Jesus further denied the authority of tradition and thus broke the shackles which
bound Judaism so strongly to the fictions of the past. In a word, Jesus developed a radical
anti-religious critique of h: own which served to debunk the dehumanizing social fictions
the ecology of games of his own times. He did this by repud: ting the whole system of
Pharisaism, the binding force of tradition, the authority of the scribes, and by implication,
the interpretation of the Torah in terms of law. Jesus in his attack on the enslaving and
dehumanizing unfreedom developed in the religiously sanctioned social fictions of the ju•
daic ecology of games, viewed the multiform literature of Jewish Scriptures not as hard,
fast, immutable, and inscrutable law binding on everyone, but rather he thought of the
Jewish Scriptures as expressive of a very few basic principles, all of which could be
subsumed under the fundamental command-"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart... and thy neighbor as thyself." With these words Jesus liberated man from the
unfreedom and bondage to the dramatic social fie tions embodied in the law to a new
freedom based on faith.
Paul in like manner, in his ministry to the ecology of games, declared that the law had run
its course, that it was no longer binding, and that righteousness was to be defined in terms
of a general moral principle. He concludes his letter to his Galatian converts with the
summary, "For the whole law is fulfilled in this one word, even this, thous shalt love they
neighbor as thyself." This posture is radically different from the picture that we have
painted of Paul befoi his conversion. This is the Paul of faith as opposed to the Saul of
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religion. Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis, the Christian Faith is not religion as
we have described it. Rather, the Christian faith contains a radical anti-religious critique
which serves to radically debunk the enslaving and dehumanizing social fictions derived
from man's basic propensity to maximize his game playing within the ecological system
known as the city. Thus the Christian faith in developing a strategy of mission to the city of
man is centrally related to a powerful social perception. Christian ethics is irrelevant unless
it sees through the fictions of the ecology of games. Christian ethics humanizes the social
comedy of the ecology of games and frees men from the bondage to deadly earnestness.
Let us now return to the title of this paper. "City centered mission strategy from Paul to the
present." The most important word in the title is strategy, because it implies a calculated
plan of action designed to bring about some changes deemed desirable on the part of the
strategist. Religion, as we have indicated, has no strategy as such. It rather has a role that it
plays in the ecology of games as a natural part of that ecology. The word role does not
imply a plan of action but rather it implies a natural outcome of certain conditions that
prevail. Religion, in its social role in the ecology of games, acts to symbolically integrate,
elevate, sanctify, solidify, and internalize the dramatic fictions that function to keep the
ecology of games from flying apart. This is its inevitable role which it takes to like a duck
takes to water. Thus it is inevitable that in its role in the ecology of games, religion will be
socially functional rather than dysfunctional. It is inevitable that in its role in the ecology of
games religion will provide integrating symbols rather than symbols of revolution. It is
inevitable in its role in the ecology of games that religion will legitimate power rather than
put it in question. It is inevitable that in it s role in the ecology of games religion will find
rationalizations for social inequality rather than seek their removal. In short religion serves
the ecology of games through its integrating symbolization by acting out its natural. and
inevitable role.
But our concern here is with the word strategy. There is no strategy that we can derive from
religion. Strategy demands action and planning, a concerted effort to bring about change in
the various interrelated roles that are to be found in the ecology of games. Strategy implies
the planning of certain dysfunctional thrusts into the ecological balance in order to bring
about change. Strategy implies planned generation od symbols of a revolutionary nature
rather than symbols of integration. Strategy implies putting power to question rather than
legitimizing it. Strategy implies seeking the removal of inequality rather than finding
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rationalization! for it. Strategy implies the planned generation of a dysfunctional input into
the ecological balance, creating an imbalance which will tend to rebalance itself in terms of
a slightly altered output. Strategy to the ecology of games implies disturbing the balance so
that the rules of the games can be altered toward more equality, humanity, and justice.
Christian religion provides us with no strategy. It serves a certain function or role within the
ecology of games but it provides no strategy. Only the Christian faith, as it provides a
radical anti-religious critique designed to debunk the dehumanizing social fictions of the
ecology, can provide us with a strategy of mission.
This implies that the Christian faith must remain in tension with religion and that it often
has to function in a manner that is contrary to and even in a negating posture in realtion to
the various manifestations of Christian religion. Thus this negation of religion by the
strategy of Christian faith as it seeks to bring about change within the ecology of games, is
central to our understanding of the relation betweer faith and religion as faith seeks to work
through toward a social vision that sees through the ficticiousness of the structures of the
ecology.
Let us turn to the question of just how that strategy of faith to the ecology of games will
develop? As I indicated earlier observation of the city as an ecology of games makes it
appear that overall inclusive organization for most general purposes is either very weak or
non-existent. Most of what occurs from day to day both in terms of the economy and in
terms of social attitudes and relationships seems just to happen with accidental trends
becoming cumulative over time and producing results intended by nobody. Now this is central to our understanding of the ecology concept. Since an ecology is centrally characterized
by accidental trends becoming cumulative over time producing results that are not
intentional, there are always and inevitably inbalances that occur and are strengthened over
time to become major sources of disruption. These imbalances are more easily rectified in
the natural ecology than in the human ecology because the human being or homo ludens
tends to internalize both the positive as well as the negative aspects of the cumulative accidental trends. Since the ecology of games is characterized often by terribly unjust
accidental trends over which no one seems to have control and in relation to which every
one has made some kind of internalization, a strategy built on the Christian faith has not
only to deal with the unjust aspects of these accidental trends as they express themselves in
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the social fictions, but the Christian faith in its strategy for the ecology of games must also
deal with the internalizations of these accidental trends as they serve to strengthen these
same social fictions. In the attempt of faith to address itself to the accidental trends as
expressed in the internalized social fictions, faith must, more often than not, deal with the
religious sanctions that harden the social fictions so as to make them appear immutable and
inviolable. It is here that faith must develop its most powerful antireligious critique.
Over the centuries, from Paul to the present, the stategy of faith in mission to the city as an
ecology of games in which social relationships and institutions and fictions are accidental,
unintentional, and ambivalent has been carried out not by religious groups and institutions,
but rather by ad hoc organizations of men and women of faith. There are many examples
today of this ad hoc style of life in which faith addresses itself centrally to the imbalances
that have become cumulative over time in the social fictions of the ecology of games. In the
ten last years between 1960 and 1970, Christian Faith has generated in the cities of America
a rather vast commitment to the ad hoc style of life. This style of life expresses itself in
what we could include under the general heading of ad hoc social change organizations.
Among these ad hoc social change organizations are such groups as the Center of
Metropolitan Mission In-Service Training (COMMIT), the Glide Urban Center, The
Canadian Urban Training Project for Christian Service (CUT), the Berkeley Center for
Human Interaction, the Denver Metro Network, the Urban Training Organization of Atlanta,
the Urban Training Center in Chicago, the Center for Urban Encounter in St. Paul, the
Metropolitan Urban Service Training Facility in New York, Community Human and
Resources Training in Cincinatti, Community Action Training Services in Cleveland, the
Center for Urban Encounter in Portland, Metropolitan Associates Philadelphia, etc., etc.
The list is quite long as there are some 350 such ad hoc social change organizations that
have come into existence in the United States over the last ten years.
Many of these organizations have been rather successful in creating a social change and
attitudinal change life style. Many others have gone out of existence. Not a small number of
these groups have had their start from financial input or seed money from religious
institutions. But since these ad hoc social change organizations function to debunk the religiously sanctioned social fictions that serve to integrate the ecology of games, the ad hoc
social change organizations soon learn the time honored lesson that protesting groups
cannot long live on the largesse of those protested against. The inevitable result of the
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attempt to make changes in the symbolic integrations that hold a social system together will
result in negative feedback from the sponsoring organization. Thus if the ad hoc social
change organization, be it a modern 20th century formula, or of Peuline tradition, functions
to bring about a more just society by rearranging the fruits of the ecology of games, the
sponsoring organization (in this case usually the church) will be the recipient of negative
feedback from the society at large. The inevitable result of this negative feedback I do not
have to spell out for you. Funds are cut off to the sponsoring organization and ultimately
funds to the ad hoc organization are in turn cut off.
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CRITIQUE OF "CITY-CENTERED MISSION STRATEGY"
David J. Hoh
I think that Tony is accurate in expecting that his challenging paper will stir debate in our
group on the central purposes and methods of mission strategy, although some of us will
regret that he felt unable to undertake the historical survey indicated by the title announced
for his paper. His argument proceeds from an assumption, which I personally share with
him, that effective mission strategy includes alert analysis of what happens in human social
relationships-"a powerful social perception," to use his words. He suggests that we ought to
see society as inherently city-centered, defining "city" as a territorial system, or an
"ecology," of social structures characterized in his paper by the special term "games."
Religion, he argues, normally has an integrating, internalizing function in society. Christian
faith, he asserts, stands over against religion, including Christian religion, as a liberating
principle. Religion tends to issue in cultural rigidity and enslavement; Christian faith issues
in a strategy of social change, expressed especially in ad hoc missionary or social action
groups.
I think Tony's paper falls into the error of taking valid but partial insights into the nature of
Christian mission strategy as adequate expressions of the whole. Thus, although I agree
with him that social perception is important for the mission strategist, I think it is a mistake
to view our strategy as essentially devoted to a social goal--e.g., the debunking of rigid
social fictions or the liberating of men from dehumanizing institutions. Mission strategy has
theological as well as sociological roots, and is aimed at far more than helping people
realize that social institutions and structures are essentially "games" to which men are not to
be held in ultimate bondage, however true that may be. I think that the time has come in our
conference to enter into frank and open debate on our underlying view of urban missionary
strategy-on the extent to which we regard social analysis as essential for our strategy, and
on the basic aims of our strategy. I trust that there are real differences of judgment among
us on these points which can be brought into the open in an atmosphere of mutual respect
and eagerness to learn from one another, before we proceed on to the more concrete and
practical issues of later topics on our schedule.
Aside from this basic issue, we may wish to evaluate the usefulness of the sociological
concepts presented in the paper --the city seen as an ecology of games, and the concept of
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urban rather than rural primacy. The term "games" is a fashionable term which at the risk of
engendering a certain urbane skepticism about the seriousness of everything seems
designed to encourage open-ness and flexibility in an era of rapid social change. The paper
stresses that many of these "games" are played with deadly earnestness. It seems to me that
this is largely playing with words, an academic game which we often engage in far too
seriously!
The contribution of city institutions to rural development and agricultural productivity is
certainly massive; but the contribution of agriculture and of rural life to the well-being of
cities is not to be ignored. Isn't there a real danger in urbanized society of our losing touch
with the natural world and with our own physical nature, because of fascination with the
social complexity? We live not only in a social environment, but also in a physical
environment --and also, it might be added, in a divine environment, surrounded by the love
and the purposes of God. I think I have heard a number of voices already in this seminar
call for a greater recognition of urban-rural interdependence and interaction. The
urban-rural distinction is not meaningless --people still do (and always will, I think) move
from rural areas seeking urban advantages, and also from urban areas seeking rural
advantages. Should the hand say to the foot, "I have no need of thee?"
Finally, the paper in its most theological passages sketches briefly a theology of revolution
as opposed to a theology of integration. The paper speaks of ad hoc groups as the essential
agents of mission strategy. Much of the argument at that point strikes me as reasoning in a
circle. If "religion" is defined as integrating and functional, oriented toward maintaining
ecological balance, while "faith" is defined as dysfunctional and revolutionary, oriented
toward producing change, then it certainly follows that only dysfunctional, revolutionary,
ad hoc change-agents can be true expressions of "faith"-ful mission strategy. But the paper
speaks also of the need to correct long-standing imbalances in society--that is, to move on
toward a better balance--and it lists as examples of mission strategy a large number of
institutions which have religious support to enable them to contribute to that end.
Impermanence and disintegration can be as dehumanizing as excessive rigidity. Mission
strategy ought to include "religious" concerns as well as "faith" concerns, using these words
as they are used in the paper.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN URBAN CHURCH PROGRAM
Jack Swartz and Ryo Saiki
In the absence of a prepared paper on the above subject, it was not possible to prepare a
critique in advance. It was understood when the above two gentlemen accepted the responsibility for this part on the program that there would not be a paper but that it would be in
the form of a presentation with certain visual aids. This was very effectively done. Mr.
Swartz, a missionary of the I.B.C. who has been in Japan only a few years, proposed certain
questions to Pastor Saiki. These questions were answered in word and in charts, maps, and
graphs.
The presentation was of the Shinagawa Church of the United Church of Japan. Not only the
church program with its annual calendar of many activities but the program of the entire
community cantered program was presented. It wlearly set forth what a church can do in its
own community to serve the needs of that community if the people are awakened to care.
My only question after the two had finished speaking was concerning financing of the
program. It was not made clear during the presentation how much this expanded program
of activities was costing the church, in financial and staff support.
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EVANGELISM IN APARTMENT COMPLEXES
Richard D. Sytsma
Now that the 1970 census has been completed, proof for some suspected population trends
are available. Conspicuous is the drop in farming population on the one hand and a sharp
drop in the metropolitan wards in central Tokyo on the other hand. A few figures may be
cited. In 1950 the farming household population was 46% of the total national population.
In 1970 it dropped to 25.6%. More pointedly, in the last five years the number of
households engaged exclusively in farming decreased 31.8% so that now there are only
832,000 such households. There is definitely a farm to city movement that is gaining
momentum. One visible demonstration of this movement is seen in the so-called
"doughnut" phenomenon where the three neighboring prefectures of Tokyo--Kanagawa,
Saitama, and Chiba has a mushrooming of bedtowns. In the last five years Kanagawa
Prefecture had an increase of over amillion people; Saitama had about 850,000; and Chiba
the so-called kitchen of Tokyo had an increase of 665,000. These three prefectures now
have a combined population greater than Metropolitan Tokyo, that is, 12,700,000 compared
to 11,400,000. Of course the outlying areas of Metropolitan Tokyo like Kitatama, Santama,
and the independent cities along the Chuo Railway are all part of this doughnut with a
combined population of over 2,500,000. Including these areas Tokyo gained only 500,000
people in five years with the sixteen central wards recording a loss while the outer wards
gained. Since 34% of the households in all of Japan's big cities live in rented private
dwellings, the potential for movement into the suburbs is very great and especially as
increasing numbers of apartment complexes are being built by the government outside the
big cities.
Anyone at all familiar with the landscape of these suburbs knows that ferro-concrete four
and five story apartments are visible in almost every direction. Each building has thirty to
forty families. Recently the Japan Housing Corporation has been building eleven and
fourteen storied apartments. Into thse complexes housing thousands of families the Christian Church enters with the gospel message and its church planting methods. What
particular challenges does the church encounter? What social phenomena make up the life
of people in an apartment complex or danchi? Is the church in Japan meeting the spiritual
needs of these danchi dwellers? How do these churches compare with the typical city
church? These are some of the questions we wish to discuss and hopefully point to some
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answers. It would be very difficult in this one paper to cover all the types of apartments on
the Japanese scene. For instance, one notices these days in all kinds of real estate advertisements the word danchi. Actually some of these so-called danchi turn out to be some small
scale sub-division with lots offered for sale. Many of these tracts of land have no sewage
systems, entrance and exit is made by one or two small roadways, the water system consists
of a few elevated tanks to give a little standing pressure to the houses served from one or
two wells. Compare such a development with the large housing developments engineered
by the Japan Housing Corp. technically called danchi also and there is as much difference
as day is from night. The danchi of the Japan Housing Corp. have city water systems,
separate sewage systems for rain water and sanitation, paved streets with tree-lined
sidewalks, stores are centrally located, provision is made for kindergartens, schools, banks,
post office, police box, clinics, city offices, and bus and train service.
Since this paper will center particularly on this latter kind of danchi being built by the Japan
Housing Corporation we want to spend a little time explaining what this organization has
been doing to change the Japanese city life. Since its inception in 1955 the Housing Corp.
has built over 75 apartment complexes with over 1000 apartment units in Tokyo and the
three neighboring prefectures. For all of Japan over 600,000 units have been built, two
thirds being rented out, and the other third offered for sale. Figuring an average of four
members to a family unit, there are now about 2,400,000 people in these apartments alone.
An equal number live in other private apartments so ther is a total of 5,000,000 people in
apartments. That most of these Housing Corp. complexes are located in the Kanto area is
immediately seen when we note that only one danchi of over 1000 units can be found in all
of the Tohoku area and Hokkaido, that is Akebono Danchi in Hokkaido. Aichi Prefecture
has nine over 1000 units, the Kansai area has 22, an3Kyushu only has three.
For purposes of simplification we will mention three different types of danchi built by the
Housing Corp. First, there is the type where there are only four or five-story buildings set
off from the surrounding neighborhood by a fence. No private dwellings, or a church for
that matter, can be built inside the fence. Almost all of the danchi under 2000 units fall in
this class, and of the 75 in the Tokyo area over 1000 units, 33 are smaller in size than 2000
units. Most of these smaller danchi built in the years 1955-63 had many more 1DK (one
room with dinette-kitchen) and 2DK apartments than 3K and 3DK. In the years since there
has been a decided trend to build with more rooms. This is an important aspect of danchi
life because parents with two or more children can now live permanently in such newer
apartments.
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The second type of danchi is the type that has the most diversified population. It may be
called the "new town" type. Several thousand apartments provide the core of the population
but blocks of lots are sold for private dwellings and company housing. Although the
Housing Corp. develops the land and puts in all the streets, utilities, schools, etc., the
farmers or others holding land give up about 24% of their land in exchange for the
improvements. At present the Housing Corp. is concentrating on building these type of new
towns and it is making for more stable population centers. In the past some massive danchi
have been built of the type with a fence around them and the resulting chaos that has been
created in the local city planning has made continued expansion along these lines
undesirable. Danchi become favorite shopping places and people build homes all around
these fences. Some comparisons may be made between the two types by noting the
Housing Corp. listing called the "Best Ten." The criteria seems to be number of units although this is directly proportionate to the amount of rent received.
No. 1 Hanamigawa
2 Takesato
3 Matsubara
4 Kongo
5 Kori
6 Takanedai
7 Tokiwadaira
8 Saiwaicho
9 Sakonyama
10 Toyoshikidai

7,081 of which 1530 for sale Chiba C.
6,119 560
Kasukabe
5,926 0
Soka
5,344 472
Osaka
4,903 0
Osaka
4,870 220
Funabashi
4,839 0
Matsudo
4,770 1240 Chiba c.
4,724 1770 Yokohama
4,666 0
Kashiwa

In this listing only Tokiwadaira and Kongo are the type of new towns that incorporate
private housing. Hanamigawa, that heads the list, has only one-fourth the area of land as a
danchi in the same prefecture, Koganehara which has only 3000 units. Koganehara with its
2,300,000 square meters of land will have three times as many private residents as there
will be living in its core apartments. If we compare Koganehara with one of the older
danchi in Tokyo, Hibarigaoka, which has about the same number of units only with a fence
around it, the size of land is only one-seventh that of Koganehara. One other false
impression may be gained by looking only at the figures in the list. Both Takanedai and
Saiwaicho Danchi have other danchi immediately adjacent to their boundaries, making
either one of these centers larger than the one that heads the list. And, incidentaly all three
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of these big centers are in the same area of Chiba Prefecture and the Shinkemigawa Danchi
is being built between them.
The third type of apartment-complex built by the Housing Corp. is that of Urban Block
Development. These are generally high-rise apartments in the large cities. One example in
Tokyo is at Oshima 4 and 6 Chome in Koto Ward with a combined total of 3564 units.
Interstingly, these apartments were built on land that was released by transferring factories
to industrial danchi developed by the Housing Corp. way out in the country. The complex
that will occupy the site of the U.S. Airforce housing annex at Grant Heights is reportedly
to have skyscraper apartments reaching forty to sixty stories.
In addition to these three types of complexes mention should be made of those danchi built
by city and prefectural governments. City housing projects often differ from Japan Housing
Corp. danchi in that they are self-supporting. Other large complexes such as parts of Senri
New Town in Osaka and Shiyomidai near Isogo station in Yokohama are little different
from those developed by the Housing Corp.
The one overwhelming characteristic of apartment construction in the 70's will be the
construction of mammoth new towns. Projects bigger in scope than that of the completed
Senri New Town with its 26,000 apartments and 11,000 homes and 150,000 population are
being cooperately built by city, prefectural and Housing Corp. offices. A listing of some of
the major new towns now under construction in the Kanto area are as follows:
Tama New Town, south of the Tamagawa river
Chiba New Town, between the new airport and tokyo
Chiba Kaihin New Town, on reclaimed land
Chiba Tonan New Town, south of Chiba city
Academic City, near Mt. Scuba in Ibaraki Pr.
Kohoku New Town, north of Shin-Yokohama sta.
Narita New Town, near the new airport
These alone total

400,000 pop.
340,000
240,000
145,000
160,000
350,000
60,000
1,695,000

Kosoji New Town in the Nagoya Area is being constructed and will have 15,000 apartments
and 7000 homes for a population of 87,000. All of these projects are so huge that it is best
to think of them as consisting of a series of danchi all with the same name. Geographically,
they are so spread out that for church-planting purposes they cannot be considered as a
center for one church. Tama New Town is 14 kilometers in length and two to four
kilometers in breadth and will be composed of 23 neighborhoods, only 9 of which will be
developed by the Housing Corp. Chiba New Town will be 18 kilometers long,
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and Academic City will be 20 kilometers. To get a little perspective of what an engineering
accomplishment one of these projects will be, it may be helpful to look at the series of new
towns developed along the twelve new stations of the Tokyo Denentoshi Railway that
parallels Highway 246 going out towards Camp Zama. This area at present is about 12
kilometers in length and is expected to have a population of 400,000 sometime in the future.
Incidently, the Housing Corp. had very little to do with this project, building only 2000
units up and down the total length.
Can you picture what the population pattern will be ten years from now? Some of these
new towns will have each a greater population than prefectural capitals like Hiroshima or
Sendai. Is the Christian Church preparing for this new day in missions? Every now and
then some missionary voice is raised about the number of unevangelized rural towns in this
nation. Corresponding statistics are cited showing the ratio of missionaries living in the big
cities compared to the rural prefectures. I consider this to be a misrepresentation of the real
need for evangelists.
First of all, the number of missionaries who are specialists is so great that to average them
in with those who are trained for this type of rural evangelism is misleading.
Secondly, the national population trend is to move into the cities. The church must follow
this population shift.
Thirdly, and most important, planning must be done with an eye to the future. Ten or
twenty years from now whan all the satelite cities are populated will there be community
churches in them?
Lastly, but not least to be mentioned, is the problem of conservation of the fruits of
previous evangelistic endeavors. This is an mute problem in that the membership of
established churches is moving into the unchurched areas in the suburbs. This reason alone
should prompt the Japanese Church to take prompt action in consolidating the gains made
in these postwar years.
How can we reach these apartment dwellers with the gospel and bring them into a
fellowship of believers? The way which I would point to is that of church planting. Let me
describe how such a church comes into existence. There are several factors.
1. Choosing the location: In choosing the particular danchi for future building erection size
and type are of utmost importance. If it is the type with a fence around it, size in excess of
3000 family units with a core population of 10,000 should prove about right. Circumstances
alter cases but most of the smaller danchi of this type have poor geographical connection
with the surrounding neighborhood.
Rather than restrict the future growth of the emerging church the biggest contribution that
can be made to the next generation of Christians is to give them a good church location
where it is considered to be part of its community.
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With the trend being for erecting larger and larger new towns, land will have to be
purchased before the town itself is completely built up. This may mean investing something
like 7,000,000 yen several years before there is a population to minister to. One of the most
unfortunate turns in the history of the church in Japan has been where certain denominations have all but cut ties with foreign missions only to find that after twenty years the
economy has so changed and the population has so shifted that only those churches having
a close type of cooperation with missions doing pioneer work are able to invest in the
satelite cities. Do you think the western churches would be willing to advance 7,000,000
yen per church lot to be frozen in a land bank for several years when few if any of their
missionaries are engaged in church planting? I doubt it. It is still possible for churches interested in combining kindergarten work with church planting to get cheaper land from the
Housing Corp. but kindergartens in themselves have become a big business and requires
about three times as much land as for a church lot. Neither is it easy to find leaders that can
push an effective evangelistic program while heading up a kindergarden program.
Consultation with other church groups is very important in choosing a location. In our
fractured denominational life here in Japan no one group knows what the others are doing.
Recently I talked to the chairman of a denominational planning committee and he voiced
the hope that their group could build a church in Aobadai on the new Denentoshi Railway.
When I told him that there were already Reformed and Holiness churches there he
registered surprise. As one step to solving this lack of communications I would suggest as a
first step that one of our central Christian Centers provide a largescale map that would be
kept up to date with church and land locations plotted in by each group. Such a small
beginning may be the catalyst that will facilitate cooperation on a larger scale.
2. Creating a community church: In this terminology I use the word "church" in the sense
of a communion of believers and not in distinction from an evangelistic meeting place or
dendojo. A dendojo, not yet organized into a church, is still in the Biblical sense a church.
The Book of Acts pictures the local churches as a community of believers. They lived and
witnessed and worshipped in community. One of the weaknesses of the typical city church
in Japan is that it bears so little relationship to the community in which it has erected its
building. Members travel from other parts of the city, sometimes with their children, and
the task of drawing in new inquirers is greatly hindered. Because of the density
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of population in the new towns, it is possible to draw on a community of 10,000 to 15,000
dwellings all within walking distance or at least a short riding distance from the church if it
is centrally located. The church in Japan has never had an opportunity like the present one
to enter new communities simultaneously with their construction. When enquirers enter
such churches they will no doubt recognize people whom they have seen before in the
danchi or in the stores. The children in Sunday School will sit with their weekday school
chums. This has a chain reaction and generally there is no problem in filling any size
building with children. Recently during a summer outing, twenty-nine fourth and fifth
graders made a joint commitment to serve Christ. They had gone together to Sunday School
for several years.
The opportunity is present in danchi to have weekday meetings for women and still permit
them to be home at lunch time to feed the children. Although night meetings are poorly
attended, at times when there are such meetings people can walk home and not worry about
the last bus. The building itself can serve as a center for other semi-religious meeting, as a
service to the community. The pastor's study will serve as a counselling room for the
troubled and distressed. Although such a danchi church generally attracts people from
outlying areas, it still is identified as an integral part of the danchi community.
3. Utilizing the available Christian talents: No matter where a danchi church is started, there
always seems to be a core of believers that already live in the new community. This is a big
plus in keeping up an evangelistic momentum. Taken on an average we can expect one
percent of the new community to be baptized Christians. Many of these baptized people
have had a lapse in their church attendance. Typical may be the young wife who was
baptized as a teenager in a rural church, taught Sunday School, was active in her church
before marrying a non-believer, then moved away from her childhood home when her
husband found work in the Tokyo area. Being tied down with the chores of bringing up a
small child there was no time to create a new church relationship. But on moving to a new
danchi without being impinged upon by the social pressures of the old neighborhoods
therewas a feeling of free. dom and a desire to enter into the life of the organized church
once more. Talents of such people can be used in bringing others to Christ, and in
beginning the organization of the church. Their faith can be revitalized. In another sense,
the pastor or evangelist living in such a danchi has a responsibility before God to care for
the spritual lives of such wandering sheep. Denominational differences are real barriers not
to be overlooked but where a church is the only church in a satelite city, a pastor has added
responsibility. These wandering sheep I am talking about come from every corner of Japan;
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they are believers whom some of you may have baptized.
The problems in incorporating such members into a different denominational church are
still real ones and maybe only a small percentage of these sleeping Christians eventually
transfer their baptism credentials. Often it is the attitude of the home-church pastor that
prevents full participation in the life of the emerging church. Sometimes it is pressure
higher up on the Presbytery (Kyoku) level where church leaders are concerned about the
leakage of members to other denominations. It is not unusual to have the father
of a Christian family living in the danchi commute to a church in Tokyo because of his
responsibility to that church while his wife and children stay home. One has to sympathize
with the plight of the inner-city church losing its membership but eventually the church has
to follow the population movement or lose its families. Christian homes are all too scarce in
this country to treat the problem lightly. One stop-gap measure taken to alleviate this
situation is for the parent church to hold once-a-month home meetings in such an outlying
area. But apartments are so small that to invite even one other family seems an imposition
on the host.
In terms of increased opportunities to witness to neighbors by going along with them to the
community church and showing their neighbors by example how full participation in the
church's program enriches their lives, there is no substitute for belonging to a danchi church
if one lives in its area.
4. Keeping up an evangelistic momentum: No matter what methods are used; what types of
meetings are held, it is of vital importance to keep up a momentum of evangelistic activity.
A church that does not have as many inquirers in the pews on Sunday morning as there are
baptized members is really not drawing from the community. We all know the difficulties
of evangelism in Japan, these difficulties are not erased by moving into a new town.
Generally, five years will see such a church advance to the self-supporting stage with a
membership of 35 believers plus many more inquirers. An active evangelistic program will
have much more of an impact than the mere tabulation of baptisms. It takes a few years to
build a foundation for the church organization and to create the group consciousness so
necessary for effective teamwork. Once the foundations are laid the possibilities are endless.
Opportunities exist to start all kinds of branch meetings that are not related to the use of the
church buildings.
5. Have a tieup with a recognized denomination: Church planting is necessarily an activity
that builds for the future. The best way of building a solid foundation is by having a
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tieup with a denomination to which the young congregation feels it belongs and to which it
can look for guidance and pastor supply. The Japanese church will gain in strength and
influence only as the churches exhibit that oneness to the world that Christ mentioned in
His High Priestly prayer. Everyone has to admit that the church is top-heavy in this country
with the proliferation of Bible Schools and seminaries and efforts to avoid needless
duplication will pay off at the grass roots level. In another area, we as foreign missionaries
should so work that the foreignness exhibited by our very presence is cut down to the
minimum. Of course, each mission organization has its own type of cooperative setup with
its corresponding national church, but a cooperative setup that on the one hand does not
permit the missionary to share in the oral presentation of the gospel, or on the other hand
the setup that prevents the young congregation from closely identifying with a recognized
Japanese organization will bring friction and frustration just in the most important stage of
the church's growth.
The five factors just mentioned may not be exhaustive but they may be sufficient for
indicating the main character of church planting. In closing this discussion, a few words
may be said about the new social phenomena in danchi life. Of main importance is the
restrictive type of population found in danchi of the Japan Housing Corporation. At present
the conditions for making application for entrance to the apartments includes the one that
the monthly salary must be four times the monthly rental. In the past it was set at 5.5. Since
the average rental is now 15,000 yen in the suburban danchi and 18,000 yen in the high-rise
apartments, it can be readily seen that the middle-class or even the upper middle-class of
the social scale live in these danchi. The average monthly salary is 87,300 yen. For
comparison purposes, people buying new homes must invest about 8,000,000 yen or more
and they should be considered as belonging to the upper class. Of course in the new towns
they live side-byside with the middle class. As for age groupings, it turns out that the
average renter is a salary man in his low thirties. He commutes to Tokyo and returns too
late to have dinner with his wife and children. Long after the last commuter trains have
stopped running, streams of taxis head for the danchi bringing home the salarymen. The
women engage in all kinds of spare-time activities and clubs. Each apartment dweller may
make a few close friends but generally they know only those on their own staircase. It is
difficult for even ten families sharing one staircase to know each other and this applies
especially to the men.
Sunday is a day of relaxation in the danchi but many cars are taken out then for their
weekly outing. There are also a goodly number of golf-widows on Sundays. Many of the
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Sunday School children do not get a breakfast before going to church because their parents
are sleeping in. Schools and Boy Scout groups have activities that keep young boys
busy--too busy to go to church. Sunday evening meals may be the oly meal of the week that
the father eats with his family and in such a situation it seems unfair to ask these people to
attend some activity in the church.
The breakdown of type of occupation is as follows: office work: 22.5%; specialized work:
21.7%; stores: 13%; executive positions: 18.5%; heavy work: 11.7%; and all other: 12.6.
At present the average rate of applications to get into the available apartments for rent is 9.3
families per apartment. In 1963 this ratio was as high as 38.9. Applicants for buying
apartments are slightly lower at a ratio of 8.8. The danchi that most people want to get into
are those located within easy commuting distance from Tokyo. The rate of turnover is
greatest in the larger danchi because they are located further out. These newer danchi also
have ahigher rental than the older danchi within the city limits of Tokyo but gradually rents
are being equalized. For the 75,000 apartments in the Kanto management area that have the
largest turnover in rentals, the rate is only one per 150 per month. Again this is
proportionate to the number of rooms in the apairtments. It is hard to get into a 2DK or
3DK whereas the 1DK are changing rapidly. But families having an additional child may
move to a larger apartment without going thru the drawing of names like people who are
applying for the first time. Now that the Housing Corp. is building a preponderance of 3DK
the rate of movement will be cut down.
I have never read anything about the deep political significance of having so many of the
middle class living in danchi but I would venture one observation. When the government
found a way to get good, low-cost housing for the universitytrained salary-men in the
middle-age bracket they felled with one swoop the opportunity for communism to create
discontent among this influential white-collar grouping. This then has contributed to bring
about a stable political situation in Japan. This could rank in importance with the act of the
occupation forces breaking up the large agricultural holdings of the "zaibatsu" after the war
as a political stabilizing influence.
It is our hope and prayer that more salarymen will come into the Christian church in Japan
where they have long been conspicuous by their absence. In the measure that the church is
planted in these new housing complexes, in that measure we will see our prayers answered.
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LAY WITNESS IN THE CITY
Joe Gooden
Churches in Japan will never be strong until its laymen are strong!
During the whole course of Protestant missions in Japan there has been far too mach
emphasis put on the clergy and their training and never enough on the layman and his
training.
A church is not bust a building. When someone asked a pastor friend of mine where his
church was, he replied, "Let's see... Tuesday morning--11 a.m.... My church is ... Some are
in offices, some in stores, some in factories, some in shops, some in schools, some in banks,
some in their homes, and some are travelling." Why do we always think of a church as
something made of brick and stone? In essence a church is people.
The plain words of Eph. 4:11,12 say that God gave evangelists, pastors, and teachers for the
maturing of the "saints for the work of the ministry." The work of the ministry was never to
be left to the professional--it was to be left to the saints! Those who can figure out ways and
means to get laymen involved in the total work of the church will make the greatest
contribution to Japan.
Christ's final command to his disciples to begin witnessing in Jerusalem, then in Judea, then
Samaria, then eventually to the uttermost parts of the earth did not seem to register with
them in the beginning. They stayed in that wonderful church in Jerusalem for over two
years, and it was only when a "great persecution" broke out recorded in Acts 8:1-4 that the
saints were scattered and began witnessing in outlying areas. With the apostles doing the
preaching and pastoring and with the membership numbering into the thousands, the
Church in Jerusalem had many attractions. Notice it says that the saints were "scattered
abroad throughout the regions of Judea and Samaria, except the apostles!" This was,
therefore, a layman's movement! This was laymen witnessing.
Speaking about Japan's present spiritual situation the othe day, one of our brilliant young
Japanese pastors put it this way: The period immediately after the war was (1) The Age of
the Missionary. This was followed by (2) The Age of the Pastor, but went on to say that the
next age had better be (3) The Age of the Layman! Otherwise, there is no hope for reaching
the 100,000,000 Japanese! We do a lot of good research, we produce a good product, but
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our sales' force is weak. Until this message we have is working among laymen, it really
isn't working!
All over Asia I watch Japanese businessmen and note the energy, the drive, the dedication,
the enthusiasm that has put Japanese products around the world, but when I look at the
churches here, I wonder where that energy, that drive, that dedication, that enthusiasm is.
It's time it also gets into the churches. There must be excitement, inspiration, and adventure
in the churches too!
I see the Communists working feverishly and wonder why the dedication of love cannot
match the dedication of hate. Why can't we too set up our target areas and go to work on
them? When we think about witnessing, we should think about three words: (1) Optional.
(2) Obligatory. (3) Inevitable. Some say witnessing is optional--you can do it if you like.
Some say it is obligatory--everyone has to do it, so they drum away with commands to
"Witness! Witness! Witness!" But few do. The other is inevitable. Ah, this is the secret, for
if one is really in love with Jesus Christ, then witnessing is inevitable--they cannot help but
do it. It's the natural thing. No commands are necessary. It's like being in love. There is real
enthusiasm.
With the Christian message being such a wonderful message, why have we ceased
proclaiming it and started apologizing for it? We have quit witnessing and started trying to
argue people into the Kingdom of God! Our sermons are, "Please listen to the ten reasons
why you should be a Christian." We have forgotten the power of a changed life, the power
of a bold witness.
Maybe the problem is that we produce workers like ourselves! We personally not
witnessing--we just tell others to. We complain about the Japanese, but are they not far too
often just a reflection of ourselves?
Recently one of the leading Seminaries in America attached a soul-winning, witnessing,
bubbling layman to their faculty. A rule was made that every seminary student had to spend
at least one week just going with this layman visiting and witnessing. They would be
excused from all classes for that week and it was required for graduation! Fire is caught,
not taught! What a challenge!
Men on Fire
Today there is much organized layman's work going on in Japan. We could talk about the
several Lay Training Centers, about the fifty-six prayer groups of business men meeting
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weekly in the large cities, about the prayer meetings in the Japanese Diet, about the work of
Service Centers like the Osaka Christian Center, about Service Band groups, about the
laymen's activities associated with Evangelism-In-Depth Cam-, paigns, about the Japanese
Layman's Association, about the Friends of Jesus movement, etc. There are untold numbers
of Bible Study groups in business offices throughout Japan, as well as in universities,
railroad shops, factories, and in the homes of the people.
It has been my privilege to know personally some of Japan' great laymen and my own life
has been enriched by their fellowship. They, of course, are not perfect men, but they are
men on fire. They are putting Christ first in their life.
Motoo Sakata
It was due to the vision and insistence of this man that the Osaka Crusade in 1959 took
place. A one night meeting in Festival Hall had given him a vision of what could be done. It
just had to be, he said, and he proceeded to see that it came to pass. That's a story in itself.
Sakata graduated with a degree in chemistry and some years later opened the Sakata
Mimeograph Co., then the Sakata Oil & Fat Chemical Co. then Sakata Carbon Co., then
Sakata Industrial Co. Later all these became known simply as the Sakata Company. He
became an Inspector for the Asahi TV & Broadcasting Co. in Osaka. He helped to organize
the Osaka TBC. He became president of the Osaka Printers Ink, Materials, & Trade Assoc.,
and still later president of the All Japan Printers Ink Manufacturing Association. He
travelled widely with eleven trips to Europe He belonged to the Social Welfare Commission
for Osaka and was also a member of its Social & Educational Committee. lie was decorated
by the City as a Man-of-Merit, and was also presented the Medal of Honor by the Japanese
Government (yellow ribbon). Sakata was Chief of the Osaka-San Francisco Sister-City
Cooperative Committee. He helped found the Osaka Christian Center and served as its
early manager. lie published two books, "The Golden Law of JC Penny," and "The Man Bill
Jones," and distributed thousands of copies across Japan at his own expense. He helped
found the Yamate Christian Church. He gave himself without reserve to chair the Layman's
Committee of the 1959 Osaka Christian Crusade which was the first large-scale Crusade
ever held in Japan, sponsored by World Vision.
When I first met Sakata, he stepped out of his chaufferdriven car in front of the Osaka
Grand Hotel, walked briskly into the lobby, and gripped my hand with both of his, saying,
Thank you for coming to Osaka. Thank you!" I had moved into a metropolitan area of
4,000,000 people, knowing no one, and I had only eight months to set up the entire
twenty-one night Crusade in Festival Hall. I desperately needed to get acquaited with some
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some top businessmen and Sakata had said, "Let me help you!"
As we sat down in the dining room, I looked across the table and said, "Sakata San, Here is
what we want to do in this city. No one has ever attempted anything on this scale in the
history of Japan, so I need your help. During the Crusade itself we want to have twelve
straight days of businessmen's luncheons in the best hotel in this city, and we want a
different group each day. This can be one of the most creative things that ever influenced
key men in this city." He about fainted.
But we went to work and the outcome was that we averaged 250 men a day for the 12 days,
with a different group each day. It was mossible because I met a man on fire. He was
absolutely unashamed of Jesus Christ! For eight months at dozens of breakfasts, luncheons,
dinners, office appointments, interviews, and private conversations with top men of that city,
Sakata introduced me and used his influence for Christ. We met leaders of industry,
presidents of banks, chairmen of large companies, Boards of Directors, City Officials,
educators, etc. He was part of a band of 17 laymen who took it upon themselves to go
around to any church they heard was dragging its feet in cooperating with the Crusade.
When these 17 men suddenly descended on the mid-week service of that church, it became
a cooperating church! What a gang! What enthusiasm.
One day I asked him, "Sakata San, I would like to set up banquets in six of Japan's largest
cities and need your help. Will you go with me? He did--to all of them--Sapporo, Tokyo,
Nagoya, Kyoto, Kobe, Fukuoka. In every place we had the top men of the city. They all
heard about Jesus Christ and thanked us for coming. In one place alone there were thirteen
mayors from surrounding cities. Such was his influence.
But the testimony at his death matched that of his life!
If you look out of the large glass foors onto the lovely garden of the Osaka Christian Center,
you cannot help but be impressed by the beautiful trees, the shrubs, the bushes, the rocks,
and the flowers all so neatly arranged. Most of those came from Sakata's own garden. This
wealthy business man made arrangements before he died so that his large house would be
moved and given to the Osaka Girl's High School to be used as a dormitory for boarding
students, and that the small house would be moved next to the Christian Center and become
the home where his aged wife could live out her days in useful service for the Center and
the students. She is now over 80 and still joyfully serving Christ. There is nothing left of
the mansion where they once lived but the bare ground. What a testimony for a wealthy
man! Sakata was on fire for Christ!
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Dr. Tamotsu Hasegawa
While doing evangelism one day among the islands of the Inland Sea, I met a doctor on fire.
For that entire series of meetings held just before Christmas, he had been invited to travel
with us and become part of the team. He was to give his testimony in each place before I
spoke. Today he is the president of the Japan Layman's Association, but his work started in
1931. Even though local villagers were opposed to it, he opened a T.B. Sanitorium. He
went ahead in spite of opposition and sought land for the project. With the help of Kagawa
he was able to make a stars Today he owns 36,000 tsubo of land in Hamamatsu City. The
nursing school he started in 1946 became the Hamamatsu Junior College of Nursing. A
high school was started. His hospital has become the large Hamamatsu Seirei General
Hospital. A special Clinic for Adult Diseases was opened, a Rehabilitatic Institute for the
Handicapped started, the Hamamatsu Day Nursery to help working mothers begun, a Home
for the Aged whict takes in only sick elderly people opened. You should hear him tell of
just the work load of handling the aged sick! Changing their diapers (Unable to take care of
themselves) is a job! He says Christians must think of helping the aged. Many are lonely
and need loving care, especially the sick. In two different places he started homes for the
mentally retarded. He founded the Enshu Christian Church. Last year he added a 50 bed
branch of an Old People's Home at Gotemba and opened up another Day Nursery at Iwata.
This year (1971) he is opening a 120 bed hospital called the Department of Mental Diseases
and hopes it will become a model for the training of nurses who will work in mental
hospitals. Next year a special colony for people with serio spinal or head injuries or who
are seriously handicapped in some way. 1973 plans call for the opening of a Medical College specially equipped to use TV and Medical Computers, wit the goal being to send
Christian Japanese Doctors to other parts of Asia and Africa, after they have been
thoroughly trained in modern medical technology.
When I first met him, it was during a tight schedule of five meetings a day for five days,
out among the Islands ofs the Inland Sea where he had come at his own expense to be al
part of our team. What a testimony! For Christ's sake he opened a work among T.B. patients,
but when that began to be conquered, he opened a heart research center, and then later also
developed a cancer research center. He told othe details of his work. He had been a member
of the Japanese National Diet but was now retired and with his pension was
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free to spend much of his time as he desires, so he uses a lot of it for evangelism. He is
presently running for mayor of his city; he says Christians must be involved. The testimony
of his life matches that of his lips! Hasegawa is on fire!
Shizue Yoshimura
In that period immediately after the war faced with the desperate needs of so many
Japanese children, Yoshimura Sensei said, "Oh, if only I could have that old building on
Teshima that was used to help T.B. patients during the war... I could do something for these
children!" It eventually worked out and she opened a baby home and it is now the only
place in all of Kagawa Prefecture that takes abandoned babies. She expanded the work to
include many little mentally handicapped children! What a work of love and dedication; it
requires 24 hour duty around the clock for many of them. I'll never forget her joy when a
gift made it possible some years ago to buy a large refrigerator to keep the formulas cold
and fresh for so many babies--dozens and dozens of bottles! But she longed to do more.
She felt so keenly the needs of the poverty-stricken mothers in Sakaide who had to work
but who had no one to care for their children. Today she has built a six story concrete
nursery to help them and calls it the Ikuaikan. I have held many meetings for those mothers
right there in her center, for her heart yearns to reach them for Christ. She saw the need of
training special workers for orphanages, nurseries, children's homes, etc., and the Japanese
recognized her amazing ability and gave her 13,000 tsubo of land near Sakaide to start such
a college, but the Buddhists heard of it, raised a storm of protest and got the land grant
cancelled. Undaunted, she went over to Kobe and got some land there, and launched the
project. What a school for social research.
But my greatest memories of Yoshimura Sensei are her fervent prayers and preparations for
the evangelism of the inhabitants of the Inland Sea area. She set up the schedule of
meetings. She invited Dr. Hasegawa to go with us. She rented the boad for those days. She
arranged for seven of her nurses to be off duty to accompany us and give testimonies. She
arranged for them to go back once a month for follow-up work. She made us all into a team
of evangelists. All I had to do was preach five times a day. She made all preparations for
lodging, meals, transportation, advertising, attendance. Her heart is on fire!
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Jiro Nishimura
Even though he was the President of the Osaka Girl's High School and busy with the details
of 2000 girls' education, during those days of the Osaka Crusade, he worked shoulder to
shoulder with us, week in and week out, as if he had almost no other responsibilities. He
helped fill our 500 voice choir. He emceed the nightly meetings for twentyone nights in
Festival Hall, as well as the twelve noon luncheons for business men.
However, I best remember the time when he invited me to take a week in his high school
with the students. He mention that the school taught them to read the Bible, to sing the
hymns, to say the prayers, but that they failed at the critic point of conversion. With tears in
his eyes he asked me to come. He said many Japanese have noticed how God had blessed
my ministry in many difficult areas with clear decisions that have stuck. Would I be sure to
press the point of decision? It is here that our Japanese preachers fail, he confided. So every
day for a week I spoke to the students and there were over 430 decisions that week. He is
on fire!
When he retired recently at the age of 70, instead of goin, out and spending the rest of his
life just sitting, he went away back into the remote mountain area six hours from Osaka,
bought an abandoned school and decided to scientifically rais, chickens to show the farmers
there how they can rise above their dire poverty with a cash income. He will teach them
about Christ. Why? Because he is on fire!
Yasutaro Goto
President of the Origen Electric Company in Tokyo, he leads his 3000 employees in a
chapel service each week. And feeling that a Christian must have a testimony, he decided to
employ mainly those who want to go to night school to improve themselves. A Christian, he
felt, should be noted for trying to help others. He introduced a profit-sharing plan for his
employees, and God prospered his business, so he himself organized the Mission to Lepers
in India and sends hundreds of dollars each year as a testimony for Christ.
The Japanese government anxious to discover the spiritual roots of America and how such
roots may have influenced American business, selected twelve special Japanese people to
do this survey. It was to Goto they turned and asked him if he would take charge of the
group and show them around America at government expense for the project. He is the
leader of a Prayer Breakfast for Company Presidents that meets weekly in a Tokyo
downtown hotel. This man is on fire for Christ!
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Dr. Yoshinori Goto
When twentyfive American laymen came to Japan and wanted to meet some Japanese
Christian business men, I arranged for them to do so in Osaka. A dinner meeting was
arranged and Dr. Goto, a dentist, suggested we have many testimonies that evening to help
the group get acquainted. He suggested we alternate, having first an American, then a
Japanese, then an American, then a Japanese, etc. This was done. Dr. Goto's own personal
testimony was a shock to the Americans. He talked about how at his own expense he had
been to Taiwan doing dental work in the mouths of lepers. And in Okinawa. And Korea.
And Taiwan for the second time. "Do you know what it is like to look into the diseased
mouth of a leper?" he asked them, and then began to describe it. "You know, a Christian has
to think of helping others. This is what I do for Christ, but it is so little. Please let's hear
from some of you guests tonight about what you are doing for Christ!" The Americans
about fainted. Many were in tears. God met us that evening, and it was a humbling
experience. It was a never-to-be-forgotten time. Goto is on fire!
Three Young Men in Yonezawa
Last week we dedicated a church in the southern part of Yamagata Prefecture, in Yonezawa
City, and it looked more like a bank than a church. It was beautifully designed. Built by
only 20 people! These people needed a pastor some years ago, but there are few pastors in
the Tohoku area. No one seemed available at all. One of their young men had been saved
and had gone to university and was planking to enter seminary in Tokyo. They suggested
that he become their pastor, but he explained he had to go away for three years of study.
"Please do," they said. "We'll look after the services until you get back." They took
practically all the meetings for two years, and then arranged to pay the expense of his
coming twice a month during the last year of his studies. Today he is their pastor. Three
laymen conducted the services, led the prayer meetings, did the visitation, made the
hospital calls, printed the announcements, and carried on the work for those three years.
Their church building in the heart of snow country cost $20,000. The pastor called the
twenty members together and asked them to write on a slip of paper what they would give
or loan for a church building (beyond carrying on the necessary running-expenses) during
the next year and one-half. The slips totalled $20,000! Two-thirds of the amount has come
in in cash' gifts and the remaining one-third balance has been loaned to the church interest
free. To meet one of the early payments they were short of the cash needed and
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three ladies in another church in Yamagata heard about it and came down on the train
bringing $4000 among them, asking the pastor to use this for a year, until he could get his
own money coming in. No interest. Laymen on fire!
Yui San
Yui San was drunk, stumbling along in front of the Arakawa area's Mikawashima Station in
Tokyo one night, when he passed a pastor preaching his heart out. But no one was listening.
Yui thought, "That's too bad--no one is listening and this man is speaking so fervently!" So
he stopped to listen because he felt so sorry for the preacher. That night Yui got saved. The
pastor took him home, got him sobered up, and led him in the Christian life.
It was about three months later one day when the pastor told Yui that he wanted to build a
church in that area. Yui San had grown in grace rapidly. So Yui came to pray. The pastor
said, "Yui San, we're going to pray about starting a church." "Okay." "But just a
minute--First of all, you've got to lay your money out on the table, and then we'll pray."
"Okay." He layed out Y20,000 (US$56). The pastor prayed, "God we thank you for this
Y20,000. We are going to start a church with it. Help it to grow!" Yui prayed, then went
home rejoicing. That evening, however, he came running back asking the pastor to give him
enough to go to the bath house. He had forgotten to save out enough to go to the bath house
for his daily bath! The pastor gave him that much. From that simple beginning the Arakawa
Church was born.
Many times I have seen Yui stand and give a testimony, smiling from ear to ear, saying,
"There are two things to do: (1) I like to witness, and (2) I like to give." Today in Yui's
house and the pastor's house next door there are twelve children. Out of the twelve, eleven
are entering some kind of Christian work. Yui's eldest son (chonan) is running the business
to pay the expenses for the other eleven. Imagine --eleven Christian workers from just those
two families!
Yui's factory produces all kinds of vinyl products including record discs. When the
Japanese Government decided to preserve for permanent storage in the Ueno Museum
government archives the voices of famous Japanese singers, it was Yui's factory they asked
to press the discs! In the association of companies producing the same kind of materials he
does, Yui San is sort of a joke because he cannot read difficult Japanese characters. They all
laugh and say that Yui is the only one in the entire association that cannot read such
characters, yet he gets many contracts that outsell them in many instances. They respect
him. He is a layman on fire!
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Are we involved with laymen??? Are we spending the bulk of our time with clergy, church
professionals, theological professors and failing to do the main thing--train the "saints for
the work of the ministry?" If so, may God forgive us.
Max Lerner discussed in his column today about the age we would all like to always be, if
we had the choice. Said he, "I should myself pick the age of 50 or 60 when a man is still in
command of his powers, knows who he is and where he is going, and starts to put first
things first, because he knows he is mortal and has orily a limited time left." Brethren, I ask
you today not how long have you been in Japan, but how long do you have left? When you
awaken in the morning, do you tell yourself, "I've only got ten years left to get this job
done!!" (or fifteen, or whatever it is.)
The creative job God has called us to do is to get laymen involved in the work of
witnessing. Let us not forget--The Japanese churches will never be strong until the laymen
are strong!
Let's work with somebody beside clergymen and church professionals.
Let's produce a Lay Witness in the City!
(Note: The ensuing discussion was spent on practical ways of training laymen and there
were many valuable suggestions from the participants. This is the genius of Hayama!)
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MINISTRY TO THE DEHUMANIZED:
THE CONFORMIST POLLUTION OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT
Len Keighley

Pollution is in the air in more ways than one today. Everybody it seems is talking about our
ecological problems --at last it has become a simple matter of the survival of the human
race--we must solve our problems or doom our children to oblivion. Some of you may have
seen the December 1970 issue of the National Geographic. Its supplement is of particular
interest--one side is the Geographic's most recent map of the world, the other an artist's
attempt to picture dramatically the way man pollutes his world. Twelve major ways are
listed. The impact is depressing--sometimes it seems that we never deal effectively with our
problems until we are faced with a desperate crisis that threatens our very future as man.
Our ecological problems today are however only outward evidence of a much more serious
problem, the pollution of the human spirit. They are very dramatic evidence that we have
not only failed to live together in human community as men, but that we have failed to
come to terms with the only home in which we have to live together. In our greed and
selfishness we now find we are on the way to creating a desert We may arrest this process
but we will not likely reverse it until we come to grips with the deeper pollution--the
dehumanization of man.
It is no easy matter to discuss "dehumanization" in a few minutes, in fact it is a impossible
task! However we must make an attempt to do so in summary at least if we are to speak at
all about a ministry to the dehumanized. The process of "dehumanization" in its peculiar
modern form affects us all to some extent or other. There is no way of escaping it. However,
it is not my purpose to speak in general terms tonight--I have been asked to speak
specifically about the Japanese worker and our ministry to him. Therefore it is "dehuman
ization" as we find it in Japanese society today that we must look at very briefly.
Few people now question that Japan is a modern nation and one of the major industrial
powers of the world. She has not reached this point however without paying the cost. A
people can learn modern techniques; they can in many areas advance beyond their
teachers--this the Japanese have done in amazing fashion. Japan is well on the way to
becoming one of the most prosperous nations on the face of the earth. What does this
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kind of change and its breakneck pace do to the minds and the hearts of a people?
To a degree unknown in the economic history of most modern nations of the West, Japan's
modernization process has been government organized and largely government controlled.
Most of Japan's major industries were initiated in their early stages by the Meiji
government and only handed over to private enterprise when they were already well
established. Japan set out with great resolution to make up for lost time and overtake the
nations of the West. Everything was subjected to this end. Few of us realize the mark that
this determination to modernize as quickly as possible made on the Japanese people. It
determined their future in a peculiarly Japanese way. Western scholars are fond of referring
to the modernization of Japan as a process of westernization but it was far from being
simply that. Japan's technocracy is peculiarly Japanese. The major business houses of Japan
in those early days, much more than was true of any of the great business houses of the
West, were devoted to the building of a modern nation in cooperation with the government
to which in fact most of them virtually owed their existence, and certainly their prosperity.
Education also was seen as serving the development of the nation. Business, government,
and the educational system all worked together to produce the modern Japan that we know
today. This triple alliance continues. In a sense it has provided the driving force that has
made the nation the modern miracle it is today. On the other hand it is probably the major
cause of much of the alienation and nihilism to be found in modern Japan.
The shape of the modern Japanese university has been largely determined by the desire of
the Japanese government and Japanese business interests to produce human resources for
industry, in turn to serve the development of the nation. This has resulted also in the
establishment of elite high schools to feed people into a few prestige universities. Social
critics point out that the whole testing system in Japan is designed to put students into the
classes of society in which they will stay for the rest of their lives. Professor Hiroshi
Orihara comments that:
the policy to develop human resources has led to the revival of a multitrack
educational system in which students at various stages of their schooling are
screened out by tests which determine the route each child will take. Those who do
poorly become unskilled manual labourers. Those who do well receive a technical
education sufficient to enable them to become upper-echelon blue-collar workers or
advanced trainees for jobs as pecialists or managerial staff.
In other words the examination system stabilizes social stratification by regulating vertical
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mobility. It serves to preserve a conservative, conformist attitude among the majority of the
Japanese population. Few people stop to examine the values it has created and tends to
strengthen. From very early years students can think of nothing but preparing for tests and
more tests until they are in a prestige university, or have been forced to settle for something
less. Prof. Orihara comments again:
Keeping in mind these able students at elite high schools, --let us assume that being
truly human means to seek meaning in life, to establish personal objectives in the
context of a sense of responsibility that goes beyond selfcentered aims. Let us
further assume that a responsible human being is one who makes self-conscious
efforts to be a "man for others." If these are our criteria, it does not seem
unreasonable to say that outstanding students from "famous high schools" are being
robbed of the opportunity to become truly human. Talented students deprived of the
chance to be human may well be the greatest martyrs of Japan's test hell.
Conformists thus are shaped very early and very thoroughly in Japanese society. The
four-year period of university training provides what seems to be almost the only
opportunity that most Japanese have to break the "conformist" pattern. It is at this point that
we see something of the extent of the dehumanization and alienation that afflicts modern
Japanese society. In few other places does it explode with such violence. It goes without
saying that Japan is by no means the only country that has had serious trouble in her universities. She does however have peculiar problems all her own that have grown out of this
particular characteristic of her society. There is no time here to speak at any length of the
University and student problems. It is enough for our purposes at this point to note that
fewer of the radical students in Japan seem to stay radical after graduation than is the case
in other parts of the world. They are soon absorbed it seems into the large firms for which
they are "developed," and become again conservative and conformist. There are exceptions
of course but these only prove the rule!
Japanese industry itself is designed to ensure a minimum change in this "conformism." As
far as I can see its shaping in this way has been largely a natural development. You will find
little trace in Japanese economic history of the vicious methods of the "robber-barons"
characteristic of the early days of industrialization in the West. The aim from top to bottom
of Japanese industry as we have already noted, has been traditionally to serve the nation.
This has been a unifying factor through many years but it has also served to strengthen a
conformist attitude at almost every level. The assimilation process for young workers
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coming into the city from rural areas has been eased by an adaptation of the traditional
family system substituting the firm for the family. All of this appears to have been much
more a natural process growing from the very nature of Japanese society and personality
than a deliberate attempt to ensure a conformist attitude, yet it has certainly worked to that
end. Although some of these traditional factors are breaking down under modern pressures
they are still very much operative.
The "pipe organ" theory is popularly used to describe modern Japanese societal structure.
Professor Mitsuharu Ito in an article analyzing conservative and progressive forces in Japan
has perhaps the most concise description of this structure. Ito maintains that social class
distinctions were largely wiped out in the early days of modernization. Vertical structures
however were strengthened and resmble the pipes in an orgen.
Compared to Western Europe, Japanese society displays few incongruities in social
status despite considerable differentials in income. In fact one might even go so far
as to say that Japanese society is permeated by a feeling of social equality. But
while vertical mobility is easier in Japan than in Europe, horizontal mobility is
terribly difficult. It exists in the labor market only at the moment one finishes his
schooling and takes a job. The longer a person has been employed, the more
difficult it becomes to move to another company. Indeed, Japan's modern society is
a honey-comb of vertical walls which obstruct horizontal mobility.
The most serious problem of all is that some pipes are taller, or more affluent than
others. The lack of social mobility between the taller and shorter pipes serves to
widen the gap between them. The result, which economists call"the dual structure
of the Japanese economy," is that wage differentials are based on the size of the
firm. Members of a relatively more affluent pipe find it difficult to find a
community of interests with those in a less affluent pipe. But within each tube there
develops a solidarity, a feeling of homogeneity, which tends to erase the horizontal
lines separating classes.
Despite wage differentials, there is a feeling of community and solidarity within the
enterprise which forms one pipe of the organ. This tends to compensate and at the same
time blind workers to the inequalities that continue. This very fact of vertical cohesion
makes cooperation among the workers of several pipes extremely difficult and the
betterment of conditions for the less affluent members of Japanese society next to
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impossible except through government welfare or aid measures of one kind or another.
Ito points out further that due to strong traditional loyalties, "internal affiliations (within the
pipes) were dominated by the lord-vassal relationship based on the same prototype: the
subject's loyalty to his emperor." This he suggests continues in a modified form in the
modern Japanese corporation.
Post-war management philosophy has served to modernise the feudalistic
lord-subject ideal that characterized prewar employer-employee relations. At the
same time, the new theory has also been instrumental in preserving the
GEMEINSCHAFT nature of the vertical society. On the grounds that the new
companies are public organs, management holds that the firm must fulfill it social
responsibilities by serving the public good and takes an extremely negative attitude
toward radical labor unionism. Traditional notions of loyalty to one's lord and of
service to the organic community have been replaced by a new theory of
labor-management cooperation based on the idea of a partnership between employer
and employee, both of whom should be dedicated to serving the public. The new
philosphy has strengthened the sense of solidarity within the vertical pipe so that
little change has actually occurred in basic social echanics.
It would seem, then, that very little has been changed as far as the individual employee in a
large firm is concerned. His future depends on his loyalty to the company because there is
virtually no horizontal mobility. Any expression of his own individual personality and
conviction must be held within this context. He is further limited because, in many instances, even his home is a housing unit owned and regulated by the company. His wife and
other members of the family may also be restrained in the expression of their personalities
by this fact.
Even with these restraints however, as we have suggested, there is still within the vertical
pipes considerable freedom of expression and movement but always within the limits of the
system. Another thing we must remember is that this is a system with which the ordinary
Japanese is well-acquainted, and within which he appears to be relatively comfortable. The
labour unions that have taken shape within this system are severly limited by it. Further,
their internal structures naturally reflect many of the same characteristics. We have already
taken most of our time just for background so it is impossible to say much further at this
point.
I can only hope that our time has not been misspent. I want to re-emphasize two things
before going on:
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(a) The very factors that have worked for cohesion among the Japanese people, that
have created limited community, also work to "dehumanize" the individual,
minimize his social creativity and prophetic sensitivity.
(b) The "dehumanization process" affects every level of Japanese industrial society
but is particularly vicious at the lower levels where men unable to enter the more
affluent pipes, are virtually ignored and dispossessed.
Most of my time has already gone and still I am afraid that what I have said is so
incomplete that its implications may be rather difficult to grasp.
I am trying to say that a "ministry to the dehumanized as conformist" is, in a sense, a
ministry to the major part of Japanese society. I suspect that this is also true in our North
American and European situations as well. This is the nature of things created by our
modern technological revolution. Just as this technological advance, while adding a great
deal to our material well-being, has polluted the environment in which we live, so the social
structures and influences accompanying it, while creating a measure of order and cohesion,
have also managed to pollute the human spirit by rendering it "conformist." The key factor
in any ministry aimed at the conformist, then, involves not simply an unrelated series of
experiments in urban and industrial mission such as we have today; it involves the posture
of the whole church!
In explanation let me say first of all, the experiments were and are still essential. As I have
said, dehumanization is found at its most vicious among thos whom modern society either
deliberately or unthinkingly dispossesses. Experiments in the slums of Tokyo and Osaka,
among the silkweavers of Nishijin or the coal-miners of the Chikuho are aimed at
rehumanization and the creation of new community where it is most essential. Here
conformity is found at its most depressing level. Experimentation is needed among those
more fortunate as well. The programs of Labour and adult education being carried on by the
Kansai Labour Evangelism Fellowship and the Keiyo Christian Educational, Cultural
Centre are also aimed at the shaping of more human community. The problem lies not in
the extremely valuable work being done by these and other groups but in the fact that these
activities are looked upon as peripheral interests carried on by special individuals or groups
of people but with little or no relevance for the life of the whole church. The church in
Japan to date, as far as I can see, has given no really serious thought to the implications of
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the factors that have in the past and still do shape society. For this reason we have isolated
from the main stream of church life the very people among us most knowledgeable in this
area and most positive in responding creatively to the dehumanization process that creates
the conformist.
Experimentation will continue because the number of concerned people keeps growing but
there will be no effective ministry to the dehumanized until we deal honestly and frankly
with the "dehumanization" and "conformism" that exists within the organized church itself.
There is need for some "brutal honesty" here. There is no necessity to spell things out in
detail--you all know what I am talking about! A "people of God" that is "no people"--"a
body of Christ" fractionalized beyond recognition as a body--a "fellowship" that is limited
largely to Sunday and a certain "holy space"--in the face of these realities visible to all, can
we Christians speak to men of "human community--a new mankind in our Lord Jesus!" I
am speaking frankly and brutally. Perhaps we're not "all that bad" but do we really stop to
ask whether our actual posture does not speak louder than our words of love and
brotherhood?
These are difficult problems but if we are serious about a ministry to the dehumanized, the
conformists, then we can waste no further time in tackling the "dehumanization" and
"conformism" that exists within the church itself. So far this is attempted only in a nominal
sense and usually on the "top levels" of our structures. Now, I want to reverse my field
because of course we cannot wait until all the wounds of the church have been healed
before we tackle the dehumanizatiun process in the world around us. In actual fact we will
experience our real community in Christ as we work together to achieve true human
community in man's world. Christians themselves will experience more of the fullness of
"the new mankind in Christ" as they work together with others to achieve true human
community in Japanese society. This is already the experience of many working in the new
experiments--it must become the experience of the whole church
This will involve us in a number of things As we work for the achievement of more human
community in the world we will see the demands this places on us to achieve that community among ourselves. In a society where man is said to be becoming largely an
"economic animal" does our Christian fellowship reflect an economic discipline pointing to
deeper human values? In a society where vertical structures prevail does our fellowship
reflect a "horizontal concern" for the poor and dispossessed? I will leave you to continue
this process of reflection.
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In closing let me state my own conviction that only a revolution will change the
"dehumanization" inherent in modern industrial society. The question is "what kind of
revolution?" Japanese students have suggested one answer--some of the progressives"
within the church come very close to suggesting the same approach. I can understand their
hopes and their dilemma. I see the real answer in a "revolution of love," and this in no
sentimental sense! It begins with our own confession as Christians that our very church
structures reveal us as being ourselves among the "dehumanized," the "conformists." From
this point, we are on our way to finding the "new mankind in Christ," the community we
covet for all men. We will achieve it to the degree we are willing to struggle with others
against the "process of dehumanization," the pollution of the human spirit. I hope Stan
Manierre may deal more with actual methods --I have tried mainly to picture the scope and
enormity of the task that faces us.

Note:
The quotations from Professor Hiroshi Orihara are from his article "Gendai Gakusei no
Kiso Keiken: Jukensei Seikatsu to Daigaku Nyushi ni Shoten o Awasete" appearing
originally in Chuo Koron, Vol. 83 No. 5 May 1968 and appearing in translation in The
Journal of Social and Political Ideas in Japan (now The Japan Interpreter) Vol. V Nos. 2-3
pp. 225-250 under the English title "Test Hell and Alienation, A Study of Tokyo University
Freshmen." Those from Professor Mitsuharu Ito are from an article in Tenbo February 1965
reproduced in the same magazine Vol. VI No. 2 pp. 85-93 with the English title "A
Structural Analysis of Conservative and Progressive Forces in Japan."
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MINISTRY TO THE DEHUMANIZED:
THE DROP-OUT
Stan Manierre
Usually when the term drop-out is used it applies to those people who through holding
peculiar life-styles of their own, find themselves apart from the so-called "normal life style"
of society. The teenage runaway, drug-addict, the alcoholic, the hippies, the
anti-establishment radical and others might fit our usual image of the drop-out.
The newspaper reads:
8,229 teenage runaways in Japan in September, 1970 were taken into protective
custody by police... of the total, 1021 had either committed a crime of some sort or
become a victim of crime and of these 30% of the total drop-outs were boys and
girls employed by plants, stores or construction firms, to be followed by high school
students with 23% and junior high school students with 20%. Twenty-eight per cent
of the total gave their reasons for running away as "pleasure seeking," "aspiration
for city-life," or "search for love affair in the cities." They were followed by reasons,
which constituted 24%, of "scolded by parents," and "disgusted with home life."
Only 18% of the total cited school life vicissitudes as the reason for the dropouts.
(Mainichi Daily News clipping)
Take a trip to Shinjuku some night; see the young people-boys and girls alike--at the fuuten
hiroba with their noses plunged down into plastic bags, sniffing glue; then notice them as
they look up from their plastic bags--dazed, blank, staggering as they throw their arms
around each other and mutter unintelligible words. Then take a walk to a certain kissaten (a
discoteque), climb up one flight and enter a dimly lit room filled with young people (male
and female) who are listening to the deafening sounds of the beat emitting from 4 huge
speakers extending from floor to ceiling. Some of the young people are lying on the floor
with their heads propped up against these speakers out of which the beat comes--pounding,
pounding in their ears. They will be stone deaf in a couple of years.
Why do these young people come to Shinjuku, you wonder. Then you talk to a young man
who says he is a merchant marine but that he works three months and then lays off the rest
of the year to come to Shinjuku because he denies the status quo and established values and
knows that he can meet others like him there who are equally frustrated under the pressure
of the established order. But this still leaves you with many questions:
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Where are the light and life of youth? Where is their ambition or Where is purpose?
American hippies at least originally had cause and goal. But what are the Shinjuku hippies
about? Why have they really come into being and where do they think they are going?
Perhaps they will be the last to know.
I have been asked to tell of breakthroughs which have been made to these above so-called
"drop-outs" here in Japan. Frankly, I know of no real breakthroughs in our ministry to the
drop-out as I have thus far portrayed him. For too long we Christians have looked at these
people in a rather pitiful way--not compassionate--muttering to ourselves, "there but for the
grace of God go I"--priding ourselves in our moral superiority. We have not taken time or
effort to really listen to the drop-out nor have we been able to admit that there are no pat
answers or solutions which we can give in sermonizing to these people.
In addition to this we often act like the minister who finally gave in to the wishes of his
fifteen year old daughter to take her down into the area of San Francisco in which the
Church was engaged in a Night Ministry. The minister and his daughter arrived in the area
about two o'clock in the afternoon. One young man, with beard and disheveled hair and
old-clothes greeted the minister father with a "Good Morning, Sir"; the minister, without
acknowledging the greeting, pulled his daughter's arm and rushed away. After going a little
way the daughter remarked, "Dad, you didn't even acknowledge that young man's
greeting." "Oh," said the father, "He doesn't even know what time of the day it is." "But,
Dad, maybe he just wanted to talk to someone," said the daughter. OH, HOW
MISERABLY WE FAIL! because of our preconceived notions and false set of values.
Are we really concerned for the drop-out as I have thus far described him or are we merely
thinking of those church statistics? What are we doing? Where are we? Are we hiding in
our octopus traps and going down deeper all the time as the problems which confront us
become greater?
Tonight, I want to focus on another type of drop-out- the dispossessed--the involuntary
drop-out whom we find in Japan in these days of rapid urbanization and to tell you
something of what the church is doing to minister to these people. Before doing this,
however, I want to spend a little time in sharing with you my theology in the ministry to the
dehumanized--be he conformist or drop-out. I am not a theologian by profession nor am I a
Bible scholar; in addition to this, I am not a specialist in the empirical sciences of sociology
or economics. I sum up my theology in the ministry to the drop-out (no matter how you
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describe him) in two words which appear in Luke 19:41, "Jesus wept." In these words I
discover the mission, the message and the ministry of Jesus all wrapped up. What he did for
you--for me--for all of us and for all mankind are summed up in these two words, "Jesus
wept."
Luke 19:41ff is a familiar account to you all. When Jesus and the pilgrims got their first
glimpse of the city of Jerusalem from the descent of the Mount of Olives. The writer
merely says, "Jesus wept." It would have taken him pages and pages to have shared with us
the full impact of these words; after all it is difficult to put down on paper or convey in
words the depth of meaning involved in one's total immersion in the life of the city. One
has to immerse himself completely in the human situation of that city like Jesus did himself
in order to fully convey the power and meaning of these words for you, me and all mankind.
You and I, looking back on this account have a pretty good idea as to why Jesus wept when
he viewed the city and its dehumanization. But do we get the full significance of these
words? Do we really appreciate the total immersion of Jesus in the lives of the people in
that city and its structures? Do we understand that the agaonizing groans and pains arising
from that city became his--and that he totally immersed himself and took upon himself
those burdens as his very own?
As a Baptist I can appreciate what Jesus was doing--he was weeping--he was getting in all
over, not just getting sprinkled with a few drops here and there. Jesus knew that the
structure of that city was so damned evil that it was corrupting man--man was losing his
dignity--he was being dehumanized--the poor were getting poorer--the rich were getting
richer--the religious and other political leaders were taking off all the cream. This is why
Jesus wept-not tears of compassion. The blood and sweat of the Gethsemane experience are
seen her in his agonizing over the lives of men in that city.
When the pilgrims who came with Jesus saw the city I imagine they really
rejoiced--jumped for joy. They might have even shouted "Banzai") Terrific, marvelous,
wonderful, magnificent, gorgeous) as they glanced at the glittering gold of the temple
shining in the dazzling sunlight beating down upon it. This reminds me of those who come
to visit Tokyo as spectators from South East Asia, India and around the world; they are
amazed at the splendour--the beautiful department stores, the fast bullet trains, high rise
office buildings and apartment house areas. Some of them marvel at the expansion of
industry and the booming economy and note that the GNP has grown in the past ten years
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(1960-1969) from 15.5 trillion yen to 63 trillion yen; export-import trade from 3.19 trillion
to 11 trillion yen; steel production with a four-fold increase to 82 million tons; car
production reaching a total of 4,770,000 cars--a ten-fold increase; ten years ago 46
computers and now more than 5,000.
But today Jesus is weeping in the midst of our cities in Japan. Why? Because to Jesus the
cities are not only concrete edifices, bullet trains, miles and miles of complicated
communication and transportation networks; nor are they simply the complicated computer
systems which control the lives of millions in our highly developed technologically run
plants. No, these cities are more than that--they are people --people who have been
dehumanized, alienated--people who are lonely--people who are being deprived of their
basic human rights and dignity. Jesus is weeping over the public hazards, the traffic
accidents, the human alienation, the changes in the sense of values, social solidarity and
human ralations.
How much do we weep? How totally immersed are we in the lives of men in society? What
is our reaction to pollution, drug addiction, traffic accidents, discrimination, or lack of
community? Do we merely pass these off with "Oh, what a pity," or "the world is going to
the dogs" or "what will those crazy young people do next?" How much do we throw
ourselves into these situations with Jesus Christ, our Living Lord, in response to the human
agony? Are our lives fully, totally, immersed in the life of Jesus Christ? If so, are they also
totally immersed in a ministry to the dehumanized?
I want to turn my attention now for the next few minutes to some actual illustrations of
breakthroughs which have been made in the ministry to the drop-outs--the
dispossessed--the involuntary drop-out whom we find in Japan.
One big blot on Japan's record is that of its discriminatory practices against certain minority
groups such as Koreans residing in Japan, Okinawans who are even now beginning to live a
ghetto-like existence in some of our cities on the mainland here. Most noticeable, however
has been Japan's discriminatory measures leveled against the segregated Buraku people for
the past 400 years based on their being workers in leather or butchers. A terrific
breakthrough was made by Rev. Hisashi Masutani who became the pastor of a Kyodan
church in Nishinari ward of Osaka which also managed a Christian Social Center there
among the Buraku people. He immediately noticed the passive and dependent attitude of
the people around the center who took it for granted that the center would do everything for
them.
Finally, through combining his efforts with the Organization for the Deliverance of the
Buraku People, Masutani was able to help the Buraku people of Nishinari stand up for their
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rights as citizens, taxpayers of Osaka, and through this they went to the Municipal Office to
demand implementation of the new housing provisions. This resulted in the building of four
stories of beautiful apartments on the Social Center property with Government money.
Of course this did not solve all the problems of the Burak people but through this the
Buraku people of Nishinari learne an important lesson--namely, that as human beings they
too have irreducible value and rights and that they also can be active praticipants in society
and not have to stand on the receiving line. This, a major breakthrough, was made possibl
through the complete immersion of a minister of the Gospel of Jesus Christ in a ministry to
the drop-out, the dispossessed of Nishinari.
On the surface of Japan's prosperity is booming. Yet in the midst of this we are confronted
with groups of people whc are still economically morally, spiritually and socially defeated.
These people come from farms, prisons, and businessE wiped out by failure to take refuge
in Tokyo's Sanya or Osaka Kamagasaki Airin District. Let me share with you briefly the
breakthrough at Sanya.
Much of the population (about 30,000) in Sanya are men between 35-45 years of age who
have usually had some sad experience in the past through which they have lost their very
faith or trust in humanity. They have no homes, nor even rer ted rooms for their lives are
lived one day at a time--they are day laborers who spend their nights at cheap doya (hostel
The slum life of Sanya is full of uncertainties and anonimit) Many of the so-called "ningen
joohatsu" people can be found in this kind of environment. Many take on false names and
with it a false honseki (permanent address given at time of birth usually which is very
important in legal matters for identification) which really prevents them from living a normal life in Japanese society.
It was into this situation that Rev. Ikunoshin Nakamori of Asakusa Hokubu Church decided
to totally immerse himself. He heard the cries of agony rising from the people in Sanya and
was convinced that Jesus Christ was telling him "to preach good news to the poor, to
proclaim release to the captives ar to set at liberty those who were oppressed" there in
Sanya. He discovered that Sanya represented a concentrated illustration of many of the
inconsistencies of Japanese society and that there was no social work or governmental plan
that coulc reach the depths of human suffering in that situation. Nakamori discovered that
the efforts of any church which is concerned with its own life would immediately be
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rejected by the people of Sanya. So he decided to imitate Christ by living with the people
there and in 1966 he started the Sumidagawa Pioneer Church (as a branch of the Asakusa
church) in a rented 3 mat room of one of the hostels there.
Now, with a co-worker, Rev. Yukio Ito, they continue to work amongst these
dispossessed--these drop-outs from normal society. They understand what it is that binds
these people in Sanya in slavery and are working to help them receive their
self-emancipation and to establish a community where love of the neighbor is the base.
Their main goal is to train some of these workers to be leaders who will in turn participate
in the mission to the workers in Sanya; rather than to seek to escape they must be prepared
to remain in Sanya to see and understand the basic problems there and then find the
solutions by immersing themselves in the life of their people.
It is the vision of Nakamori and Ito that some of the trained leaders of Sanya might be sent
to the slums of Kobe and Nagoya and Osaka to hold training meetings based on their
experiences at Sanya and that, in this way, "Sanya can be the mother of the mission to the
poor and disinherited in the slums throughout Japan as well as to be a witness to the
peoples in Asia and Africa and the rest of the world to the good news of redemption and
release in Jesus Christ." (Nakamori's words) Sanya-Total Immersion.
Another breakthrough in the ministry to the dehumanized, the dispossessed, the drop-out, is
that of Ari no Machi (Ants Villa) which is one of the best examples of psychological
rehabilitation, spiritual growth and economic success among ragpickers. To adequately tell
the story of Ari no Machi would require much more time than allotted me tonight. But l-et
me briefly tell you about this breakthrough--this terrific illustration of total immersion in
the lives of the ragpickers.
The contempt for ragpickers has always been deep--the place of ragpicker in Japanese
society is not unlike that of the buraku people. Police have maintained close watch over
them as potentially dangerous vagrants; public health authorities have regulated the
location and standards of rag business from a sanitary point of view. So, since the general
community regarded ragpickers as having no more value than the junk they pick, ragpickers
themselves tend to accept the lowly status and social role as drop-outs in society. How to
help these social failures "up and into" the ordinary world is a great social problem.
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Ants Villa was organized as a ragpicker's cooperative but the problems of really developing
it into a community were enormous until the arrival on the scene of Miss Kitahara who
became the spiritual catalyst for its development from 1952 until 1958. Miss Kitahara knew
that Jesus was weeping over these people and she decided to totally immerse herself in the
lives of these people in order to bring about a real sense of community. She not only wept
but also literally lost her life in 1958 from Tuberculosis complications. Out of this all came
an entirely Christian villa--now having about 50 households. Its economic activity consists
in recovering value from all kinds of junk--cans, glass, paper, rags, rubber, scrap metal,
straw, wood, etc. Everyday life is organized on a communal basis, beginning and ending
with group prayer in the community chapel which is a constituent of the Catholic
archdiocese of Tokyo. The work process is highly rationalized so that it resembles any
efficient smallscale firm in Tokyo. The entire emphasis of Ants Villa has been on the
regenerating and strengthening of the personality; outlook and will to live of the hard-core
poor.
Now they are tied up with the Emmaus movement--a movement begun by a French priest
in France. The people of Ants Villa are not satisfied that they have been able to attain a
standard of living above the social miminum in every sense. They are concerned to see that
others are able to enjoy this same experience. The whole idea of the Emmaus movement is
summed up in the words of Abbe Pierre, that French priest: "You are poor people," he said
to the ragpickers of Paris, "but there are poorer people than you; there are people without a
place to sleep and live. Work and help those people poorer than yourselves by giving a
certain percentage of your earnings to build houses for them." Today many trucks with the
sign "Emmaus" leave Ari no Machi to help those people poorer than themselves. The
picking up of rags, trash and bottles gives some real meaning to the life of these people
because it is a part of a broader humanly true purpose which, in this instance, is related to
the distribution of earnings from work rather than the work itself. Ari no machi, another
breakthrough in the ministry to the dehumanized, the drop-out.
Let me briefly share with you the story of the Chikuho coal-mining district of North
Kyushu, another example of a breakthrough through total immersion. Due to the
modernization of the fuel industries many miners from this area where one-third of the
national coal supply was provided were laid off from 1953-63. There were very limited
opportunities for shifting to other jobs. Relief funds were raised for the miners who were
laid off without unemployment compensation with the churches in the region taking the
initiative. In addition to this a Caravan to Protect Chikuho Children was organized by
students from 10 Christian universities and two national universities who worked as
volunteers with children during summer vaction periods for a period of ten years.
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Three young men, Inukai, Matsuzaki, Hattori, had been volunteers and when they
completed seminary training they went to the Chikuho to serve. These three young men had
noticed the deterioration of humanity as it is oppressed by economic and social handicaps
and by the overwhelming pessimism that comes with unemployment. They also noticed
loss of trust, both in one's self and others which led to human alienation and drop-out
situations. It was because they were convinced that there was no more serious issue than the
dehumanization of man which is in evidence in the Chikuho that they returned to the
Chikuho with their wives and children to live and serve in the communities where
unemployment is at the highest. They came to their work without any guarantee of support
financially to immerse themselves in that society where Jesus Christ himself is immersed in
the cries of agony arising from these drop-out peoples.
These three young men have discovered that the problems of these miners are at much
deeper levels than can be reached by traditional patterns of evangelism and service (relief).
They are exploring the deeper hidden needs in the light of the Christian gospel. Even
though they immerse themselves in the experience of unemployment they have a deep
abiding sense of mission that delivers them from the spirit of resignation that characterizes
many of the men amongst whom they live. It is their main concern to somehow discover in
this situation how human respect might be rebuilt and human community found. The task
which these men have taken on is staggering but they have heard Jesus' call to "Come
Follow Me" and they are weeping with Christ in an effort to minister to the dehumanized:
the "human scrap" of the Chikuho. Another breakthrough!
I have accepted to share with you a few glimpses of the "drop-out" situation in Japan and
some of the breakthroughs which have been made in the ministry to these dehumanized
people. Jesus is continuing to weep just as he did 2,000 years ago when he viewed the city
from the descent of the Mount of Olives. He's totally immersed in the lives of people who
are being dehumanized; their cries of agony become his cries. Today he calls all of us who
call ourselves Christian to participate with Him in His mission to the dehumanized.
Today, Jesus is weeping in another sense, namely, because we are not weeping. He is in
pain and he cries out to those of us who profess his name to take his pain and the pain of his
children upon our shoulders as well and get into the battle for the liberation of the
dehumanized. He weeps because we stay, too often, in our little boxes and mumble a few
words to a select few rather than getting into the front lines in the fight for social justice.
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He weeps because he sees us staying in our actopus-traps and getting down into them
further because of the pressures of urbanization and the rapid progress of technology rather
than joining hands with all people in society who are concerned for the building of a
community where men's rights are assured and justice prevails.
He weeps also because we are not totally immersed--we who believe in the priesthood of
all believers make such a distinction between our clergy and laity that our lay people's
responsibility seems to end in the passing of the offering plate in the Worship Service or in
the teaching of a Church School Class, rather than the complete immersion of our lives in
the life of the particular sector of society in which we serve daily.
Jesus weeps also because the church sends certain men out on the front lines in the ministry
to the dehumanized and leaves them out there all alone. A church to be totally immersed--to
really weep with Jesus Christ must be totally immersed in its concern, prayer and
action--and this does not merely mean a token immersion of one or two lives here and there.
Jesus weeps also because he sees our churches so concerned not to change their structural
patterns that they become incapable of serving the dehumanized, be he conformist or
drop-out.
Conclusion: Several years ago a minister in a depressed area of the city noticed that the
problems of the area were all focused right around the spot in which he pastored the church.
Across the street dope was being peddled. The corner poolroom was a hangout for a dangerous gang. A few doors down prostitution was being "promoted." The numbers racket
was also flourishing unchecked. The minister went to the police captain in the precinct to
get advice. After surveying the situation the police captain remarked: "Reverend, this is no
place for a church."
If this is the impression we have given we had better repent and change our ways for the
Gospel of Jesus Christ certainly is not limited to the changing of men but has a lot to do
with the changing of situations--"these men who have turned the world upside down have
come here also." Especially, where there are drop-outs, where men are being dehumanized,
where there is decay or corruption in evidence Jesus calls the church not to denounce evil
and withdraw from it but to denounce and then go about changing the evil.
A few years ago Sammy Davis, popular American entertainer repudiated his Christian
identity and became a Jew.
"As I see it," he said, "the difference is that the Christian religion preached love your
neighbor and the Jewish religion preaches social justice. And I think justice is the big thing
I need."
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Here is the cry of a man who has suffered discrimination as have millions of other Blacks
(and Burakumin and Koreans, etc., in Japan) because people have for too long separated
Love and Justice. For too long we have loved the Blacks while refusing them simple justice.
So it is that our world cries out to us: "To hell with your love... we want justice!"
Friends, have we forgotten that to preach deliverance through the Cross also means the
proclamation at the same time of release from every chain that man imposes on man?
Redemption and Release--these two certainly must go together in our ministry to the
Dehumanized. Is a man deprived of his human rights because of the type of work he is
involved in-like the Burakumin or the ragpicker? It is up to us to release him from these
chains for he has been"bought with a price." Is a man treated as "human scrap" in order that
the rationalization of industry might take place? Set him on his feet for he had been "bought
with a price." We cannot deal with only part of a man's need in our ministry to the dehumanized, we must treat his total needs, we must become totally immersed in his life and in the
life of society in order to assure him of his complete redemption and release.
To speak of the drop-out is to speak of individuals who are caught up in, and strangled in,
the web of our common life together. It is not enough for us to be kind to an individual as
an individual if we leave untouched the structures and practices of our social systems which
will not permit him to rise to full dignity. I echo words recently spoken at the WCC in
Geneva: "It is the unjust structures of society that are to blame for famine and war not
human nature, fate or God." A total immersion in our ministry to the dehumanized, the
drop-out, demands a ministry not only to the dehumanized spirit but also to the
dehumanized structures as well. Our Christian ministry to the individual is in turn a
ministry to the social--for we are members one of another.
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CRITIQUE OF
"MINISTRY TO THE DEHUMANIZED
" Laurie Seaman
In this paper the speaker has effectively set before us the proposition that Christians can
and must penetrate those segments of society which have been dehumanized by the forces
of urbanization. He has reminded us that our approach to this encounter should be
forward-looking and resourceful; there should be an openness and flexibility to new
methods and patterns of ministry.
The speaker is to be commended in particular for his clear and definitive statement of the
posture of penetration. This he describes laconically in the words of the Gospel writer John,
"Jesus Wept." In these two words, submits our speaker, can be found the posture for
penetration into the communities of the dehumanized. A pivotal concern expressed
throughout this presentation is for an increased Christ-like sensitivity to the needs of those
who have been victimized by their society.
Only brief attention is given to the specific mentioning of individuals or groups within
Japanese society who are among the dehumanized. The presentation would have been more
beneficial had the speaker been able to share experiences and observations regarding
strategy which were the product of real, on-the-spot encounters. This lack left the listener
with questions concerning the "how" of this obviously neglected yet clearly imperative
mission to the dehumanized in Japan's urbanized society.
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THE FUTURE OF THE CHURCH IN A
TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY
J. Hesselink
In the past decade we have heard so much about revolutions (cultural, technological,
ideological) and explosions (knowledge, population, et al.) that many of us, I suspect, have
become inured to these apocalyptic cries of doom. We hear some impassive, perhaps
shocking, figures and reflect a bit uneasily, but then settle down to business as usual. Unless
we are the excitable, activist type, we drop the matter at that point and proceed--at least
consciously--to act as if nothing had happened--or will happen. This applies to Christians as
well as non-Christians. In fact there is probably a special temptation for the evangelical
Christian to be particularly complacent, for he in effect reasons that although "change and
decay" may characterize the world around him, Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today
and forever. Therefore there is no reason to ring the panic button. Rather he--let me change
that to the personal plural--we take the attitude that it is best to keep cool, trust in God, and
work a bit more zealously for the advancement of the Kingdom.
I. The Causes and Nature of the Present Crisis
This attitude or approach is no longer tolerable for several reasons. The first, most obvious
one, which is only symptomatic of underlying causes, is that the Christian Church is
decreasing in size. I do not have statistics of other Christian bodies, but I recently read
statistics to the effect that whereas in 1830, 25% of the world was Protestant, in 1960, only
130 years later, only 8% was Protestant. It has been estimated that if this trend continues,
by the year 2000 Protestants will be statistically almost non-existent, and Roman Catholic
and Orthodox groups are not faring any better. (However, cf. K. Latourette's thesis
concerning the pattern of Christian expansion, in his A History of the Expansion of
Christianity.) There are various reasons for this decline: missionary setbacks and reverses
due to the surge of nationalism and the rise of new independent nations, the resurgence of
religions, and in the western world--particularly Europe-the breakdown of Christendom; the
industrial revolution, resulting in the alienation of the laborer from the Church; the
so-called coming of age of modern scientific man who no longer feels the need of God (or
gods) to give meaning to the universe or provide the answer to the riddles of life; and also
the more theological factors: the age of the enlightenment and skepticism, Deism,
rationalism, liberalism and more recent varieties of radical theology. (Those of a more
liberal persuasion would in turn blame pietism and fundamentalism for a defensive,
ghetto-like mentality which failed to stay abreast of the currents of the times.)
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Other factors could be named which have contributed or are contributing to what may be
the virtual demise of the Church by the end of the 20th century. This is not to suggest that
the cause of Christ will thereby come to naught or that the Church will ultimately be
extinguished. We have our Lord's promise to the contrary. But we must reckon seriously
with the very real possibility that the Church as an institution, at least as we know it, will
either almost pass out of existence, or will find its influence so slight that it will have little
or no relevance to the world in which it finds itself.
What is required therefore is a radical (in the original sense of the word) new attempt to
relate to and speak to the new situation which we face. Otherwise the Church will not only
be increasingly irrelevant, but our proclamation will fall on ever deafer ears.. If the growing
crescendo of prophetic voices in our time -- from both left and right -are taken at all
seriously, this is not a remote possibility.
But what is this new situation which suddenly makes our future seem so ominous? Why is
it that the Church must adapt or perish? (The 'adaptation' here refers to form not content--no
compromise or watering down of the message is meant by this.) The answer is that we have
already entered not merely a new era which is technologically and culturally vastly
different from that in which we grew up, but that this new age, which is already upon us, is
producing a new kind of man often called technological man (cf. the book of this title by
Victor Ferkiss which was published in 1969), "technopolitan man" (H. Cox) or the new
man: the free man, man over nature, man with his destiny in his hands, moving out from
this world into a future which is bright with possibilities but at the same time fraught with
the dangers of sudden doom. He is capable of god-like powers. For with new techniques
and machines he plays the role once assigned to God (or the gods).
Others have dubbed the new man the fourth man (Alfred Weber, Der dritte oder der vierte
Mensch, 1953--cf. K.H. Miskotte, The Silence of the Gods, p. 1). He is the man who no
longer believes in gods, who has no sense of the holy or transcendent. He cannot even
respond to a spiritual appeal. (According to Weber the first man is prehistoric Neanderthal
man; the second man the plaything of the fluctuations of the ice age, the man of the magic
cults; the third man the bearer of history who makes and shapes history. The fourth man is
no longer conscious of history but is only the product of the technicizing of human
existence.) For such men "The gods are silent" (Miskotte); or to use the words of Martin
Buber, God is, as it were, in eclipse for modern man.
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It should be noted, parenthetically, that there is by no means unanimity on this point. The
late Paul Tillich, for example, always insisted that man is by nature in the depth of his being
religious. To the end of his life he maintained this steadfastly over against the secular
theologians. (See his last formal address, published posthumously, "The Significance of the
History of Religions for the Systematic Theologian," in The Future of Religions (1966), pp.
82f.) However, one could say that Tillich, whose roots were in the idealistic philosophy of
Schelling and who was something of a mystic, represents the religious consciousness of
19th century man rather than 20th century man.
But this could hardly be said of Peter Berger, the American sociologist, who represents a
different generation and quite a diverse milieu from that represented by Tillich. In a recent
much discussed book, A Rumor of Angels (1969), Berger suggests that radical theologians
have not only misread modern man, but that modern man misreads his own experiences. He
submits that whereas modern man (call him technological or the fourth man) thinks he
experiences the absence of God, he may, in ways he does not recognize, nevertheless be
experiencing God. Berger, as a sociologist (who is also no mean theologian) maintains that
there are "signals of transcendence" which come through much of human experience--not
necessarily direct or unambiguous messages or clues from God, but hints or overtones
which indicate that we are not alone, that this is not a closed universe (pp. 65f.) He
illustrates this contention by arguments from such phenomena as play, hope (pp. 72 f.) and
Humor (pp. 86f.) but the two that are particularly significant are: 1. man's propensity for
order (i.e., there is an ideal order-not yet realized in actual existence); 2. the argument from
damnation which arises from feeling of outrage and indignation at great evil (we know that
there is an 'ought not to be' about the world).
Tillich, Berger and Augustine notwithstanding ("Our hearts are restless until they rest in
thee"), I think it is still incontrovertible that we face a radically new situation, of which the
modern city or technocracy is the visible expression. Less visible, but no less real, is the
new kind of man who is being molded and made by a new system of ideas, techniques and
machines that puts us, in terms of power, about where God is or used to be--Orwell's 1984
is just around the corner.
Some, like Jungen Moltmann, renowned for his Theology of Hope, are convinced that the
way to a viable future will be by a revolutionary path. Thus, after returning (to Tubingen)
from a period of lecturing in the U.S. in 1968, he wrote in the preface to his book, Religion,
Revolution and the Future (1969): "If there are no major wars, the U.S. and the Euro-
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pean countries will be faced with a long revolutionary march through the outmoded,
authoritarian structure of their societies. The 'good old days' are gone. Now the future is our
heaven or our hell and the present is something like a purgatory." (p. xvi)
Moltmann's gloomy analysis is too colored by his Marxist outlook (via Ernst Bloch), I feel,
but whenever we think about the city, the new man and the challenge of a technocratic,
cybernetic society, underlying all this
is an
allpervasive, inexorable
process--secularization--and it is to that process--and one phenomenon in particular (the
computer)that I wish to direct our thinking. For if the Church is to speak to and make an
impact on the new man produced by a technological society, it must reckon with this
all-pervasive reality--or fade away into an ever diminishing private, ghetto-like section of
human existence.

II. The Phenomena of Secularization and Secularism
Any analysis of the city or technological civilization inevitably must confront the basic
underlying factor of secularization. But immediately a crucial distinction must be made
between secularization and secularism (first made, as far as I know, by Friedrich Gogarten
in his book Verhangnis and Hoffnung der Neuzeit. Die Sakularisierung als theologisches
Problem, 1953).
Secularization--as defined by Gogarten, is a continuing, historical process. That is, human
existence is being determined more and more by the dimensions of time and history. The
opposite of secularization is thus the mythical. Secularization accordingly represents a
break with "the everlasting cycle of nature and the timeless presentness of myth." (Arend
Th. van Leeuwen, Christianity in World History, New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 196T
p. 331. Now also available as a paperback) Secularism, on the other hand, is a'Tixed and
absolutized ideology with a tendency towards pagan or nihilistic totalitarianism." (Ibid., p.
334) Secularism, as commonly understood, is the absence of the religious, transcendent or
ultimate dimension or reference in all facets of life. This spirit or ideology must of course
be opposed by the Church, and is indeed the enemy of all religion. It should be noted,
however, that this distinction between secularization and secularism is by no means
universally accepted. Arnold Loen, for example, regards the above definition of
secularization as "superficial" and insists that from a biblical standpoint it basically
connotes "worldliness," i.e., conforming to the world (Rom. 12:2). At the same time Loen
stresses that this is an extremely elusive reality (Secularization. Science without God? E.T.,
1967, pp. 7 f., 208).
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A number of Christian scholars welcome secularization as a positive, liberating movement.
Harvey Cox is the best known representative of this school. As you may recall, the subtitle
of his bestseller The Secular City (1965) reads: "A celebration of its liberties and an
invitation to its discipline." According to Cox, "the Gospel does not call man to return to a
previous stage of his development. It does not summon man back to dependency, awe and
religiousness. Rather it is a call to imaginative urbanity and mature secularity." (Ibid., p. 83)
In short, Cox wants us to affirm "technopolitan man in his pragmatism and in his
profanity." (Ibid.) We are called by God, he maintains, "to be a man of this technical age,
with all that means, seeking to make it a human habitation for all who live within it." (Ibid.)
Here secularization is almost equated with urbanization and is regarded as holding a
promise rather than a threat. It is an unmitigated good. Needless to say, even if we
recognize this distinction between secularization and secularism, many people will not be
able to share Cox's enthusiasm for the secular city or secularization in general. (Cox
himself has had second thoughts about the position he took in The Secular City and has
done several theological flips since then.
As early as 1966, in an article "Mission in a World of Cities" (International Review of
Missions, July, 1966), he recognized the demonic aspect of the city, but his solutions are
still more humanistic than biblical.)
The approach of the Dutch missiologist and theologian, Arend van Leeuwen is more
circumspect. Van Leeuwen (writing before Cox) also feels that "the vital impulse" behind
secularization comes from the biblical message and that "the course it has taken has its
beginning in biblical history." (OP- cit., p. 331) It is in Israel, he maintains, that a protest is
first raised "against the religion of cosmic totality, against the sacralizing of all things,
against the supremacy of fate, against the divinizing of kings and kingdoms." (Ibid.)
But van Leeuwen, unlike Cox and his disciples, proceeds to point out that in the Bible itself
this secularization is dialectical in character. The same is true of the history of Christianity
within which two contrary processes of secularization are simultaneously at work. On the
one hand, there is always the temptation to becoming "conformed to this world" (Rom.
12:2); on the other, the Church always represents a protest against the tyranny of pagen
gods. But, having made this warning, van Leeuwen still concludes that
"The relation of the Christian Church to the advancing history of secularization is in
any event a positive one; it carries responsibility for it and is intimately concerned
and involved with what that process brings in its train, with all that it so richly
promises and with all its appalling threats and dangers." (Ibid. P. 334)
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I agree in general with this conclusion except for the opening affirmation that the relation
of the Church to this process "is in any event a positive one." I think this optimism of his is
related to his thesis that western civilization, for all its aberrations (see p. 34) is the positive
extension of the history of Israel and the inevitable wave of the future (see pp. 44, 263 f.,
400). I would be much more guarded in my response to the increasing secularization of our
world. Secularization brings with it no doubt much that is good and desirable, but, like
science, in itself it is not necessarily good or evil. It may well be that like science its origins
are to be found in the Christian (or Hebrew) faith. But, again, like science, whenever this
process or movement becomes separated from its moorings it can become demonic and
destructive of all human worth and value. (So Hendrikus Berkhof, Christ The Meaning of
History, pp. 91 f.; cf. Herbert Richardson, Toward an American Theology, pp. 9, 29) Hence
I would describe it as a possible check, if not foe, of the progress of the Church and the
Christian world mission. We should recognize in secularization both new possibilities of
freedom for man as well as new possibilities of enslavement. Hence I concur with Lesslie
Newbigin when he suggests that "the Christian must view the process of secularization
neither with fear nor hostility, nor with uncritical enthusiasm, but with a sober understanding founded upon his biblical faith." (Honest Religion for Secular Man, London: SCM
Press, 1966, p. 41. Cf. pp. 134 f.)
Perhaps instead of looking at secularization as either a threat or a promise--or as a neutral
'tertium quid'--we should regard it as a great challenge to the Christian faith. By breaking
down ancient myths and sacral structures by which man's lives have been controlled in the
past and putting into men's hands great new powers for the control of their world,
secularization offers man new frontiers of freedom. This freedom, of course, can lead to his
destruction, but this can also lead to new maturity. This, I believe, is what Bonhoeffer was
referring to when he spoke of contemporary man as having "come of age." He no longer
needs God as a prop to explain the world and the mysteries of life. This moreover, is what
Bonhoeffer probably meant by his illusive references to "religionless Christianity"--not a
secular gospel as proposed by Paul Van Buren and others where the transcendent is
completely denied (this is secularism!), but a Christianity stripped of many of the accepted
mores of western Christendom along with its metaphysical systems, a Christianity where
God is not pushed off to the fringes of human existence but relates to the very center and
core of our thinking and concerns.
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If the Church fails here, then the gospel will be more of a spiritual aspirin for pious souls
than the leaven for a new society. The result will be an ever narrowing impact of the
Church, even where it is relatively strong, and its missionary outreach will not be much
more than a holding operation. Nowhere is this more true than in relation to the most striking and imposing aspect of secularization in our time, the technological revolution of which
we are already a part. For we are on the verge of what is described as a technocratic or
sociotechnic age. (A. van Leeuwen and Herbert Richardson)
III. The Technological Revolution:
Cybernetics and Sociotechnics
There have been many shorter treatments of the significance of this phenomenon recently,
but I know of only one (besides van Leeuwen's magisterial work) which treats this problem
with theological depth, viz. Herbert Richardson's Toward an American Theology. (There
are at least two other studies of this question from a theological standpoint: Harold Hatt's
Cybernetics and the Image of Man (1969), and Kenneth Cauthen's Science, Secularization
and God (1969); but neither is very satisfactory.) His thesis is that the modern period of
history is coming to an end and a new period of history is beginning, viz., the sociotechnic
age. He calls it this because the life of this period will be dominated by social techniques
developed by the sociological, psychological, economic and political sciences. To put it
simply, ours is--or will be--a society shaped by science, but not merely natural science.
Hence Richardson uses the term "sociotechnics" rather than technology. By this he means
"that new knowledge whereby man exercises technical control not only over nature but also
over all the specific institutions that make up society: i.e., economics, education, science
and politics. Hence sociotechnics presages the end of 'economic man' as wel as 'scientific
man' and 'political man.' It replaces these separated institutional functions with the
cybernetic integration of society within a single rational system." (op. cit., p. 16) (Note: The
key word here, "cybernetics," is difficult to define, although it has become common
parlance in recent years. Most dictionary definitions are dated. The one in the new Random
'louse Dictionary (1967) is rather helpful, viz., "The study of human control functions and
of mechanical and electrical systems designed to replace them, involving the application of
statistical mechanics to communication engineering." Although it is somewhat dated, the
best book on the subject remains the classic work by Norbert Wiener, Cybernetics: or
Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine (Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press,
second ed., 1961)
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The key concept here is that of control. Sociotechnics is coming to be the dominant method
of social control. Thus, according to Richardson, "the sociotechnics of our time anticipates
the creation of a wholly artificial environment. Our entire society will organize in order to
reshape itself and its world in accordance with an imaginative vision of the good life."
(Ibid., p. 17) (I am not sure, even after all my reading in this area, that I fully grasp the
significance and implications of all this. I would like to attribute this to age rather than lack
of intellectual acumen. As Eugene Smith has noted, "The changes in our world are making
refugees of us all. Any person older than forty years is, to some degree, a foreigner in his
own country." (Mandate for Mission, New York: Friendship Press, 1968, p. 9) The net
result is that we are in the midst of a historical transition, and a time of historical transition
is also a time of general cultural crisis. This results in a loss of meaning and the breakdown
of all our inherited institutions and habitual modes of thought and action (ibid., p. IX). This
in turn creates a special crisis for Protestant Christianity, for Protestantism is an integral
part of dying modern culture. Hence, Richardson insists that a new theology is callec for to
meet the challenge and crisis of our age.
Richarson finds this to be an essentially American phenomenon and finds in various
indigenous American emphases the ingredients for a peculiarly American theology which
can effectively meet the needs of our age.
Van Leeuwen writes from quite a different perspective, but he is equally convinced of the
radical change taking place in our society. Moreover, he does not limit this to the West but
is convinced that the technological revolution is about to assume a world-wide character.
He submits that even now we seem to be witnessing the arrival of a new type of man. (Op.
cit., p. 401) This"'newness' does not merely consist in a new mode of technology, but in the
fact that the modern technological revolution is only part of a larger revolutionary process
which seems likely to uproot and destroy the corner-stone of all human society as we have
known it hitherto, from its most primitive to its most civilized forms. That corner-stone is
religion." (Ibid., p. 402) (Note: By 'religion' here van Leeuwen is using the word in a
pejorative sense similar to Barth, Bonhoeffer and other continental theologians, although in
his case 'religion' is particularly identified with what he calls "ontocracy," i.e., the pattern of
throne, altar, kingship and temple.)
The van Leeuwen makes an observation that also ties in directly with the title of this paper
and also relates indirectly to H. Richardson's thesis. "It seems legitimate-- and necessary
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even-- to wonder whether the present technological revolution does not confront
Christianity for the first time in its history with the crucial question whether 'the fulness of
time,' which makes all things new, does not involve a revolution in man's outlook and
relation to his fellow men and to the world, in so far as that can be said to fall within the
technological dimension. For the first time in the history of mankind, that is to say, the
ontocratic pattern has been broken through and superseded by the technocratic pattern."
(Ibid.) Van Leeuwen sees this as fundamentally a good thing, although like Berkhof he does
not view the technocratic era as either the Kingdom of God or the Kingdom of Satan. It is
rather a phase of history in which the Lord and Satan are both at work. (Ibid., p. 408)
IV. The Response of the Church to this Development
In the face of this tremendous challenge what course is the Church to take in order not
merely to survive but to play a creative and redemptive role in this new age? Both van
Leeuwen en Richardson have submitted various proposals which merit consideration, but
they tend to be theoretical. But an answer of some kind--or at least some hard, constructive
thinking--is required. For "the Christian mission will fail unless it confronts unflinchingly
the revolutionary nature of contemporary society." (S. Paul Schilling, "Restating the Aim of
Mission," in Christian Mission in Theological Perspective, edited by G. N. Anderson, p.
248) And this means no nostalgic harking back to the past or the notion that we can return
in some new guise to the "Corpus Christianum." Here we should learn from the Reformers.
For they sought not merely to go back to the doctrines and practices of the early Church,
relatively uncorrupted by subsequent papal developments; they also attempted to recover
the gospel in terms appropriate to their own day. And we must-do likewise.
In reference to both religious pluralism and secularism (not secularization) van Leeuwen
warns against a suggestion made in 1928 when the International Missionary Council met in
Jerusalem. Because of the growing concern about secularism and materialism it was
proposed that Christianity should form a common front with the other religions-. This
solution van Leeuwen vigorously rejects on the ground that y the gospel is neither 'secular'
nor 'religious' and will only get entangled in hopeless confusion if it joins hands with
religions (not other religions!), whatever their character (pp. 409-417) However, van
Leeuwen is not simply anti-religious. He feels rather that the best contribution by
Christians to the renewal of Islamic or Indian civilization can be made only when "the
religious myth has been blown away." (p. 412)
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a. Positively, van Leeuwen's first proposal is that particularly in non-western civilizations
which are confronted now with a full scale invasion by technocracy, the Church has to
stand and 'interpret' this invading history. If the Church does this, this invading history will
not be "suffered as a blind process, a glorious or pernicious fatality, but men will come at
last to understand what the voices which speak to them through that history are saying and
they will learn to distinguish between the voice of Christ and those of his counterfeits." (p.
409) Beyond this, however, I do not find van Leeuwen very helpful. He also calls for "a
sound theology of secularization" (p. 419) and "a clear theology of 'materialism,' as well as
a theology of wealth" (p. 437), but he does not even begin to spell out what this might mean.
In fact, to the extent that he offers concrete illustrations of what the Church might do (in his
last chapter, "Christianity in a Planetary World"), I am disturbed by his rather passive,
pessimistic stance. The proclamation of the gospel, the desire to bring the nations to Christ,
seems to be missing. This exciting, challenging book ends not with a bang but a whimper.
Nevertheless, it must be admitted that there are no simple, pat answers to this
all-encompassing development. The Bible and traditional theologians offer no basic
principles and guidelines, but concrete applications must be worked out afresh. Otherwise,
as I have indicated earlier, the Church may not be able to stem the tide of the technocratic
takeover of our culture. This plus the fact that in proportion to the human race as a whole,
Christians are a diminishing minority makes the future of the Church look bleak indeed. As
Lesslie Newbigin once noted, "It does not look as if Christianity were the clue to the future
of the human race." Moreover, Newbigin continues, it is also ominous that "the area of
human life in which Christianity has authority seems to be shrinking. More and more
realms of life appear to be taken over by systems of thought and organization which take no
account whatever of religious questions." (Trinitarian Faith and Today's Mission, 1964, p.
29. Cf. Ch. VI, "Missions and the Secularization of Human Life.")
Newbigin is not as pessimistic as these passages might seem to indicate. He is confident
that a more trinitarian approach to missions is one step in the right direction. In an
especially moving passage he stresses that the "secret of the recovery of missionary
advance lies in taking more seriously the New Testament understanding of the work of the
Holy Spirit," not just in theory but also in practice. (pp. 73-4. This is also the thesis of
Roland Allen and more recently of Harry Boer, Pentecost and Missions, Eerdmans, 1961)
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But we are still faced with the question of what can be done to stem the tide of withdrawal
and increasing irrelevance. To put it more psitively, what can we do to take the initiative to
make the gospel more appealing and meaningful to modern man? Various solutions have
been proposed, some of which I shall mention, but I must say at the outset that I am not
confident that anyone of them--nor any combination-- is really the great challenge which I
have outlined.
1. Many Christian leaders regard the fragmentation of the Church to be one of the main
hindrances to the growth and effective witness off the Church. Greater Christian Unity is
held to be the 'sine qua non' of any Christian advance in a divided world. One of the finest
exponents of this position is the great missionary-theologian, Lesslie Newbigin. On the
basis of the witness of the New Testament he maintains that "it is clear that the disunity of
the Church is a contradiction of its proper nature and a public abdication of its right to
preach the gospel to all nations." (A Faith for this One World? (SCM Press, 1961, p. 81)
This is undeniably an important factor which has often been overlooked but Church unions
as such do not always provide much basis for enthusiasm. One reason is that they represent
formal, structural unions, not genuine unity in Christ.
2. Others hold that what is required to meet the various challenges of our time is new forms
of mission. There are various proposals in this regard, one being that the Church must be
restructured for mission. Concerning world mission outreach it has been suggested that it
must be international, inter-racial teams of missionaries, and, above all that laymen must be
used more widely in their secular vocations. This position has been argued vigorously and
impressively in a very recent book by Neil Braun, Laity Mobilized: Reflections on Church
Growth in Japan and Other Lands (Eerdmans, 1971).
In terms of evangelism there are proponents of mass evangelism (Billy Graham, World
Vision, etc.) on the one hand and the inner city "Christian presence" approach on the other.
A representative of many of the newer approaches being encouraged by the WCC or NCC
in the United States is Colin Williams, an Australian Methodist who was Executive Director
of the Central Department of Evangelism in the U.S. from 1963-5, and subsequently
became Executive Director of the Department of Studies on Evangelism of the WCC. In
one of his books, Faith in a Secular Age (Fontana Book, 1966), he concludes his discussion
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of various approaches to secularization with a chapter on "Evangelism in our Day" in which
he summarizes recent ecumenical thinking concerning "the major re-shaping of the relation
of the Church to the world" in three points (p. 107). What is required is:
1. a massive restatement of the gospel
2. a major realignment of the forms of the Church's life
3. a new Christian style of life, i.e., discovering ways in which the laity can discover
their secular ministrie Here too there is much that merits serious consideration, but a
change in language or structures alone will not suffice. Moreover, in attempting to reshape
the Church and its message "around the needs of the world," as Colin Williams, J.T.A.
Robinson and others would have us do, there is the very real danger that the evangel itself
will be compromised or distorted in the process.
3. Another plea today in certain circles is for the rediscovery of preaching. Such appeals are
not new, but I have been impressed by the persuasive case argued by the distinguished
preacher-theologian, Helmut Thielicke, in his book The Trouble with the Church (Harper &
Row, 1965). He decries many of the currently fashionable slogans and programs (new
hermeneutic, new forms of ministry, liturgical gimmicks, etc.) and insists that even today
wherever we find vital, growing congregations at the center is dynamic preaching of the
Word. What Thielicke is really saying is that the trouble with the Church is a deep inner
loss of faith due to a famine of the Word. The same point is made from a somewhat
different perspective by the Dutch theologian K.H. Miskotte, in his book When the Gods
are Silent. One of his theses is that in order to communicate Christian doctrine effectively
to the "fourth man," who no longer responds to any spiritual appeal, the' telling of the story
of the revelation of God's Name (i.e., narrative preaching) is the most appropriate vehicle
for witnessing in our day (p. 206. Cf. pp. 102 f. This sounds very simplistic when stated out
of context, but Miskotte is quite aware of the power of contemporary nihilism.)
This is a note rarely heard these days and a necessary one, for where the Word is not
faithfully proclaimed and heard there is no true Church. But again there is the problem that
even the greatest preaching is not in itself an adequate instrument for the needs of our time.
4. One of the most promising approaches to the problem is that of Church renewal,
although this is a wide umbrella which covers rather diverse experiments. This was one of
the popular themes in the immediate postwar period. Much that was written then was
superficial but there were also solid biblically grounded studies such as W.A. Visser 't
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Hooft's The Renewal of the Church (1956). More recently this emphasis has found
exponents as different as Stephen C. Rose, former editor of Renewal and author of The
Grass Roots Church: A Manifesto for Protestant Renewal (1966), on the one hand, and
Keith Miller (Taste of New Wine, A Second Touch, etc.) and Bruce Larson (The Emerging
Church, Living on the Growing Edge, etc.) on the other. Whereas Rose battles against both
denominationalism and bureaucratic ecumenical schemes and promotes community
ministries by local churches, Miller, Larson, Elton Trueblood, and others associated with
the journal Faith at Work, the organ of the late Sam Shoemaker's movement, are trying to
update evangelicalism by means of small groups and widespread lay participation. The
emphasis here is on the wholeness of the gospel, a reuniting of the personal and the social.
A variant of this approach, i.e., the small group movement, has been taught and practiced
by Clyde Reid, formerly an instructor at Union Seminary in New York and now with the
Institute for Advanced Pastoral Studies. His own experience and research find expression in
his recent and much praised book Groups Alive - Church Alive (1969).
With this approach there is often the temptation for these groups to become captivated by
their onw dynamics; but their great value is that they make possible meaningful
interpersonal experiences, and often deeper encounters with God, in a dehumanizing age
where it is increasingly difficult to relate to one's fellow man and one's Creator.
5. The above approaches are largely practical or functional although underlying each one
are distinctive theological pesuppositions. Hence none of them comes to grips directly with
the theological implications of secularization or the technological revolution. Consequently,
another possible answer is a new theological approach. The most direct response to this
situation are the various secular theologies. Here one must be careful to distinguish between
the relatively conservative versions of Harvey Cox and Gerhard Ebeling on the one hand
and that of radical secularist theologians like Paul Van Buren on the other. The latter, in his
widely discussed The Secular Meaning of the Gospel (1963) comes very close to being a
member of the death of God camp.
Another increasingly popular approach is that of the theology of hope (Moltmann, Gerhard
Sauter, W. Pannenberg, J. Metz, and more recently two Americans, the Roman Catholic,
Gerald O'Collins, and the Lutheran, Carl Braaten). Closely related to this is a theology of
history (Pannenberg) or a theology of the world (J. Metz). A recurring motif and concern of
all these theologians is the future and often revolution. Thus there is a definite attempt to
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relate to the contemporary mood and the problems of our time (social, economic, political).
A further refinement of some of these approaches is what is called a political theology (See
H. Cox, The Secular City, pp. 248 f., and F. Herzog, "Political Theology" in The Christian
Century, July 23, 1969) or a political hermeneutic (J. Metz and J. Moltmann. Cf. the Tatters
"Toward a Political Hermeneutic of the Gospel" in his Religion, Revolution and the Future)
This is a reaction to both kerygmatic and apologetic theologies. It does not mean promoting
salvation through politics but just the contrary; for it begins as a critique of man's abuse of
the political. In short, it is an attempt to discover and realize forms of common life which
resist the dehumanizing tendencies of our age. This involves applying the kingship of
Christ to the political (and social) structures which more and more mold our existence and
thereby seeking to change society in ways that "open up the future."
This is no uniform movement and hence no simple analysis or critique is possible here. But
as has been pointed out by various critics, many of these new approaches are basically only
a modern version of the social gospel--but with more theological depth and less naivite.
Moreover, many of these approaches are not only one-sided (i.e., the personal dimensions
of guilt, grace and fellowship with God are mated) but are also reductionist (i.e., their views
of revelation, Christology, etc., are unorthodox).

V. The Challenge of the Computer
The value of the above approaches notwithstanding, we are still lacking an answer that is
both sufficiently concrete and theologically satisfying to the greatest challenge which the
Church has faced since the industrial revolution, viz., the fantastic impact and
epoch-making revolution in our existence being brought about by one single invention--the
computer. It would be irresponsible, I feel, to talk about the city, technological man, and the
society of the future without taking into account the one phenomenon that fills even
specialists in this area simultaneously with such hope and fear. Most of us have some
knowledge of computers and the ways in which they are already affecting our lives. But
few people realize how by means of machines-the computer in particular--our top
technicians are developing a cybernetic system which is steadily and progressively
displacing nature and thus tends increasingly to assert itself as the ultimate reality. In so
doing it promises to alter radically the character of human experience and necessity.
Whereas before man appeared in the adversary position, organizing his technology to
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reduce the strong points in obstructive nature, in the future lie will increasingly appear
simply as one agency working within an intricately interconnected total system of his own
devising. The great question is whether man is really capable of managing so complicated,
changing and powerful a machine! (This thesis is developed and impressively documented
by Victor Ferkiss in his book Technological Man - The Myth and the Reality. For a lurid,
comprehensive account of the present use and possible development of the computer I
would recommend the article "Behold the Computer Revolution," by Peter T. White in the
Nov. 1970 issue of National Geographic).
The basis of the awesome power of the computer is not simply its fantastic ability to record,
process and analyze information, but the fact that it also transforms information. "Even
today's computer technology--primitive in view of what is likely to come--permits the
design of machines that adapt to a changing envrionment, repair themselves, and make new
parts when needed." All this is impressive but there are also some frightening possibilities
here from an ethical standpoint.
An authority on this subject writes: "Serious men with impressive credentials in data
processing do not think it at all unlikely that someday computers, supplied with feelings
and even moral values, will make decisions based on those feelings and values, as well as
on what their sensors perceive." And even at present "there is growing concern that
computer technology can damage individuals, and curtail the personal liberties of all."
(Peter T. White, op. cit., p. 627) In view of this possibility, it is no wonder that some
scholars are suggesting that we now possess techniques and machines that put us about
where God is! The cybernetic revolution, symbolized by the computer, is thus ultimately a
theological problem.
And a very real and practical one for us in Japan., which is second in the world in computer
power (far more significant for measuring the real power of a country than its GNP. At
present the U.S. has 70,000 as over against only 20,000 in Europe and Japan.) In May of
1969 the Industrial Structure Council (an agency of the Japanese government) submitted a
report in which it began, "The advanced societies of the world, including that of our country,
are about to knock upon the portals of the age of cybernetics." (From Japan Times, June 16,
1969) About the same time there appeared in the Japan Times a summary of an article from
the Shukan Asahi entitled "Computer Craze Spreads in Japan." Here it was noted that in
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1950 there were only three computers in Japan. Ten years later that number skyrocketed to
1,170; and it is estimated that the number will top 18,000 by 1972. Something of the keen
interest in computers in this country is illustrated by an incident last year. N.H.K. produced
a TV-series on how to use the computer in April, 1969. They published 80,000 copies of the
textbook for the program which was beamed from April through September. To their great
surprise all the copies were sold out in a few days. So they published 100,000 more copies
and they too vanished from the bookstores within a few days. In the end, N.H.K. had to
keep the printing plant busy for a full month to meet the flood of orders which poured in
from all over the country. In all, they sold over 700,000 copies in little over a month.
I suggested above that this represents a theological problem. This is tacitly admitted by two
scholars who have written outstanding books on this theme, but who are apparently
non-Christians. The one, Victor Ferkiss, professor of.government at Georgetown University,
in his book on technological man concedes that he is not at all sure that there is any certain,
effective way to deal with this revolution which is producing a new technological man. To
make this new technological environment work better, he submits that man must acquire
three new understandings (time does not allow for enumerating them). The product of these
three understandings should be a sense that life is a moving, changing process within which
man is the central agent, "the intelligent, self-conscious part of the' universe, with full
res)onsibility for himself and for the universe." Ferkiss resorts to a typical liberal-humanist
solution, i.e., the use of "aroused and well-trained minds," in short, the ability of reason to
carry us through. For "to despair of reason is to despair of man." Ironically, this was written
at the very time when many students and progressive young professors were (and are)
challenging the old liberal confidence in reason and rational schemes for the alleviation of
today's problems. The alternatives are clear: if one despairs of reason, you are driven either
to nihilism and revolution or to God.
We are also left out on the very fragile limb of the innate possibilities of man in the
discerning and lauded book The Children of Frankenstein: A Primer (N.B.!) on Modern
Technology and Human Values (1970) by Herbert J. Muller,
a Renaissance type
scholar who was formerly professor of English government at Indiana University and in
1959 was named "Distinguished Service Professor." Muller like Ferkiss is fully aware of
the destructive possibilities of the newer technology. But again like Ferkiss, he does not
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regard technology as the natural enemy of man. He offers no program for the solution of
our problems but rather weakly concludes that technology is easily misused when it is not
controlled by men of vision.
Again note that in the last analysis we have no better solution, no more substantial hope
than that somehow our society will produce--and then follow--"men of vision."
Here too the theological implications are obvious. Precisely where and how the Church can
be the salt and the light in response to this life and death issue is difficult to say. But it is
obvious (to me, at least) that this is our Godgiven mandate. If we fail to respond concretely
and creatively to this challenge, we deserve to be cast aside as unworthy servants.
VI. Toward a Theology for a Computerized Society
One theologian who has faced this problem squarely and who has responded with a
tentative solution is Herbert Richardson, the young American theologian referred to earlier.
I know of no analysis of the theological significance of the computer--or cybernetic
systems--as profound and helpful, albeit sketchy, as that propounded in his Toward an
American Theology (See especially the section "Theology for a Sociotechnic," pp. 23-29).
Here I can only list the four characteristics of a new theology for the coming age, as
envisioned by Richardson:
1. Theology must develop a conception of God which can undergird the primary realities of
the cybernetic world, viz., systems. And ethics must reorient its work in terms of these
systems and focus on the problem of control.... Such a God will not only be the
encompassing whole, and the principle of individuality, but most importantly He will be the
unity of an encompassing system of relations. Such a conception of God has already been
developed by earlier American theologians (esp. Jonathan Edwards and his theocratic hope)
whose vision of God was essentially social. 2. The theological emphasis, not upon divine
totality nor upon divine individuality, but upon divine relationality leads to a second
characteristic of sociotechnic theology. The total cybernetic system must be fortified by an
eschatological symbolism which can provide it with general goals (being asked for by men
like Ferkiss and Muller) and assist man to make the continual transitions an increasingly
complex system requires. (Cf. Moltmann's Theology of Hope, pp. 238, 324, 330-7, where
this point is developed from a biblical standpoint.)
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3. A sociotechnic theology must develop new ethical principles which will enable man to
live in harmony with the new impersonal mechanisms of society. This ethic will affirm the
values off a technical social organization of life in the same way that earlier Protestantism
affirmed the values of radical individualism and capitalism. (Cf. Moltmann, op. cit., pp.
335-7)
4. Theology must create new liturgical forms and new myths whereby the unity of
sociotechnical life can be presented and experientially 'felt' by all men. The vastness and
complexity of the culture of the coming epoch will be such that few individuals will ever be
able to understand the processes that shape their lives. Unless, therefore, the meaning of the
system can be portrayed and participated in through some liturgical representation,
individuals will undergo the kind of disintegration that destroyed the victim in Kafka's trial.
We have here only the sketch of an incipient theology which is designed for a socio-technic
age. This approach raises almost as many questions as it answers, but it has the great virtue
of being both relevant and thoroughly Trinitarian. (See the last chapter of this book where
Richardson unashamedly affirms the deity of Christ and stresses the sanctifying work of the
Holy Spirit. The most questionable feature is his understanding of the purpose of the
Incarnation.)
But one might raise the question. Will anyone listen to what such theologians and hopefully
the Church at large have to say to technological man? The answer, I believe, can be
affirmative, for we have already seen the fragility of the positions of humanistic scholars
like Ferkiss and Muller and the thin line that separates them from a quiet despair. Moreover,
there is considerable evidence that the very people who need most to hear what God has to
say to a cybernetic-computer age may be the ones who will be most receptive to whatever
solutions or help the Church can offer viz., the scientists. (The issue of ecology is also
regarded as a natural meeting ground for a new dialogue between science and religion.)
I offer as evidence a report of what transpired at a conference which was held at the
University of Pennsylvania in the fall of 1969. According to Rosemary Reuther, an
avant-garde Catholic theologian who participated in the conference, which was billed as
"religious," the assembly cut across a wide range from radical youth to social and physical
scientists and college chaplains. One of the interesting things about the conference was the
virtual breakdown of all the old. divisions and stereotypes. The religious representatives
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tended to sound very secular whereas some of the "new left" students were pushing for
mystical contemplation.
More important, however, was an address given by a biologist who gave a panoramic view
of man's existence on earth covering three phases. The gist of his third point was that man
has finally stepped into a negative parity with nature. For man's technological innovations
move now in an irreversible fashion in a negative and destructive relationship to the natural
environment. He is literally eating up the very foundations upon which his own life is based.
At this point, according to Prof. Reuther, "the biologist pleaded, almost with tears in his
eyes, for a new dialogue between science and religion. This was not to be a resurrection of
the old stand-off between-an arrogant science and a defensive religion, but a dialogue with
a science chastened and humbled by the disastrous record of its own technological
accomplishments... It was a science that looked to religion to provide the critical human
values that could be a framework for the technological application of scientific truths. This
was the framework of values which science knew now that it needed, but which science
itself could not provide." And then Prof. Reuther adds, "what an unexpected tribute to the
theologian!" ("Critic's Corner," Theology Today, Oct., 1970, p. 333)
Moreover, this is precisely the help a theologian like Herbert Richardson is offering. Here
we have a modern day Macedonian cry: Come over and help us. And woe be to us if we
refuse, either because of indifference or inability. But most of you will probably say to
yourselves, "But I'm no theologian!" And I would add for myself "And I'm not only no
scientist, but have never been particularly interested in the natural sciences." Yet we are still
responsible. For, although we may be incapable of fully grasping the depth and import of
these crucial issues, we have been given an understanding and a vision of God's purpose for
the world, of his ultimate answer to self-centeredness and perversion which threaten to
destroy the world, and the power and the resources to live the kind of lives that should not
only be models for a style of life that will be appropriate in any age, but that will also speak
meaningfully and powerfully even to technological man of the glory and grace of God.
Only thus will we avert a Babylon more hellish than anything yet experienced. Only thus
will we as children of light, by the grace and providence of God, point the way to a city that
may be at least a faint facsimile of the City of God.
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Postscript
After giving this paper I was able to do more reading on this subject, but only one book
impressed me as worthy of further consideration: The Meaning of the City by Jacques Ellul
(Eerdmans, 1970). This is essentially a thoroughgoing biblical study, but it is an
exceptionally fresh, provocative analysis which has obvious implications for our present
crisis in the city. William Stringfellow is not exaggerating, I feel, when he describes this
book as "awork of truly momentous potential."
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CRITIQUE ON
"THE FUTURE OF THE CHURCH IN A TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY"
James E. Atwood
The writer has given us a very thorough and competent survey on what modern day
theologians are sayong about the mission of the Church in a technological, computerized
world. No one could do this any better than Dr. Hesselink. However, I was glad he stated
that, "the answer is not in theology." But. knowing him personally and after reading and
listening to this paper I am not convinced that he really believes that.
I appreciated the neutrality of the writer's stance as he presented the secular world as
holding both promises and problems. Because of the paradoxed of this situation I think the
paper would have been stronger if the writer had given more weight to his endorsement of
Richardson's four suggestions toward the making of a new theology. (See the latter part of
the paper.)
Being more of the "excitable activist type" than one who enjoys criticising a theological
treatise, I longed for some practical suggestions as to how the Church could convey the
truth of Jesus Christ to this secular age. The seriousness of our task is contained in the
warning of the writer that we have got to take the advent of this technological age seriously
or end up in "an ever diminishing ghetto-like sector of human existence." The point is all of
us in the Church of Jesus Christ have got to become "excitable activist types" in bringing
His message to a dying world. We have got to come up with something new, radically new,
in our words and works if the world is going to hear and believe.
What then do I see as possibilities for the Church as it seeks to minister in the name of
Christ to a secular, computerized society. Perhaps the word under which "New Patterns for
a New Age" could be described is "co-operation." This then would mean:
1. Cooperation with other Christian bodies, a truly ecumenical effort. We cannot afford the
luxury of separatism and denominationalism.
2. Cooperation on international, interracial levels. This would be seeing the world as our
parish and viewing the sending-receiving Church relationships as a two way street all over
the world.
Further, awakened because of the threats of war, poverty, hunger, and exploding
populations etc., is it too much to ask the Church whose mission it is to be ministers of
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of reconciliation to take the lead in showing the world that all men are brothers and that we
are called of God to become citizens of His Kingdom and lastly citizens of a particular
country with a particular ideology and particular self-interests. We need to develop a spirit
of internationalness.
3. Cooperation among religions: In no way compromising our faith in Jesus as Lord we
must cooperate with and learn from other religions and be happy to work with them on
behalf of the masses of people caught in secularism.
4. Cooperation with non-religious movements. Whenever a movement is born whose
purpose is to make life better or happier for men, there the Church must be. It just might
be that as we involve ourselves in the name of Christ in the day to day struggle of men we
might gain some credibility for the Gospel we preach.
5. Cooperation with science and especially with computers. The writer described this phase
of the church's ministry as the Call to Macedonia. It was for me the most interesting and
provocative part of the paper. I wish though he had developed some of the amazing
possibilities open to the Church once it is really cooperating with science. I believe that the
next decades will find the wide-awake Church cooperating with the behavioral sciences and
using the computer to discover more about man and his thirst for God as well as the
important role of being a corrective for the potential "children of Frankenstein."
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CLOSING WORSHIP
Bill Bray
Let me enjoy with you, without following the strictures of an academic presentation, a
sharing of worship within the spirit of this Hayama conference. I would like to begin with
one of the astute insights of one of our most sensitive American poets. She says (in her
poem "Assurance")
"This earth (is) a shifting alchemy in space, A lump of lightning held in the fingers
of God..."
What does Angela Morgan mean by this--"A lump of lightning held in the fingers of God?"
Clearly, I think, she means, and goes on saying that she believes with all her heart that
History is God's story, and, also that the advancement people are coming into, and the drift
towards a great society is somehow linked with the purpose of God. The form of societies
and civilizations respond to the pressures of the fingers of God who holds the pliant lump
in His hands.
Not only that, but the earth also is a shifting alchemy in space--He transmutes the lead into
gold as it suits Him; He takes the hates and evil of men and the hardness of people's hearts
and puts it to purposes in a way the doer never intended. With His alchemy He directs man
and the movements of History. This earth actually is a "shifting alchemy in space, a lump of
lightning held in the fingers of God, and He is intelligently pressing, and history goes in
this direction.
The poet who so clearly sees these larger outlines has a heart burning and aflame with
social passion. There is a deep hurt as she sees a good world that God has made and bedecked with beauty now marred with the tragedy of secular city life. Let me read these lines
which show the anguish of her soul: (from "The Look")
The eyes of an old man looking at me from a bench in
the parkThey have seared my soul, they have thrust the iron through
my spirit,
So that I may no longer sleep quietly
Or walk thoughlessly upon the earth.
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An old man's eyes, wrinkled, watery, abject.
He had a thin shirt, and thin lips that could not smile; His hands were blue and
knotted over his patient walking stick,
And the wind cut his feeble wrists,
Searched his collarless, pinched neck Till his eyes blinked, smarting...
Am I a coward that I do not go to him, Lift him instantly from his wretchedness?
Am I afraid dreading the great horde of unanswered And unanswerable problems,
Before which governments and religious quail?
What have I done to you, old man,
What have all of us done to you, Or what have we failed to do,
That you should sit thus gaunt and lacking
While we have fires and homes in plenty?
(Then follows a tremendous indictment of those who call themselves good:)
Love is not alone for pleasure, love is not alone for
bliss,
Love is for the rousing of the nations, The healing of the world!
The eyes of an old man looking at me from a bench in the
park,
They have seared my soul, they have thrust the iron through
my spirit,
So that I may no longer sleep quietly, Or walk thoughtlessly upon the earth.
In this poet's sensitivity, I submit to you there is instruction for us. We have pointed out her
trust in History. I would like to add a footnote, as it were, to the total historical picture that
has already so admirably been presented here. We all know how often it has been said that
with nuclear and atomic energy, our world "turned a corner." But it is not enough merely to
say this. When we got to the corn behold, it was a new civilization there upon the drawing
boar a civilization requiring vast cities more than had ever been dreamed of before, a
civilization in turmoil forced into citi so great that no one yet has developed ways to govern
them. Perhaps only one other period in man's history has produced comparable upset and
general confusion--this was the situation produced when Alexander the Great conquered the
known world in the 4th century BC. He determined that his conquered land should become
a unity, and in a famous prayer at Ophis, praye that all peoples under his control should
become one. To effect this great ideal of universal oneness, he took the step of making the
conquered peoples equal citizens together. And it was this very act which had the effect of
taking away the walls from around the old city states--those city states where the
inhabitants knew their fellow citizens, and all others were enemies, where each knew his
duties as a citizen and shared in public life. These peoples now were required to recognize
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as equals people they would never see--people from India, Persia, Egypt, Babylon,
etc.,--people with whom they would never work nor come to have much knowledge
of--indeed all of the ways of man's culturally becoming related were now upset and in
confusion, and man was cut adrift from the things that had guided him and led him into a
neat and clear cut pattern. Instead of security and integration, man was like a tiny chip,
floating, drifting on an immense and uncharted ocean whose farther side he could never
envision, required to fit into a larger whole he never sought nor desired. And into this great
expanded situation which had never been dreamed of before, there arose a philosophy to
interpret man's new situation. It was Zeno's teaching as he founded the Stoic philosophy,
that all men are brothers--since they have the same Heavenly Father who created them.
This Stoic teaching of universal brotherhood for 200 years before Christ was one of the
giant preconditioning influences for the coming of Christ, so that his coming could be in
the fulness of time and his message of world brotherhood be fit into a setting that people
could instantly grasp and latch onto as being familiar enough to accept. As is well known, a
philosophy merely recommends ethical behaviour, but a religion launches imperatives; a
religion says Thou shalt... or Thou shalt not. A religion was needed to put this Stoic ideal of
brotherhood into depth expression for makind; Christianity puts this ideal at the heart of its
message. It was the Providence of God that turned the Greco-Roman civilization into
turmoil and used it to fashion an eternal element in human relationships.
Likewise, there is a feeling abroad today that this coming of the Megalopolis, the super city,
is directed by the counsels of God, and shall be used to further His purposes in His own
time. Still today too, "this earth is a lump of lightning, held in the fingers of God." It
responds in the direction He intends, and ultimately it will serve His purposes. It is a
preparation for a something beyond which we cannot see--and we walk here by faith. This
is the position of my heart as I look at the phenomenon of the super city; it looks at the city
in the ideal sense, but is certain that even this history reflects the prompting towards Hid
goals.
One other comment perhaps here deserves consideration; it is that none of the present major
religions of mankind were ever evolved under conditions that approximate those of the
super city. They were not set up to guide people in the vast megalopolitan situations and
circumstances. But now in the present unreversible trend of world urbanization and with the
supercities developing all over the planet at breakneck speed, religion is hard-pressed to
become relevant to the changed times. Religions everywhere feel this groundswell of
change and are groping and moving toward vital change. This, I believe is the basic
explanation of the resurgence of the faiths of Asia--they are moving to interpret to people,
to their adherents, some helpful insight adequate for the times.
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The process by which they do this is to look into their own history and their own literature
and selectively to stress what will help. Jesus seemingly did this process in his own day--he
took the Law and re-interpreted it, he condensed all the Law and the Prophets into two
easily remembered and vital focal points. I was astounded here in Japan several years ago
by a statement made by Bill Woodard. He had been meeting with a group of Buddhists in
the Shimonoseki area at a retreat. He repeated the Lord's prayer--and they responded by
quoting from their own scriptures thoughts which paralleled each phrase. Those thoughts
had been in their literature all the time, but had never been stressed--but they were there.
Those Buddhist priests were in the process of reinterpreting their own literature in the light
of the modern situation in order that they might be more relevant in the modern day.
But the basic advantage which the Christian of today has, it seems to me is this: not only is
the model but also the motivation of what life should be in the city is found at the center of
the Scriptures. What is the principle that should govern the lives of people who are to dwell
in even the super city? Matthew 25 draws a picture and states it so clearly that even he who
runs can grasp it;--A MAN SHALL LIVE FOR HIS NEIGHBOR OR HE SHALL NOT
HAVE THE APPROVAL OF HIS GOD. It is just that clear. The basis of judgment at the
last time is "Did you have a concern?" This basis is not a peripheral matter, it is central in
th-e Gospels, and the New Testament winds up with the vision of the magnificent celestial
city where we are open in love to one another in a fellowship not even hinted at now except
in Christian communities dedicated to Him and alive in service. Thus, part of the immense
resources of the Christian faith in this very day is that his Scriptures give clearly the
motivation and the profound hope that the city contains a richness of life yet to come, and
that it can be used for the purposes of God. That the city, despite its failures, does contain a
richness of life is a healing word to meditate upon. One instance of God's use of the city, it
seems to me, is to be found in asking the question, "What would have happened if the
Resurrection had taken place in a tiny hamlet off somewhere or in a small village like
Bethany or Nazareth?" Would there have been the same effect on mankind as if the
Resurrection had occurred in the city--the wity where power is sensitive, where records are
kept, where intelligent people may look at the data, where channels of communication have
a certain dependability, where a certain mental liveliness and hospitality to truth is to be
found, where the effects of actions are measured, and where reactions spontaneously may
occur? The city seems to be part of God's vast structures and is not foreign to His purposes.
And when Toynbee says that the whole world is in the process of becoming a giant city,
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this insight is just as full of hope as despair. This development of the city is somewhere in
the providence of God and is not impervious to His presence and His stern demands for
righteousness.
What is the function of the Christian in the city? It is to be alive for God, and to witness to
His love which He destines to be expressed toward every man. We are to be involved in all
relationships both individual and social as part of those forces that make for righteousness.
I personally have had to learn the value of good propaganda. Matthew 6 tells us that alms,
prayer, and fasting are of vast temptation to display, and therefore had best be done in
secret, but Matthew 5:16 is not thereby cancelled. We are to let our light shine before men,
so that they shall see the good works and give glory to God who is their author. In the life
of the city, the good that is attempted and the good that is performed is not to be hidden
under a bushel-it is a formative force in the creation of social values and of a more loving
climate for men. Modesty is still a Christian virtue, but let me say that when Christian
people band together to support a venture, when they come out together for things that call
for justice, they are a matter that cannot be hid; they are like the city set on the hill; and
those good works are good propaganda testifying to the nature of proper human
relationships. When the community sees the good that is done, it does promote questions by
those who are not yet committed. They seek the motivations that prompted it. They ask of
the Christian, "What quality of life do you have that you take on a voluntary poverty to
pursue this? Why do you shove aside the TV programs and push away from the retreats and
pleasure hours and dedicate your life to something of holy uplift for the city, prompted by
the God who guides you day by day?" When that picture of dedication and sacrifice has
worked its work and is seen, it demands a respect. People stand curious about it. And thus
is imported into that society an awareness that somehow the values of the Christian God are
worthy of consideration, worthy of incorporation or at least, worthy of genuine debate for
inclusion in it.
As for ourselves, we need deeper listening to the guiding of God for our acting, a deeper
awareness of Him and where he would lead us. I have run across some of the most crashing
figures of intense listening in the poet Angela Morgan. She is trying to sharpen her own
inner life, and describes her stance. Since it is poetry, I halfway hesitate to present it, but
maybe you haven't come across it before. It is entitled, "In the Night Watches."
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The first beautiful figure of intense listening is this one:
"Hush, I hold me still
to the beat of Thy will."
All of you know well enough how it is that when two sounds of nearly the same pitch send
out waves, there will be one point when the waves will cancel each other into a temporary
silence, but at another point they corroborate each other, and the sound comes forth doubly
strong. We often notice this phenomenon on the movie screen as autos race together. We
regularly catch it from the piano tuner as he tunes the three strings for each note to the right
pitch by getting one wire accurate and tunes the others by means of it. The beat notes tell
him when he is coming into true pitch. Involved in this word picture of Miss Morgan is the
implied question, "Lord, is the program which I am giving out close enough in parallel with
yours so that while there may be moments of total silence yet there are times when on my
work a divine accent falls which doubles and trebles the impact?" Is my work enriched by
this accent of power? It is not my power, but a heavenly addition which drives my tiny
efforts forward and causes it to accomplish the goal for which it is sent.
"Hush, I hold me still to the beat of Thy will."
You know the hymn that uses the same figure;
"Lord, speak to me that I may speak, in living accents of Thy tone; as Thou hast
sought, so let me seek Thy erring children lost and lone."
Whenever our programs gets close enough to the heart of God in its motivation, that divine
beat comes; and it pushes programs on through that would have failed without it. Power
from the Beyond graces our toil.
The second word picture I like from the poem is quite different:
"I will sifle my breathing to hark,
I will hollow myself as a flute,
That Thy spirit may speak,
I will hold myself utterly mute."
Here, now, is someone that is really listening. When I was a lad of twelve, I used to shine
shoes in a barber shop. On Saturday nights I had to clean the place and wouldn't get
through until 11pm and then had to walk home a mile and a half. The street lights were very
sparse for the first mile out to the city limits, and then the last half mile there were none at
all. I had to take a dark path and walk over an abandoned railroad trestle, near to which
were a number of squatters huts--and the dogs around these huts were always loose and
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always nasty-minded. When I would reach the trestle, I would quietly try to creep over it,
though if my shoe hit a Prince Albert tobacco can or some other can, it would make a noise,
fall into the water below, and the frogs in the adjacent pond would stop their croaking and
then there would be sudden and total silence. When that happened, I would literally freeze
my position, not daring to breathe, holding my breath--I had "hollowed myself as a flute,"
listening whether some dog would dash out, snarling and tearing at me. Such is the ultimate
listening. And Miss Morgan dares to apply it to God--Am I so eager to listen that I call all
else to a halt for the sake of hearing His voice?
The third word picture calls for a bit of explanation, I think.
"I will make myself smoother than glass,
Yea, white as a mirror is white,
To gather Thy breath as it pass,
To gather Thy light."
This takes us back to the time of World War I, when hospital service was not as good as it is
these days and every soldier was issued a kit in which there was a metal-silvered mirror. If
on the field of battle you saw the crumpled body of some wounded soldier, you'd take the
silvered mirror and hold it up to the nose and the mouth, and the silver, being slightly
cooler than the surrounding air, allowed a slight moisture condensation to appear upon it if
there was still breath coming from the body, and you could tell whether the person was still
alive. This was often a better test even than trying to get a pulsebeat which often was too
weak to be felt. Now, by this figure, Miss Morgan means simply this: Lord, if there's
anything from you happening in this world around where I stand, let it show up on me! If
any blessing, if any courtesy, if any any fellowship, if any divine support or comfort that
you've given--or that you want me to make--let it center and be seen here! Let the sign of
life be apparent here! Let our life indicate that You are alive.
The last figure I want to use is especially beautiful, I think.
"I hold me hushed as a harp
To the sound of Thy coming, As a forest of pines
Awake to the far winds humming."
Everybody knows that if you go over to a piano not being used and press the right pedal
and yell loudly enough into it, it will arouse the strings to make an echo in harmony. At
home, we children used to drive mother to distraction doing this. All day long and
nighttime too, the piano stands tuned like a giant harp, ready to make instant answer, its
strings stretched and taut, awaiting some note from life to bring it responding into action. It
seems that Miss Morgan here is asking whether or not her heart is that tuned and constantly
ready so that she is able to give instant response to God.
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This matter of being prepared, of standing tense and ready any time is furthered by the line
"As a forest of pines awake to the far wind's humming." As you know, I am from Oregon
which still has its forests of giant timber. We have pine cones that are over a foot long--if
you don't believe it, just visit me at Kwansei Gakuin and I'll show you some on the mantel.
I brought them over just to astonish my Japanese friends. The usual little pine cones are "no
soap," but these big ones are worth looking at. Of these giant pine trees, what of them? Well,
clustering out from the tips of the branches are the slender, deep-anchored evergreen
needles, millions of them on each tree, sensitively taut, awaiting merely that tiniest breeze
that shall sway them, awaiting that faintest breath that comes--and they translate it into that
gentle music that Longfellow writes about in Evangeline-"This is the forest primeval. The
murmuring pines and the hemlocks..." There is no more beautiful music in all the great
outdoors than this; it is the music that God makes. In this great figure of speech, Miss
Morgan is trying to say that her heart stands tuned--she has determined it--and all the
nerves of her spirit stand like the millions of pine needles, waiting and ready for the breath
of God, waiting for His whispered instruction. She is constantly straining and is desperately
eager to hear.

As the Christian goes-into the city looking for ways to alleviate its lonesomeness and to
take away its corruption, and to provide places where children may grow with the glory of
God about them--children whose environment condemns them in a sense to hell even
before they are able to go to kindergarden, children whose bodies are ruined even before
they are able to read with incurable sicknesses, little ones who are deep in sin even before
they know that there is a God,-we must become sensitive.
The Christian is sent to the city. For God purposes to redeem it. The loveliest single story I
know of a Christian going into the city at the behest of God to help redeem it is the story
told in the book, The Cross and the Switchblade, which has now been made into a movie.
This young Pentecostal preacher, Dave Wilkerson, who as a lad of 13 had spoken with
tongues, mind you--I didn't have too much respect for that-wait, I shouldn't say respect--I
didn't have too much knowledge about that until my own son in the States went to a Pentecostal meeting, breathing defiance of home and the religion he was brought up in; he
said to the landlord who had invited him, "I'll go but you're not going to cram religion down
my throat." And there, the Holy Spirit caught up with Tommy, and the phenomenon of
speaking with tongues took place, and that youth's life changed overnight, and every
attitude he had toward religion shifted and came into focus; and where previously he had
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not the slightest idea of serving the church in any way, he's now in the Pentecostal Bible
College in Portland, saying he wants to be a preacher.
Well, David Wilkerson, with that kind of certainty that God had personally and actually
touched him and was guiding him, got the feeling that he should go singlehandedly and
take on slum problems in New York city. A newspaper picture of 7 youths who stabbed and
killed a crippled teenager was what first dramatically drew him on; he had great trouble
even getting into the courtroom. He had brought his Bible with him, and the newshounds
and journalists, since the court news was skimpy that day turned to him, asked him to hold
the Bible high, snapped pictures of him, and printed it as: "Biblewaving country preacher,
with his hair standing up on end, interrupts a murder trial," and he was cast out of court.
But, that very situation was the very introduction the Lord had planned for him. Later when
he was to meet some of the gangs, they said, "O, you're the man who got tossed out of court,
just like us,"--and he got an entrance among them in sympathy. The whole story is
unbelievably full of Divine guidance and is unbelievably fascinating. And how his congregation of farmers in Phillipsburg, Penna, took up collections to provide him money for
gas mileage to New York and back, and over a four year period helped him to do as he felt
guided by God. He moved into New York to try to take steps to alleviate that lonesomeness
of the slum lads--since all admitted that lonesomeness was the chief factor of gang life and
activities. He, living on the promises of God, finally set up a real center which by its actual
repair of some of the slum-gang leaders served as a new element in working out the
problems. The story was finally clear in all its spiritual significance, and was made into a
picture by a film company. It reminds me of the New Testament story of the widow who
gave the two mites at the Temple; she didn't give very much, figured in terms of the total
picture, but God took that loyalty and flung it down the centuries where it still teaches. I
feel that God has taken this loyalty of David Wilkerson about how the Christian God can
rebuild personality into beauty from the dirtiest filth of the city life; and this message is
screamed from every theater, namely that good people can do something to change slum
life and to reclaim drug addicts.
To be faithful to what God directs us to do is our calling in this day. God rules majestically
in the long affairs of history, as someone said,
"His curtains lift on such stupendous heights,
His stage is set within such mighty leisure
Man's movements may not measure
The grandeur of the sight."
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Of this grandeur of His guiding, we have caught some glimpses here in this conference. We
have a witness to make for God-it is to be an intelligent witness and we must serve. This
means a discreet knowledge of man and society, and it also means that we must awaken to a
knowledge of social systems in our time. I must close quickly for the time is up, but let me
mention this book, it is titled, The Church and Cruelty Systems, by J. Edward Carrothers,
Friendship Press, which points out a discovery. This book was just published in perhaps
March of this year. It points out a fact that I had not realized before, that in the very systems
that please so many of us so ably and so comfortably, there is a demonic element. And the
Christian must awaken to this, for these systems penetrate and infuse into all the city life of
our day. God is moving us into an awareness of this in an effort to redeem the city. And as
He moves us, as He guides us, let us shout our certainty that God is good. With His love in
our hearts,
"Mellow music mingles in every mood of reawakening Spring,
and impels my spirit to sing:
'O, be joyful, sing to your Maker, Lord and Master who can adorn
Hill and valley lost and forlorn
With music richer, rarer than morn.
Rise, O soul, You're heavenly born-And the Lord hath need of you!

